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Notice

While reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the
information in this document is complete and accurate at the time of
printing, Avaya assumes no liability for any errors. Avaya reserves the
right to make changes and corrections to the information in this
document without the obligation to notify any person or organization of
such changes.

Documentation disclaimer

“Documentation” means information published by Avaya in varying
mediums which may include product information, operating instructions
and performance specifications that Avaya generally makes available
to users of its products. Documentation does not include marketing
materials. Avaya shall not be responsible for any modifications,
additions, or deletions to the original published version of
documentation unless such modifications, additions, or deletions were
performed by Avaya. End User agrees to indemnify and hold harmless
Avaya, Avaya's agents, servants and employees against all claims,
lawsuits, demands and judgments arising out of, or in connection with,
subsequent modifications, additions or deletions to this documentation,
to the extent made by End User.

Link disclaimer

Avaya is not responsible for the contents or reliability of any linked Web
sites referenced within this site or documentation provided by Avaya.
Avaya is not responsible for the accuracy of any information, statement
or content provided on these sites and does not necessarily endorse
the products, services, or information described or offered within them.
Avaya does not guarantee that these links will work all the time and has
no control over the availability of the linked pages.

Warranty

Avaya provides a limited warranty on its Hardware and Software
(“Product(s)”). Refer to your sales agreement to establish the terms of
the limited warranty. In addition, Avaya’s standard warranty language,
as well as information regarding support for this Product while under
warranty is available to Avaya customers and other parties through the
Avaya Support Web site: http://support.avaya.com. Please note that if
you acquired the Product(s) from an authorized Avaya reseller outside
of the United States and Canada, the warranty is provided to you by
said Avaya reseller and not by Avaya.

Licenses

THE SOFTWARE LICENSE TERMS AVAILABLE ON THE AVAYA
WEBSITE, HTTP://SUPPORT.AVAYA.COM/LICENSEINFO/ ARE
APPLICABLE TO ANYONE WHO DOWNLOADS, USES AND/OR
INSTALLS AVAYA SOFTWARE, PURCHASED FROM AVAYA INC.,
ANY AVAYA AFFILIATE, OR AN AUTHORIZED AVAYA RESELLER
(AS APPLICABLE) UNDER A COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT WITH
AVAYA OR AN AUTHORIZED AVAYA RESELLER. UNLESS
OTHERWISE AGREED TO BY AVAYA IN WRITING, AVAYA DOES
NOT EXTEND THIS LICENSE IF THE SOFTWARE WAS OBTAINED
FROM ANYONE OTHER THAN AVAYA, AN AVAYA AFFILIATE OR AN
AVAYA AUTHORIZED RESELLER; AVAYA RESERVES THE RIGHT
TO TAKE LEGAL ACTION AGAINST YOU AND ANYONE ELSE
USING OR SELLING THE SOFTWARE WITHOUT A LICENSE. BY
INSTALLING, DOWNLOADING OR USING THE SOFTWARE, OR
AUTHORIZING OTHERS TO DO SO, YOU, ON BEHALF OF
YOURSELF AND THE ENTITY FOR WHOM YOU ARE INSTALLING,
DOWNLOADING OR USING THE SOFTWARE (HEREINAFTER
REFERRED TO INTERCHANGEABLY AS “YOU” AND “END USER”),
AGREE TO THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND CREATE A
BINDING CONTRACT BETWEEN YOU AND AVAYA INC. OR THE
APPLICABLE AVAYA AFFILIATE (“AVAYA”).

Copyright

Except where expressly stated otherwise, no use should be made of
materials on this site, the Documentation, Software, or Hardware
provided by Avaya. All content on this site, the documentation and the
Product provided by Avaya including the selection, arrangement and
design of the content is owned either by Avaya or its licensors and is
protected by copyright and other intellectual property laws including the
sui generis rights relating to the protection of databases. You may not
modify, copy, reproduce, republish, upload, post, transmit or distribute
in any way any content, in whole or in part, including any code and
software unless expressly authorized by Avaya. Unauthorized
reproduction, transmission, dissemination, storage, and or use without
the express written consent of Avaya can be a criminal, as well as a
civil offense under the applicable law.

Third-party components

Certain software programs or portions thereof included in the Product
may contain software distributed under third party agreements (“Third
Party Components”), which may contain terms that expand or limit
rights to use certain portions of the Product (“Third Party Terms”).
Information regarding distributed Linux OS source code (for those
Products that have distributed the Linux OS source code), and
identifying the copyright holders of the Third Party Components and the
Third Party Terms that apply to them is available on the Avaya Support
Web site: http://support.avaya.com/Copyright.

Trademarks

The trademarks, logos and service marks (“Marks”) displayed in this
site, the Documentation and Product(s) provided by Avaya are the
registered or unregistered Marks of Avaya, its affiliates, or other third
parties. Users are not permitted to use such Marks without prior written
consent from Avaya or such third party which may own the Mark.
Nothing contained in this site, the Documentation and Product(s)
should be construed as granting, by implication, estoppel, or otherwise,
any license or right in and to the Marks without the express written
permission of Avaya or the applicable third party.

Avaya is a registered trademark of Avaya Inc.

All non-Avaya trademarks are the property of their respective owners,
and “Linux” is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds.

Downloading Documentation

For the most current versions of Documentation, see the Avaya
Support Web site: http://support.avaya.com.

Contact Avaya Support

See the Avaya Support Web site: http://support.avaya.com for product
notices and articles, or to report a problem with your Avaya product.
For a list of support telephone numbers and contact addresses, go to
the Avaya Support Web site: http://support.avaya.com, scroll to the
bottom of the page, and select Contact Avaya Support.
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Chapter 1: Customer service

Visit the Avaya Web site to access the complete range of services and support that Avaya provides. Go
to www.avaya.com or go to one of the pages listed in the following sections.

Navigation

• Getting technical documentation on page 15
• Getting product training on page 15
• Getting help from a distributor or reseller on page 15
• Getting technical support from the Avaya Web site on page 16

Getting technical documentation
To download and print selected technical publications and release notes directly from the
Internet, go to www.avaya.com/support.

Getting product training
Ongoing product training is available. For more information or to register, you can access the
Web site at www.avaya.com/support. From this Web site, you can locate the Training contacts
link on the left-hand navigation pane.

Getting help from a distributor or reseller
If you purchased a service contract for your Avaya product from a distributor or authorized
reseller, contact the technical support staff for that distributor or reseller for assistance.
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Getting technical support from the Avaya Web site
The easiest and most effective way to get technical support for Avaya products is from the
Avaya Technical Support Web site at www.avaya.com/support.

Customer service
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Chapter 2: Avaya CallPilot® administration
overview

In this chapter
What is Avaya CallPilot? on page 17

What is CallPilot Manager? on page 18

Local or remote administration over an IP connection on page 18

Remote administration over a LAN or dial-up connection on page 18

Logging on to the CallPilot server with CallPilot Manager on page 19

Determining the CallPilot server status on page 20

Defining servers and locations for logon on page 21

Setting security options for CallPilot Manager sessions on page 21

Delegation of administrative tasks on page 22

CallPilot online Help and documentation on page 23

Using online sources on page 24

What is Avaya CallPilot?
CallPilot is a powerful unified messaging system that offers a single solution for managing
many types of information, including

• voice, fax, and e-mail messages

• telephone calls

CallPilot users can send and receive both voice and fax messages through display-based
telephones, wireless sets, Windows desktop computers, or a speech recognition interface.
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What is CallPilot Manager?
CallPilot Manager is the web-based application used to connect to a CallPilot server. When
you connect to the server, you can create and maintain the information the server uses to
provide CallPilot messaging services to authorized mailbox owners. This information includes

• user groups and permissions

• system settings

• messaging service settings

• maintenance and diagnostics

Local or remote administration over an IP connection
Typically, you administer and maintain the CallPilot server over an IP connection between the
server and one or more personal computers (PC). You can log on to the server using a URL
with a user ID (mailbox number) and a password, or you can log on using CallPilot Manager.

You can use either of the following Web browsers to administer CallPilot:

• Internet Explorer 6.0, 7.0, 8.0 and 9.0

• Mozilla Firefox 1.5 for Windows

You can use one of these browsers to administer CallPilot either at the local machine or from
a PC on the LAN.

 Note:
Do not install Mozilla Firefox on the CallPilot server, as this browser is intended for remote
PCs only.

Remote administration over a LAN or dial-up connection
In the event that your IP service is not available, you can use third-party software to administer
your CallPilot server through a dial-up connection. This guide includes information about using
pcAnywhere from Symantec Corporation for setting up remote administration at an
administrator's site.

One licensed copy of pcAnywhere 12.0 is provided for the server on the CallPilot server
software CD. pcAnywhere 12.0 is also installed on the server at the factory.

Avaya CallPilot® administration overview
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 Important:
To install pcAnywhere 12.0 on the remote PC, you must purchase a separate license for the
remote PC.

Logging on to the CallPilot server with CallPilot Manager
You must use a web browser to log on to and administer the CallPilot server.

 Important:
CallPilot Manager is typically installed on the CallPilot server. CallPilot Manager can also
be installed on a standalone server; in this case, you must know the CallPilot Manager server
host name or IP address, as well as the CallPilot server host name or IP address.

To log on to CallPilot Manager

1. Launch the web browser on a PC or on the CallPilot server.
2. Type the CallPilot Manager URL in the Address or Location box of the web browser,

and then press Enter.

Example: http://<Web server host name or IP address>/cpmgr/

Result: When the connection is established, the CallPilot Manager Logon screen
appears.

3. Type the administration mailbox number and password.

The supplied administrator mailbox number is 000000. The default password is
124578.

4. Do one of the following:

• If connection information is preconfigured, you can select a server or location
from the Preset server list box. See Defining servers and locations for logon on
page 21.

• Type the CallPilot server host name or IP address in the Server box.
• If you are using Microsoft Internet Explorer: To reuse information you entered

during a prior session on the same PC, do the following:

i. Clear the contents in the box.
ii. Click once inside the box.
iii. Choose the item you need from the list that appears.

5. Click Login.

Result: The main CallPilot Manager screen appears.

Logging on to the CallPilot server with CallPilot Manager
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CallPilot Manager administrator shortcuts
The CallPilot Manager home page includes shortcuts for tasks that CallPilot administrators
perform regularly, such as adding a user or resetting a mailbox password. Shortcuts that
appear depend on the CallPilot Manager functions that you are permitted to use. For example,
shortcuts to Reset Password and Add User appear only if you have user administration
rights.

Determining the CallPilot server status

System ready indicator
The system ready indicator (SRI) shows the current status of the CallPilot server. Use the SRI
to monitor CallPilot server status at all times and identify problems with CallPilot call
processing. The SRI appears in the upper right corner of each CallPilot Manager web page.
The icon indicates the current CallPilot server status. For detailed information about the server
status, click the SRI. The status information appears in a separate window.

Icon Status
Starting—CallPilot server is starting up.

Ready—CallPilot server is in full operation.

Warning—Calls are being processed but some accompanying
services are not functioning.

Failure—Calls are not being processed.

Unknown—Status information about the CallPilot server is currently
unavailable.
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Defining servers and locations for logon
If you are responsible for more than one CallPilot server, use CallPilot Manager to configure
any CallPilot server in your messaging system. Define the connection settings for the CallPilot
servers so that administrators can quickly select a server and NMS location when they log on
to CallPilot Manager. You can add or remove specific servers as required.

Getting there: From the CallPilot Manager, select Preferences, and then select a server from
the List of Preset servers (login shortcuts) for this web server.

Setting security options for CallPilot Manager sessions
You can enable secure socket layer (SSL) to encrypt data transmissions between the CallPilot
Manager client and the CallPilot web server. You can set default security options for servers
defined in the CallPilot Manager Preferences, and specify whether these defaults always apply
to other CallPilot servers you configure with CallPilot Manager.

 Important:
SSL requires additional bandwidth. Consider the available bandwidth and CallPilot Manager
traffic in your system when you decide which SSL option to use.

SSL options
SSL must be enabled both on the web server and in the client web browser to secure
communications

Option Result
Never No data transmissions are encrypted.

For the entire session All data transmissions are encrypted until you log out
of CallPilot Manager.

Only for logon and password
changes

Only mailbox and password data transmissions are
encrypted.

Defining servers and locations for logon
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Setting up a standalone Web server for Password Change
Service

The Password Change service runs on a Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS) and
requires secure communication between web-server and web-client (browser). That is, the
feature requires IIS support for Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).

Before users can access the stand-alone Password Change service, you need an additional
SSL certificate for use with the IIS.

• Entrust (http://www.entrust.net/index.htm)

• Verisign (http://www.verisign.com/)

To install the SSL certificate

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. Select Default Web Site, Properties, Directory Security,Server Certificate.
3. Select a method to assign the certificate for Web site.
4. Follow the IIS Certificate Wizard to complete the assignment.
5. Open Default Web Site, Properties, Web site tab
6. Set the SSL port is set to 443

Allowing other administrators to modify security options
You can do either of the following:

• Allow administrators to select security options for undefined servers at logon.

• Always apply the default security options to a predefined or manually specified server.

Getting there: Preferences → Preferences page

Delegation of administrative tasks
You can delegate administrative tasks among different administrators. For example, you can
set up your CallPilot system so that a user group administrator controls user access to CallPilot
messaging services, while a network administrator controls system configuration and
backups.
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CallPilot online Help and documentation
CallPilot online Help and documentation incorporate the following:

• CallPilot Manager online Help is the primary source of procedural information.

• The Avaya CallPilot® Administrator Guide (NN44200-601) provides an end-to-end
overview of a CallPilot system. The Avaya CallPilot® Administrator Guide is available only
in PDF format.

This guide assumes that

• the CallPilot server is correctly installed and is operational

• the switch is installed and provisioned to support your CallPilot system

If the CallPilot server is not installed, then install the server before proceeding. For installation
instructions, refer to the Avaya CallPillot® Installation and Configuration Task List
(NN44200-306) and the Server Installation Guide for your server.

CallPilot technical documents are stored on the CallPilot documentation CD that you receive
with your system. The documents are also available from the following sources:

• CallPilot Manager

• My CallPilot

• the Avaya Support Web site at http://www.avaya.com/support.

You can print part or all of a guide, as required.

Troubleshooting
The Avaya CallPilot® Troubleshooting Reference Guide (NN44200-700) describes symptoms
that can appear on all CallPilot server platforms, and describes ways to resolve them.

CallPilot online Help and documentation
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Using online sources

CallPilot administration online Help
The CallPilot Manager and CallPilot Reporter software contain online Help that provide access
to

• technical documentation in Acrobat PDF format

• online help topics in HTML format.

To access online information, use either of the following methods:

• Click the white Help button at the top of any screen to access the Administration Help
area.

• Click the grey Help button on any screen to display a topic that relates to the contents of
the screen.

For more information about using these Help systems, access CallPilot Manager Help, open
the Getting Started book, and click Navigating CallPilot Manager help.

The Application Builder software contains a Windows Help system.

CallPilot online Help for mailbox owners
My CallPilot software contains a Useful Information area that provides access to end-user
guides. To access online Help for the currently selected My CallPilot tab, click the Help button
on the upper right corner of the My CallPilot screen.

Desktop messaging provides product-specific Windows Help for groupware clients (Microsoft
Outlook, Novell GroupWise, and Lotus Notes). The standalone version of CallPilot Player also
provides addressing and troubleshooting information for Internet mail clients.

Customer Documentation Map
The following diagram shows the overall organization and content of the CallPilot
documentation suite.
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Table 1: CallPilot Customer Documentation Map

Fundamentals

Avaya CallPilot® Fundamentals Guide (NN44200-100)

Avaya CallPilot® Library Listing (NN44200-117)

Planning and Engineering

Avaya CallPilot® Planning and Engineering Guide (NN44200-200)

Avaya CallPilot® Network Planning Guide (NN44200-201)

Avaya Communication Server 1000 Converging the Data Network with VoIP
Fundamentals (NN43001-260)

Solution Integration Guide for Avaya Communication Server 1000/CallPilot®/NES
Contact Center/Telephony Manager (NN49000-300)

Installation and Configuration

Avaya CallPilot® Upgrade and Platform Migration Guide (NN44200-400)

Avaya CallPilot® High Availability: Installation and Configuration (NN44200-311)

Avaya CallPilot® Geographic Redundancy Application Guide (NN44200-322)

Avaya CallPilot® Installation and Configuration Task List Guide (NN44200-306)

Avaya CallPilot® Quickstart Guide (NN44200-313)

Avaya CallPilot® Installer Roadmap (NN44200-314)

Server Installation Guides

Avaya CallPilot® 201i Server Hardware Installation Guide (NN44200-301)

Avaya CallPilot® 202i Server Hardware Installation Guide (NN44200-317)

Avaya CallPilot® 202i Installer Roadmap (NN44200-319)

Avaya CallPilot® 703t Server Hardware Installation Guide (NN44200-304)

Avaya CallPilot® 1002rp Server Hardware Installation Guide
(NN44200-300)

Avaya CallPilot® 1002rp System Evaluation (NN44200-318)

Avaya CallPilot® 1005r Server Hardware Installation Guide
(NN44200-308)

Avaya CallPilot® 1005r System Evaluation (NN44200-316)

Avaya CallPilot® 1006r Server Hardware Installation Guide
(NN44200-320)

Avaya CallPilot® 600r Server Hardware Installation Guide (NN44200-307)

Avaya CallPilot® 600r System Evaluation (NN44200-315)

Configuration and Testing Guides

Customer Documentation Map
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Avaya Meridian 1 and Avaya CallPilot® Server Configuration Guide
(NN44200-302)

Avaya T1/SMDI and Avaya CallPilot® Server Configuration Guide
(NN44200-303)

Avaya Communication Server 1000 System and Avaya CallPilot® Server
Configuration Guide (NN44200-312)

Unified Messaging Software Installation

Avaya CallPilot® Desktop Messaging and My CallPilot Installation and
Administration Guide (NN44200-305)

Administration

Avaya CallPilot® Administrator Guide (NN44200-601)

Avaya CallPilot® Software Administration and Maintenance Guide (NN44200-600)

Avaya Meridian Mail to Avaya CallPilot® Migration Utility Guide (NN44200-502)

Avaya CallPilot® Application Builder Guide (NN44200-102)

Avaya CallPilot® Reporter Guide (NN44200-603)

Maintenance

Avaya CallPilot® Troubleshooting Reference Guide (NN44200-700)

Avaya CallPilot® Preventative Maintenance Guide (NN44200-505)

Server Maintenance and Diagnostics

Avaya CallPilot® 201i Server Maintenance and Diagnostics Guide
(NN44200-705)

Avaya CallPilot® 202i Server Maintenance and Diagnostics Guide
(NN44200-708)

Avaya CallPilot® 703t Server Maintenance and Diagnostics Guide
(NN44200-702)

Avaya CallPilot® 1002rp Server Maintenance and Diagnostics Guide
(NN44200-701)

Avaya CallPilot® 1005r Server Maintenance and Diagnostics Guide
(NN44200-704)

Avaya CallPilot® 1006r Server Maintenance and Diagnostics Guide
(NN44200-709)

Avaya CallPilot® 600r Server Maintenance and Diagnostics Guide
(NN44200-703)

Avaya NES Contact Center Manager Communication Server 1000/
Meridian 1 & Voice Processing Guide (297-2183-931)

End User Information

End User Cards
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Avaya CallPilot® Unified Messaging Quick Reference Card
(NN44200-111)

Avaya CallPilot® Unified Messaging Wallet Card (NN44200-112)

Avaya CallPilot® A-Style Command Comparison Card (NN44200-113)

Avaya CallPilot® S-Style Command Comparison Card (NN44200-114)

Avaya CallPilot® Menu Interface Quick Reference Card (NN44200-115)

Avaya CallPilot® Alternate Command Interface Quick Reference Card
(NN44200-116)

Avaya CallPilot® Multimedia Messaging User Guide (NN44200-106)

Avaya CallPilot® Speech Activated Messaging User Guide
(NN44200-107)

Avaya CallPilot® Desktop Messaging User Guide for Microsoft Outlook
(NN44200-103)

Avaya CallPilot® Desktop Messaging User Guide for Lotus Notes
(NN44200-104)

Avaya CallPilot® Desktop Messaging User Guide for Novell Groupwise
(NN44200-105)

Avaya CallPilot® Desktop Messaging User Guide for Internet Clients
(NN44200-108)

Avaya CallPilot® Desktop Messaging User Guide for My CallPilot
(NN44200-109)

Avaya CallPilot® Voice Forms Transcriber User Guide (NN44200-110)

The Map was created to facilitate navigation through the suite by showing the main task groups
and the documents contained in each category. It appears near the beginning of each guide,
showing that guide's location within the suite.

Customer Documentation Map
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Chapter 3: Delegating administrative tasks

In this chapter
Overview on page 29

Adding full administrators without mailboxes on page 30

Adding mailbox owners with some administrative privileges on page 31

Adding an individual administrator on page 32

Adding a group of administrators on page 32

Assigning administrative privileges on page 32

Suspending administrative privileges on page 32

Creating specialized administrators on page 33

Overview
If you are an administrator with all rights, you can

• Create and maintain a set of user creation templates and mailbox classes to support
management of a group of Avaya CallPilot® administrators.

• Set up support technicians as administrators without mailboxes with all administration
rights.

• Assign specific administrative privileges to mailbox owners to whom certain tasks can be
delegated. These administrators are referred to as specialized administrators.

• Assign all administrative rights to mailbox owners. These administrators are referred to
as global administrators.

If you are maintaining a staff of specialized administrators, you can:

• Create a set of user creation templates based on one of the supplied administrator
templates.

- Admin Only Template
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- Administrator Template

• Add a group of administrators in a single operation.

• Update the administrative staff by adding administrators, one at a time.

Adding full administrators without mailboxes
Use the Admin Only Template to add a group of administrators who have access to all CallPilot
Manager administrative functions, but do not have mailbox privileges.

Admin Only Template
The Admin Only Template has the following defaults defined:

Setting Default value
Administration Type Full User Without Mailbox

Mailbox Class Administrator

DTT DTMF confirmation required Enabled

Auto deletion of invalid PDL addresses Enabled

Information you need
• the name of the user creation template that provides information for the administrator type

(based on the Admin Only Template)

• first and last names of the Avaya CallPilot administrators

• If you are adding a group of administrators:

- the name and path of the formatted data input file that contains new administrator
information

- If the input data file is an Excel spreadsheet: the name of the worksheet on which
the data is stored

Delegating administrative tasks
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Adding mailbox owners with some administrative
privileges

Use the Administrator Template to add mailbox owners with the same access to CallPilot
Manager functionality.

Administrator Template
The Administrator Template has the following defaults defined:

Setting Default value
Administration Type Mailbox owner with some

administrative privileges

Mailbox Class Administrator

Block incoming messages Never

DTT DTMF confirmation required Enabled

Auto deletion of invalid PDL addresses Enabled

Information you need
• the name of the user creation template that provides information for the administrator type

(based on the Administrator Template)

• first and last names of the CallPilot administrator

• the set of administrative rights required by the administrator

• mailbox number (extension DN)

• shared distribution lists to which the administrator must be added (optional)

• If you are adding a group of administrators:

- the name and path of the formatted data input file that contains new administrator
information

- if the input data file is an Excel spreadsheet: the name of the worksheet on which
the data is stored

Adding mailbox owners with some administrative privileges
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Adding an individual administrator
To add administrators one at a time, use the same feature that you use to add mailboxes one
at a time: Express User Add. Use a template based on either the supplied Admin Only Template
or the Administrator Template.

Getting there: User → Add User → Express User Add

Adding a group of administrators
To add a group of administrators in a single operation, use the same feature that you use to
add a group of mailboxes: Auto Add feature. Use a template based on either the supplied
Admin Only Template or the Administrator Template.

Getting there: User → Auto Add

Assigning administrative privileges
To assign administrative privileges to an existing mailbox owner, display the mailbox owner's
user properties and, in the Administrative Type box, click User With Some Administrative
Rights.

After you determine the tasks to be performed by the mailbox owner, you can grant only those
administrative privileges required to carry out the required tasks.

Suspending administrative privileges
When you assign administrative privileges to a support technician or mailbox owner, you can
suspend them temporarily if, for example, the administrator takes a leave of absence and is
expected to resume administrative responsibilities.

To suspend administrative privileges for an existing mailbox owner, display the mailbox owner's
user properties and, in the Administrative Type box, click No Administration Rights.

Delegating administrative tasks
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Creating specialized administrators
If you are administering a CallPilot system with thousands of mailboxes, consider delegating
some of your tasks to specialized administrators. Typically, a specialized administrator is
located at the customer site and performs ongoing maintenance, such as resetting mailbox
passwords and changing mailbox owner information.

A specialized administrator is a mailbox owner who is granted access to specified CallPilot
Manager functions. You need to know the tasks that are assigned to the mailbox owner, and
the set of administrative rights required by the administrator.

 Note:
You cannot assign administrative privileges to a mailbox owner on a remote server.

If you are maintaining a staff of specialized administrators and support more than one CallPilot
server or location, define all servers and locations to facilitate logon by administrators.

Examples of specialized administrators you can create
These examples are based on the list of administrative privileges found in the Administrator
Template.

Example 1: Mailbox maintenance administrator
Mailbox maintenance administrators can reset mailbox passwords, add mailbox owners, delete
mailbox owners, and update mailbox information. Classify these administrators as users with
some administration rights with any of all of the following:

• User Administration rights

• Shared Distribution List (SDL) Administration rights

• Backup/Restore Administration rights (to maintain and use user archives)

• If desktop messaging and My CallPilot are installed: My CallPilot Administration rights

Creating specialized administrators
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Example 2: Mailbox Privileges administrator
Mailbox privileges administrators maintain mailbox classes to control access to CallPilot
resources. Classify these administrators as users with some administration rights with any or
all of the following:

• Mailbox Class Administration rights only

• User Administration rights (to enable maintenance of user creation templates)

• Restriction Permission List (RPL) administration rights (create special RPLs)

Example 3: Mailbox security administrator
Mailbox security administrators configure mailbox access controls for all mailboxes. Classify
these administrators as users with some administration rights with

• Security Administration rights

• User Administration rights (to confirm use of personal verifications)

• RPL Administration rights (to create specialized RPLs)

Example 4: Messaging configuration administrator
Messaging configuration administrators specify the message delivery rules for the entire
CallPilot system. Classify these administrators as users with some administration rights with
the following:

• Message Delivery Configuration Administration rights

• Messaging Administration rights

• Dialing Information Administration rights

• Holidays Administration rights

• If delivery to non-mailbox DNs is permitted: Outcalling Administration rights

• RPL Administration rights (to create specialized RPLs)

Delegating administrative tasks
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Example 5: Mailbox service administrator
Messaging service administrators add and configure CallPilot services such as fax and fax
broadcast services, speech activated messaging services, and Email-by-Phone service.
Classify these administrators as users with some administration rights with the following:

• Server Settings Administration rights

• Backup/Restore Administration rights (to maintain and use prompt archives and
application archives)

• Service Directory Number Administration rights

• Message Network Configuration Administration rights

• Internet Mail Clients Administration rights

• External E-mail Server Administration rights

• If delivery to non-mailbox DNs is permitted: Outcalling Administration rights

• RPL Administration Rights

• System Prompt Customization Administration rights

• Application Builder Administration rights (to set up voice menus and other custom
applications)

• Notification Device Classes Administration rights

Example 5: Mailbox service administrator
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Chapter 4: Mailbox administration

In this chapter
User creation templates and mailbox classes on page 38

Using templates to create new mailboxes on page 38

Maintaining a set of user creation templates on page 39

Customizing settings for new mailboxes on page 40

Using mailbox classes to manage mailbox privileges on page 43

Creating and deleting mailbox classes on page 45

Configuring mailbox classes on page 45

Permitting use of optional unified messaging components on page 47

Finding mailboxes, administrators, or directory entries on page 51

Finding mailbox owners by name or mailbox number on page 51

Adding mailboxes, one at a time on page 53

Using Auto Add to add a group of mailboxes in a single operation on page 54

Using Auto Delete to delete a group of mailboxes in a single operation on page 55

Changing mailbox information on page 56

Changing individual mailbox properties on page 57

Mailboxes with fax deliveries and fax machine overflows on page 64

Setting up a guest mailbox on page 70

Configuring the system alarm mailbox on page 71
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User creation templates and mailbox classes
If you are creating a team of specialized administrators, consider giving responsibility for
maintaining user creation templates and mailbox classes to the same administrator.

How user creation templates differ from mailbox classes
User creation templates and mailbox classes are both used to manage mailbox privileges and
properties.

User creation template Mailbox class
Functionality Each template provides the default

values to be applied to a new group
of mailboxes. These values include
mailbox capabilities and personal
information about mailbox owners,
such as job title or department.

A consists of a set of
mailbox and messaging
privileges that you can
assign to mailbox
owners.

Changes When you use the template to add
mailboxes to the CallPilot
database, you can override default
values for an individual mailbox.
Any changes made to the template
have no effect on mailboxes
already based on the template.

Updating a automatically
updates the mailbox
privileges of all members
of that .

Using templates to create new mailboxes
Avaya CallPilot® user creation templates provide a method for you to

• create new mailbox owners efficiently

• document the mailbox properties and user information that were applied to groups of
mailbox owners when they were first created

To use this Avaya CallPilot feature, you must

• maintain a set of user creation templates

• customize the settings for each new group of mailbox owners

Mailbox administration
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Maintaining a set of user creation templates
When you maintain a set of user creation templates, delete obsolete templates from the
system. As you maintain these templates, configure the common mailbox privileges required
by each group of users. For example, external sales people might require the Email-by-Phone
feature, whereas internal sales people can be restricted from using the feature to ensure that
the required CallPilot resources are always available to those who need them.

Benefits of using templates
When you configure the settings in a template, those settings appear as defaults for any new
user mailbox that you create with that template. You can then fill in the user's name, mailbox
number and password, and make changes to the default feature settings if desired.

The template is a starting point for creating the user. If you create a mailbox owner or other
user and then reconfigure the template, this does not affect the settings for the already created
user.

Planning a custom set of templates
CallPilot supplies a basic set of user creation templates. When you first configure your CallPilot
system, decide which of the supplied templates you need and then customize each to suit your
needs.

You might want to create several versions of a single supplied template. For example, if your
organization has different support personnel for each language provided, you might need to
create an Internal Sales template, based on the Regular User template, and then use the
Internal Sales template as a basis for each Internal Sales (Language) template.

Template documentation
Print a hard copy of the following reports for your records:

• the name of the selected template

• a list of names for all defined templates

Maintaining a set of user creation templates
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Creating and deleting user creation templates
Create user creation templates to facilitate adding large groups of mailbox owners with a single
action.

Duplicating templates
To create a new user creation template quickly and easily, duplicate an existing template and
rename it. The properties of the existing template are transferred to the new one. You can then
customize the settings for a new group of mailboxes.

Deleting templates
As templates become obsolete, delete them.

Customizing settings for new mailboxes
To customize settings for a new user group, modify the user creation template to be applied
to new mailboxes before you create the mailboxes.

 Important:
Changes to user creation templates do not affect existing mailboxes.

Template name
Use a template name that uniquely identifies the ongoing purpose of the template. For
example, if the template is created to add mailboxes with prompts in a secondary language,
ensure that the language is included in the template name.

Mailbox administration
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Comments
Use the Comments box to type information about the user groups to be created using the
default settings you are specifying.

Specify information common to all mailboxes
If you know that settings are unique for different mailboxes, leave them blank in the
template.

Choosing a template for customization or duplication
When you choose a supplied template for customization or duplication, ensure that the
template includes all the settings you must use.

CallPilot supplies the following user creation templates:

• Regular User template

• Basic User template

• Executive User template

• Assistant template

• Administrator template

• Remote User template

• Directory Entry User template

• Admin Only template

• Fax Buffering Mailbox template

Different templates have different settings
Different templates have different settings. Some templates have a restricted number of
settings. Other templates have all possible settings. The following list shows the templates that
have all possible settings.

• Regular User template

• Basic User template

• Executive User template

Comments
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• Assistant template

• Administrator template

• Fax Buffering Mailbox template

The following table shows the list of all possible template setting groups.

Setting groups Settings
General Name of user Comments Title Department

Admin Administration Type (functions)

Mailbox Mailbox Number Mailbox Class Language Location
Name Mailbox File System Volume ID

 Note:
You cannot change this volume later. Instead, you
must delete the mailbox and recreate it.

Linked to external Directory

DNs Mailbox Shares DN
Extension DNs
MWI DNs Callback DN
Revert DN

Setup Short Prompts DTT DTMF confirmation required Auto
play Play call answering instruction prompt Auto
deletion of invalid PDL addresses E-mail by Phone
Voice Gender Message waiting indication options

Privacy and Blocking Callers notified of busy line Hide entry in address book
and name dial Name dialable by external callers Block
Incoming Messages Block Message Call Handling
Play system prompt after the temporary absence
greeting

 Note:
You can configure the desktop client to store your
address book locally. The client prompts a
download of a new copy of the address book
periodically. If the User Privacy Option is altered
between downloads, the address book is not
updated until the next download. This can result in
incorrect or outdated addresses.

Remote Notification Remote Notification On Status Target Number
Message Type Device Type Personal Identification
Number Callback Number Days Active Time Period
(Time zone)

Security Login Status Time of Last Login Invalid Login Attempts
Time Mailbox Initialized Password Last Changed
Reset Mailbox Password Change Mailbox Password
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Setting groups Settings
Status Storage used Number of messages in mailbox Total

available Time Mailbox Initialized Total system
resources used

Greetings Personal Verification External Personal Greeting
Internal Personal Greeting Temporary Absence
Greeting Temporary Absence Greeting Expiry

E-mail E-mail by Phone Enabled E-mail Address User Name
Account Name IMAP Server

Message Forwarding Rule Enabled Recipient Convert to WAV Rule Times are
displayed based on the (Timezone)

Templates with a restricted number of settings
The following templates include a restricted number of settings:

• Admin Only template

• Remote User template

• Directory Entry User template

Using mailbox classes to manage mailbox privileges
A mailbox class consists of a set of mailbox and messaging capabilities that you can assign
only to those mailbox owners who need those capabilities.

Updating a mailbox class automatically updates the mailbox privileges of all mailbox class
members.

CallPilot includes supplied mailbox classes to provide you with a starting point to group mailbox
owners. You can create custom mailbox classes to suit special needs.

Templates with a restricted number of settings
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Examples of special purpose mailbox classes
You can create the following mailbox classes for a small office:

• General provides only those mailbox privileges required by the typical mailbox owner.

• Executive provides extra storage space for messages as well as message broadcast
capability.

• Sales provides extra storage space for messages as well as Email-by-Phone capability
(so sales people can check e-mail messages from a cell or pay phone).

What mailbox classes govern
Use mailbox classes to specify the following for mailbox class members:

• mailbox storage capacities and other resource usage controls

• call answering options

• message delivery options

• permitted keycoded features

• dialing restrictions and permissions for CallPilot messaging features and services that
use the thru-dial function

Viewing mailbox privileges for mailbox class members
To view the mailbox privileges configured for a group of mailbox owners, display the mailbox
class assigned to the mailbox owner group.

Printing mailbox class information
You can use the Print button on the Mailbox Class Browser screen to print a time-stamped list
of all configured mailbox classes.

Getting there: User → Mailbox Classes

Mailbox administration
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Creating and deleting mailbox classes
The method you choose to create a new mailbox class depends on whether you want the
properties similar to an existing mailbox class, or whether you want to start with all CallPilot
mailbox class defaults.

 Note:
You cannot delete a default mailbox class.

 Note:
You cannot delete a mailbox class if the mailbox has members.

Configuring mailbox classes
A mailbox class is a way to define messaging capabilities for a group of mailbox owners. You
can change mailbox privileges for a group after the mailbox class is assigned to mailbox
owners. Changes automatically apply to existing members of the modified mailbox class.

Customizing mailbox classes
You might need to customize the supplied mailbox classes before you apply them to user
creation templates or to individual mailboxes. To customize a mailbox class, use either of the
following methods to suit the plans of your organization:

• Make basic changes to the supplied template.

• Create new specialized templates by copying the modified basic template and then make
specific changes to the specialized templates.

 Note:
To help you decide how to apply or customize mailbox classes, review the default values for
each supplied mailbox class.

Creating and deleting mailbox classes
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Example of customizing a mailbox class to accommodate a
secondary language

If your CallPilot system is multilingual, you might need to create a custom copy of each basic
mailbox class for each installed language.

For example, after you make changes that apply to all regular users (regardless of language
or other special considerations) to the Regular User mailbox class, create a Regular French
mailbox class and, in the Call Answering section of the Mailbox Class Detail page, modify the
Language for Callers setting.

Tasks required to configure mailbox classes
• Display the mailbox class properties.

• Control the amount of resources used by the mailbox.

• Set call answering options.

• Set message delivery options.

• Permit mailbox class members to use keycoded features:

- To receive and print faxes if the CallPilot system is equipped with fax capability, and
mailbox class members require fax-capable mailboxes.

- To speak CallPilot telephone commands if the system is equipped with speech
activated messaging and the permission justifies the extra resources required.

- To use a personal computer to access and manage messages if there are enough
Desktop Messaging licenses to give the permissions.

- To listen to e-mail messages over a telephone if the Email-by-Phone feature is
installed and mailbox owners must screen e-mail messages at any given time.

- To set desktop and Web messaging configuration options, if the mailbox class has
this keycoded feature.

• Set remote notification privileges for mailbox class members if mailbox class members
must configure home phones, cell phones, or pagers to automatically receive message
notifications.

• Control telecom charges by specifying the dialing permissions and restrictions for each
feature enabled for mailbox class members.

• Set message sort order options.

Mailbox administration
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• Set mailbox entry point options.

• Enabling deletion of unread message.

 Important:
All supplied restriction permission lists (RPL) prevent off-switch dialing. They must be
customized before you apply them.

All supplied mailbox classes have features assigned to the Local RPL. You must manually
change the RPL assignments to let mailbox users send messages to remote sites.

When enabling deletion of unread messages, Avaya recommends that you notify all users
that this feature has been activated.

Configuring delete unread messages
The delete unread messages feature can be used to reduce the overall memory capacity used
in the system.

Delete unread messages are configured under the Resource Usage Controls of a Mailbox
Class Details page.

You can configure the following:

• Enable Delete Unread Messages and assign the number of days a message is retained
before it is deleted

• Enable Delete Unread Broadcast Messages and assign the number of days a message
is retained before it is deleted

Permitting use of optional unified messaging components
Use mailbox classes to limit use of optional unified messaging components to those mailbox
owners who really need them.

Use the Keycoded Features section of each Mailbox Class Details page to enable the following
unified messaging components:

• Fax Capability

• Speech Activated Messaging

• Desktop and Web Messaging

• Email-by-Phone Capability

Configuring delete unread messages
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Permitting mailbox class members to receive and print
faxes

If fax capability is not installed on the CallPilot server, the corresponding check box is not
included in your mailbox class options.

 Note:
Fax messaging requires twice the system resources that voice messaging requires.

Permitting mailbox class members to speak CallPilot
telephone commands

If the speech activated messaging capability is not installed on the CallPilot server, the
corresponding check box is not included in your mailbox class options.

Speech activated messaging requires four times the system resources that voice messaging
requires. Instruct mailbox owners to use speech activated messaging only when DTMF input
is not possible or difficult, such as when calling from an external rotary phone or from a cell
phone, and not as the normal way to interact with their mailboxes.

Mailbox administration
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Permitting mailbox class members to manage their
mailboxes from the Web

You can control access to My CallPilot features and configuration options by applying a mailbox
class with the required permissions. When choosing which permissions to grant, consider the
following dependencies:

• Configuration of some features is only available from My CallPilot. For example, mailbox
owners can only set preferences for the Remote Message Waiting Indicator and Email-
by-Phone from My CallPilot.

• Some features are easier to use in My CallPilot. For example, you can assign a name
and number to a personal distribution list (PDL) in My CallPilot. From the telephone, you
can only assign a number to a PDL.

• Mailbox Manager capability controls the availability of specific settings on the CallPilot
Features tab in My CallPilot.

- message notification

- personal distribution lists

- change password

- telephone options

Permitting mailbox class members to listen to e-mail
messages over a telephone

If Email-by-Phone capability is not installed on the CallPilot server, the corresponding check
box is not included in your mailbox class options. The Mailbox Manager Web interface is the
only way mailbox owners can configure Email-by-Phone preferences.

SSL protection
If your organization requires SSL protection on e-mail messages from all IMAP clients, enable
Can Set Up SSL for an IMAP Server.

Permitting mailbox class members to manage their mailboxes from the Web
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Providing users access to multiple address books on
networked CallPilot servers

If you have two or more networked CallPilot servers, you can provide users of Desktop
Messaging and My CallPilot access to multiple address books using one of two methods:

 Important:
Restricted access to multiple address books

Access to multiple address books is available only on servers that are running CP 5.0 or
later.

Client-side searching
method

You can configure the client to search the address book of all
networked CallPilot systems. In the desktop messaging client,
user information from each server appears as a single list. In
My CallPilot, users can search each remote address book
individually. Only the local server's distribution lists (PDLs and
SDLs) will be viewable by users.

Common Network Directory
(NCND) method

You can create a single, centralized directory on a separate
computer and allow users to connect to it. You must create
the directory using the Common Network Directory software,
and then use the software to synchronize the various address
books as required over time.

Deciding which method to use:

For this type of network Choose this method Advantages
Small networks (fewer than
ten servers), where client
computers have fast access
to all CallPilot servers on the
network.

Client-side searching
method

Requires minimal
configuration and no
maintenance.

Larger networks, where the
CallPilot servers are more
distributed, and where the
client-side searching method
is too slow. Common
Network Directory (NCND)
method

Gives users faster access to
multiple address books

Minimizes the number of
searches across the network
and takes the processing
load off the CallPilot server

For step-by-step procedures to configure your system to access multiple address books, refer
to CallPilot Manager online Help.

Mailbox administration
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Finding mailboxes, administrators, or directory entries

Search methods
CallPilot provides the following methods for finding mailboxes, mailbox owners, and
specialized administrators:

• Find a specific user by name or mailbox number.

• Define a set of search criteria that describes a group of mailboxes, mailbox owners, or
administrators. You can specify a set of up to three search criteria, and base search
criteria on information that is stored in the CallPilot database.

• Reuse a saved search.

After search results are displayed you can

• View basic information about the found group of CallPilot mailbox owners or
administrators.

• Click the Save Search button to label and save the search criteria.

• Click the Last Name link to display detailed information about a found CallPilot mailbox
owner or administrator.

• Click the column name box to select or clear all search results for deletion.

• Click the Delete Selected button to delete the mailbox owners or administrators indicated
by a check mark.

• Click the Add button to add a mailbox owner or administrator that is missing from the
group.

• If your search returns a list that is too long to display, narrow down the search.

• If your search does not return all the expected results, broaden the search.

Finding mailbox owners by name or mailbox number
When you must find a specific user by name, the quick user search is appropriate. After you
create a search that successfully finds a specific group of users, save it for reuse.

Finding mailboxes, administrators, or directory entries
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Creating and using a set of search criteria
You can define up to three search criteria based on user and mailbox properties stored in the
CallPilot database. For each criteria, specify the following:

• the data element on which to base the criterion (for example, mailbox number)

• the operator that describes the relationship of the data element to the stored values for
that data element (for example: equals, not equals, greater than, and less than)

• the value or values to use for comparison (for example, 3346, 3*, or P)

After you define all search criteria, you can specify whether the search must meet all criteria
or any one criterion.

Specifying the data element
The Search Criteria list provides data elements on which you can base search criteria. The list
is organized into the following groups:

Group label Description
General Information about the mailbox owner or administrator, such as last

name.

Mailbox Mailbox information, such as number, language, mailbox class, and
volume where stored.

DNs Specified DNs, such as extensions, and personal revert DN. Also
the Auto Logon capability.

Setup Configured information such as the conditions under which
messages are blocked and whether the name can be dialed by
external callers.

Privacy Options include for example, "Block Incoming Messages and "Hide
entry in address book and name dial."

 Note:
You can configure the desktop client to store your address book
locally. The client prompts a download of a new copy of the
address book periodically. If the User Privacy Option is altered
between downloads, the address book is not updated until the
next download. This can result in incorrect or outdated
addresses.

Fax Options All Fax Options settings on the User Properties sheet.
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Group label Description
Remote Notification All Remote Notification settings on the User Properties sheet.

Security Information recorded on the number of invalid login attempts, time
of last login, and so on.

Greetings Whether or not personal greetings are recorded.

Mailbox Class
Capabilities

Settings, such as capability to use a specified installed unified
messaging component, in the mailbox class applied to the
mailbox.

Mailbox Class RPLs The dialing restrictions and permissions assigned to the services
available to the applied mailbox class, such as AMIS Networking and
External Call Sender.

Table 2:         Examples of search criteria

Search Criteria Search Results
Mailbox Number equals 000000 The default full administrator.

Mailbox Number equals 8* A list of all mailbox numbers beginning with
8.

Outcalling Capability equals Enabled A list of all mailboxes with DTT or DTF
capabilities.

RN Active on Sunday A list of all mailboxes with remote notification
scheduled on Sunday.

Last Name less thanm
The Last Name search criteria can be set to
equalsor not equals.

A list of all mailbox owners and
administrators with last names beginning A–
K.

Getting there: User → User Search → Advanced Search

Adding mailboxes, one at a time
CallPilot Manager leads you through the steps required to add a single new mailbox owner to
the CallPilot database.

Information you need
• the name of the user creation template

• first and last names of the mailbox owner

Adding mailboxes, one at a time
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• mailbox number (extension DN)

• any shared distribution lists to which the mailbox is to be added (optional)

Getting there: User → Add User → Express User Add page

Using Auto Add to add a group of mailboxes in a single
operation

CallPilot Manager leads you through the steps required to add a group of mailbox owners to
the CallPilot database.

You can also use Auto Add to create remote users, by assigning users to a template configured
as a Remote User. Refer to the Avaya CallPilot® Network Planning Guide (NN44200-201) for
further information.

 Note:
Do not use this feature during high traffic periods to avoid slowing server performance.

Information you need
• the user creation template that is set up for the new mailbox owners

• the name and path of the formatted data input file that contains new mailbox owner
information

• if the input data file is an Excel spreadsheet: the name of the worksheet on which the data
is stored

• if the input data file is a text (CSV) file: the name of the file

 Note:
The system assumes that the first row of your Excel worksheet is the header row — the row
which contains the column headings. The system assumes that the second row of your
worksheet contains your data. Ensure that the first row contains your column headings so
that the system uploads all of your data, starting with the second row.

 Note:
At least three data columns should be contained in the Excel sheet. You can add more than
3 data columns to specify criteria for those mailboxes.

Mailbox administration
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The input data file
The input file must include all information that is mandatory for creating a new mailbox.
Required data includes

• first and last names of the mailbox owner

• mailbox number (extension DN)

If you are not automatically distributing new mailboxes across volumes, the input file must also
include the volume ID.

Getting there: User → Auto Add

Using Auto Delete to delete a group of mailboxes in a single
operation

When a mailbox owner leaves the organization, you should remove the mailbox to prevent
misuse by hackers. The Auto Delete feature enables you to work more efficiently when you
have a large number of mailbox users.

Using the same Excel spreadsheet used in Auto Add - refer to Information you need on
page 53. On the Excel spreadsheet, remove the appropriate users.

 Note:
If networking or NMS is configured on the system, the location name must be a column in
the list. If the location name is not specified, only users from the prime location are
deleted.

 Note:
At least three data columns should be contained in the Excel sheet. The sheet should include
First Name, Last Name, and Mailbox Number).

 Important:
The delete cannot be undone. There is no undo, when the user is deleted they are removed
from the system.

You access the Auto Delete feature in the same way that you access the Auto Add feature:

Getting there: User → Auto Delete

The input data file
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1. Use the Browse button to select a formatted input file that the user information is
extracted from.

2. If the input file is an Excel spreadsheet enter the name in Worksheet Name dialog
box.

3. Click Upload File

4. Select the appropriate heading for each column. (The first two lines of the uploaded
worksheet are shown).

5. Click Delete Users.

Changing mailbox information
When a mailbox owner changes job functions, update his or her mailbox information as
requested. Whenever a mailbox owner forgets a mailbox password, the user can use the
password change service, if configured, to create a new password. If password change service
is not configured, the administrator must change the password.

Re-enable a mailbox if it is automatically disabled. A mailbox is automatically disabled when
there are several consecutive unsuccessful attempts to log on.

Enabling or disabling Auto Logon to a mailbox
When enabled by the mailbox owner, Auto Logon allows a caller to automatically log on to the
mailbox from a DN associated with the mailbox. To configure Auto Logon to a mailbox, your
system may require a prefix to the external DN. If required, the prefix (for example, 9) entered
in the field before the DN, is dependent on the configuration of your switch or system, or
CallPilot system.

For a user to enable or disable Auto Logon to his or her mailbox, the user must be logged on
to the mailbox. If no Auto Logon DNs are enabled in the user's profile, the user cannot enable
Auto Logon from a telephone.

Security feature
To prevent unauthorized access to a mailbox, CallPilot disables Auto Logon for all DNs
whenever an associated DN is added to the user's DNs list. The enabled DNs remain enabled
in the user's profile, but the user must re-enable Auto Logon from the telephone.
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Cautions
If a user complains that Auto Logon is not working when enabled, check for recent changes
to the DN list for that user. Auto Logon should be enabled for telephones that are in secure
locations only.

Password change service
The user can now change a forgotten password from using the password change service.
(https://<Web server hostname or IP address >/cppwdchange/default.asp).This feature allows
the user to access the password change service and perform one of the following actions:

• Change the password

• Request an E-mail with a link to create a new password

• Answer two user defined questions to allow the user to create a new password

Changing individual mailbox properties
You may often need to change individual mailbox properties whenever mailbox owners request
changes to their mailbox user properties.

Getting there: User → User Search

Search for the user in question and modify the mailbox properties from the User Details
page.

The following sections describe properties that commonly need to be changed for mailbox
owners.

Personal information
When a mailbox owner changes job functions, you must update the job title or department.

Cautions
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Mailbox class
The mailbox class assigned to the user's mailbox determines the mailbox capabilities. When
a mailbox owner changes job functions, you might need to assign a more appropriate mailbox
class to that user.

Message blocking
The mailbox class assigned to the mailbox owner determines the amount of server space
allocated to each mailbox class member. To control resource usage, the mailbox class may
specify that when a mailbox is full, new messages are always blocked from the mailbox.

The user creation template can also determine the circumstances under which messages are
blocked for the mailbox owner. When the mailbox owner is added, the template specifies when
to block incoming messages for all new mailbox owners based on that template. If the mailbox
owner requires different message blocking options, you can override the specification for that
mailbox class member only. You may also specify to block composed messages, including
network and broadcast messages.

Privacy
In some circumstances, CallPilot users might not want their directory information published to
other users. This information can include the individual's name, E-mail address, telephone
number/extension DN, VPIM address, callback DN, and mailbox number. CallPilot Manager
provides you a means to withhold the publication of this information for individual mailbox
owners using a check box on the User Details and Advanced User Add pages. Additionally,
several other privacy options can be set on these pages.

The following table provides a summary of the privacy options available to users.

Privacy options on the User Details and
Advanced User Add pages

Description

Hide entry in address book and name dial Select this option to get the following result:

• the user's name and VPIM address will not
be searchable or listed in any My CallPilot
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Privacy options on the User Details and
Advanced User Add pages

Description

address book or the address book of any
desktop client

• the mailbox will not be name dialable or
name addressable from the telephone

This option does not suppress the user's
name or address in outgoing messages the
user initiates. If the network is configured to
use the names across the network feature,
this user's information will still appear in the
remote systems' address books when he or
she sends a message, regardless of the
privacy setting. To avoid this, disable the
NAN feature for all networked servers.

 Note:
You can configure the desktop client to
store your address book locally. The client
prompts a download of a new copy of the
address book periodically. If the User
Privacy Option is altered between
downloads, the address book is not
updated until the next download. This can
result in incorrect or outdated addresses.

Name dialable by external callers Clear this option for those CallPilot users
who do not want external callers to be able
to use the name dialing feature to contact
them from the telephone. This field becomes
dimmed when you select Hide entry in
address book and name dial since it prevents
all callers, including external ones, from
name dialing this user. If the user turns off the
Hide entry setting through My CallPilot, the
original setting for Name dialable by external
callers will be preserved.

Callers notified of busy line Clear this option for CallPilot users who do
not want callers to know that they are
currently on the phone. If you clear this
option, the caller hears the standard call
answering prompt in this situation, rather
than the prompt informing them that the line
is in use.

Privacy
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Email-by-Phone voice gender
Mailbox owners who use Email-by-Phone to play their e-mail messages over the telephone,
may request either a male or female voice.

Preferred language
As new languages are installed on the system, users might request that they hear mailbox
prompts in a different language. If the mailbox class specifies it, the mailbox owner's preferred
language is also used for call answering prompts from the mailbox.

Busy line notification
If mailbox owners are concerned that callers are informed that the user is occupied on another
extension, they may request that you update their mailbox properties.

Setting messages to play automatically when the mailbox is
accessed

When a mailbox owner changes job functions, location, or physical circumstances, he or she
might request that you set messages to play automatically when the mailbox is accessed. New
messages are played first, then old messages.

Remote notification for a mailbox owner
If you want to create remote notification for an individual mailbox owner but not for an entire
group, you can specify how an existing mailbox owner receives remote notification.

If you want to enable or disable remote notification for an individual mailbox owner but not for
an entire group, you can change the remote notification settings for an existing mailbox owner
only.
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You cannot configure remote notification for a mailbox owner unless the mailbox class has
remote notification enabled. To find out, locate the Mailbox settings and click Class Details.
Ensure that Remote Notification Capability is enabled for the mailbox class.

Mailbox class remote notification settings
You can also use the Mailbox Class Detail page to set remote notification options that are
common to mailbox class members.

When you enable remote notification or add a mailbox owner to the system, you might also
need to specify:

• the target DN, email address and device type for notification messages

• the message type (any new, or only urgent messages) that triggers a notification

• whether notifications are time-stamped in the CallPilot system or the mailbox owner time

Remote notification schedules
If the mailbox owner requires notification outside of the usual nine-to-five business hours ( have
to be changed according to the default schedule — Any time) , and the user's mailbox
capabilities do not permit scheduling notifications by using CallPilot telephone commands, you
may need to change the notification schedule. A mailbox owner may also request that you
confirm a notification schedule. To avoid configuring each mailbox owner's RN schedule
individually, configure the mailbox class so that mailbox owners can schedule remote
notifications for themselves via telephone. If the mailbox owner requires notifications for unread
messages to be sent at the beginning of the RN schedule, then the 'New Message Notification
Only' option should be disabled. Otherwise notifications will be sent only for messages received
during the notification schedule.

Message waiting indication on a mailbox owner telephone
If the mailbox owner's position allows too little time to respond each time the message waiting
indicator lights up, you can provide support by limiting the types of messages that trigger
message waiting indication. The default is that all new messages trigger message waiting
indication.

Mailbox class remote notification settings
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Adding an e-mail account
Mailbox owners who require access to their e-mail accounts by means of Email-by-Phone or
My CallPilot must specify their account information in their user properties.

• You can associate only one mail folder on the server with a particular e-mail address.

• You can assign only one e-mail account at a time for access by means of Email-by-
Phone.

Message sort order
You can configure an individual mailbox so that it sorts messages in a set order.

Table 3: Sort order options

Option Description
Messages are sorted by Sorts messages according to the selected option:

• Priority – Urgent first

• Priority – Standard first

• Status – Unread first

• Status – Read first

• No selection (default)

then by Sorts message by a second condition. The available options are
limited by what has been selected in the Messages are sorted
by list box.
If a Priority based sort key was selected then the available
options are:

• Status – New first

• Status – Read first

• Clear – (No selection)

If a Status based sort key was selected then the available
options are:

• Priority – Urgent first

• Priority – Standard first

• Clear – (No selection)
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Option Description
If Clear was selected then this option is automatically set to
Clear.

Finally by Sorts messages by Delivery Time:

• Oldest first (default)

• Newest first

Mailbox entry point
You can configure an individual mailbox so that it plays a type of message when the user checks
messages.

Table 4: Entry Point options

Option Description
The mailbox entry point is Select the rule for the first message to play when checking

messages:

• First New message (default)

• First New Urgent message

• First Urgent message

• First Unsent message

• Clear (no selection)

Else Select the rule for the first message to play if no message
matching the first mailbox entry point exists:

• First New message (default)

• First New Urgent message

• First Urgent message

• First Unsent message

• Clear (no selection)

Mailbox entry point
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Mailboxes with fax deliveries and fax machine overflows
To handle fax deliveries to owners of mailboxes with no fax capability, configure a fax general
delivery mailbox. To handle the overflow from a busy or out-of-paper fax machine, set up a fax
overflow mailbox.

Typically, owners of fax overflow mailboxes are administrators who are responsible for
distributing incoming messages to the individuals they support. The mailbox owner distributes
the messages stored in the fax general delivery mailbox.

• If a fax recipient has a mailbox with fax capability, the mailbox owner can forward the
message to the recipient's mailbox.

• If a fax recipient does not have a fax-capable mailbox, the mailbox owner can print the
stored fax and distribute the printed copy to the recipient.

 Note:
Inform fax general delivery mailbox owners that the order that a mailbox receives faxes might
not be reflected in the printing order.

Information you need
• fax general delivery mailbox number
• the fax machine DN (the number published as a group fax number)
• the default printing DN (if Autoprinting is enabled)

A general fax delivery mailbox provides one way for mailbox owners with voice-only mailboxes
to receive fax messages.

 Important:
This fax general delivery mailbox does not handle fax overflows. For a procedure that
provides fax general delivery for specific groups that provides for handling fax overflows,
see Mailboxes with fax deliveries and fax machine overflows on page 64.

Depositing messages
If a caller dials the express fax messaging SDN and enters a mailbox with no fax capability, a
voice message informs the caller that the mailbox cannot receive faxes and offers the fax
general mailbox as a destination. The caller can either accept the transfer of the fax message
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or hang up. To deposit a message directly into the fax general delivery mailbox, a caller must
dial the express fax messaging SDN from a faxphone.

Accessing messages
Anyone who knows the fax general delivery mailbox password can access all fax messages
sent to it. Typically, an administrative assistant checks the mailbox periodically and distributes
messages to individual recipients.

 Note:
You can also configure the general fax delivery mailbox to automatically print messages.

Privacy considerations and recommendation
The fax general delivery mailbox is like a system-wide bulletin board, because all faxes sent
are available to a large group of users.

Use the general fax delivery mailbox only for messages that do not contain proprietary or other
confidential information. Mailbox owners who are likely to receive confidential information must
have fax capability.

Task summary
• Refer to the Switch Configuration Worksheet (see the Installation and Configuration Task

List) for the following information:

- the phantom DN to be published as the fax number for a department or organization

- the phantom DN to use as the fax general delivery mailbox number

• Ensure the switch is provisioned so that

- All Busy (Hunt) or No Answer calls to the fax machine are forwarded to the
Multimedia Messaging CDN.

- All calls to the Multimedia Messaging CDN are forwarded unconditionally to the fax
machine DN.

- All calls from the phantom DN are forwarded unconditionally to the fax machine.

Accessing messages
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- All messages to the published fax mailbox are forwarded unconditionally to the fax
machine designated for the group.

• Using CallPilot Manager

- Add the fax general delivery mailbox (a fax-capable mailbox with the phantom DN
as the mailbox number) to the CallPilot database.

- Add the fax overflow mailbox (a mailbox, without fax capability, with the fax machine
number as the mailbox number) to the CallPilot database.

- Define the phantom DN in the PBX.

- Configure the default call forwarding to the CallPilot CDN.

- Register the phantom DNs in the SDN Table as the Express Fax Messaging
service.

- Enter the mailbox in the SDN Fax Setting page.

 Important:
CallPilot supports 2500 SDN entries.

• Configure remote notification for all fax general delivery mailbox owners. (optional)

Setting up separate mailboxes for owners who share a
telephone but have their own extensions

In this scenario, several mailbox owners share a telephone, but each has a separate extension
and mailbox.

Example
University teaching assistants share an office that is equipped with one telephone. Each
teaching assistant has his or her own extension on the telephone. Each extension is associated
with a CallPilot mailbox.

Isabella Simon
DNs on the switch 3300 3300

Mailbox number 3300 4400

First Extension DN 3300 4400

MWI DN 3300 4400
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Isabella Simon
Callback DN 3300 4400

 Note:
The MWI By DN feature may be configured on a Meridian 1 or Avaya Communication Server
1000 switch.

 Note:
The user can use MWI for broadcast message by enabling Enable MWI for Broadcast
Message.

Message waiting indication
If MWI DNs are configured for all mailboxes associated with the telephone, the message
waiting indicator does not show which mailbox has a new message. To find out if a message
is for him or her, the mailbox owner must log on to the mailbox.

Plan how each mailbox owner who shares the phone is notified of waiting messages.

• You can configure remote text notification for mailbox owners who share a telephone.

• You can assign message waiting indication to each individual by using the switch MWI
By DN feature if both of the following are true:

- you are using a Meridian 1 or CS 1000 connectivity

- X11 software release 24 (or higher) is installed on the switch

• You can configure remote notification of messages if both of the following are true:

- mailbox owners have remote notification enabled

- mailbox owners have pagers or cell phones

Success of the MWI DN configuration depends on switch configuration options that vary from
one software version to another. If the MWI DN options that you configure do not work, refer
to the Installation and Configuration Task List (NN44200-306).

Switch configuration
Each mailbox owner has the same telephone DN configured on the switch.

Message waiting indication
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 Note:
Note: If an MWI DN is shared with a mailbox, the MWI does not indicate the appropriate
status of either mailbox. Avaya recommends you do not configure a shared MWI DN that is
also a CallPilot mailbox number.

Setting up mailboxes for users who share a single DN
In scenarios where more than one person shares a telephone, you can set up separate
mailboxes for each person. For example, in a university residence, students sharing a room
often share a telephone. Using this feature, you can provide each student with a separate
mailbox for personal voice messages. Consider the following when planning for this feature at
your site:

• up to 9 mailboxes can share a DN

• mailboxes sharing the DN do not have to belong to the same mailbox class

• to speed up the configuration process, you can apply a user creation template with the
Mailbox Shares DN check box selected to each participating user

Constraint
You cannot configure meaningful message waiting indication for the telephone.

Information you need
• shared telephone extension

• each mailbox number

Switch configuration
Each mailbox owner has only the shared extension DN assigned on the switch.
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Setting up a mailbox for a group (such as a help desk) with
no dedicated telephone

Where customers call a common phone number for a group (for example, a help desk), the
number does not dial a telephone where the mailbox number matches the first extension DN.
Instead, the number dials each telephone that belongs to a group member.

Example
Pat and Nima both answer calls to the help desk (mailbox 2222). Pat and Nima also have
mailboxes for their personal messages. Pat has mailbox 2345 and Nima has mailbox 2468.
They need the following setup:

Help desk Pat Nima Optional
DNs on the switch 2222 2345 2468

Mailbox number 2222 2345 2468

First Extension DN 2222 2345 2468

MWI DN (see note) 2345 2468 2229

Callback DN 2222 2345 2468

Constraint
Any constraints regarding the size of the group are dependent on the switch.

Message Waiting Indication (MWI) issue and workarounds
If MWI DNs are configured for all mailboxes associated with the telephone, the message
waiting indicator does not show which mailbox has a new message.

Setting up a mailbox for a group (such as a help desk) with no dedicated telephone
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You can assign message waiting indication to each individual by using the switch MWI By DN
feature if both of the following are true:

• you are using a Meridian 1 or CS 1000 connectivity

• X11 software release 24 (or higher) is installed on the switch

You can configure remote notification of messages if both of the following are true:

• group members have remote notification enabled

• group members have either a shared wireless device or need to be notified off-site of help
desk messages.

You can configure remote text notification of waiting messages.

Success of the MWI DN configuration depends on switch configuration options that vary from
one software version to another. If the MWI DN options that you configure do not work, refer
to the Installation and Configuration Task List (NN44200-306).

Switch configuration
The group is defined as a mailbox owner on the switch as well as the CallPilot server. Each
member of the group is defined as a mailbox owner on the switch as well as the CallPilot
server.

Setting up a guest mailbox
In most organizations, short-term contractors and other occasional or one-time visitors need
to be able to collect messages from callers. You can set up a guest mailbox that is not
associated with a telephone so these guests can receive and access messages from internal
or external callers.

The preferred option of leaving messages is to use the express voice messaging SDN.
Messages may also be left using Compose and Send.

 Note:
If the express voice messaging CDN is not defined, you can use a department assistant's
extension. For this information, refer to the Switch Configuration Worksheet (see the
Installation and Configuration Task List (NN44200-306)).
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What you need to know
• the express voice messaging SDN (or a department assistant's extension)

• the mailbox number to use

Switch configuration
The express voice messaging CDN is defined both on the switch and in the CallPilot SDN
Table.

Configuring the system alarm mailbox
Define an alarm mailbox if you want CallPilot to send a voice message to a specified mailbox
whenever an alarm is generated. You can select the severity of the alarm in CallPilot Manager.
The message notifies you that an alarm occurred. The message is tagged as urgent. After you
receive a notification message, look at the Alarm Monitor to get more details. Avaya
recommends that this mailbox is configured for remote notification.

Immediate notification of alarm messages
If you want to be notified immediately of new alarms, enable remote notification for the alarm
mailbox.

 Note:
Remote Notification must be enabled in the mailbox class which is applied to the alarm
mailbox.

Getting there: Messaging → Messaging Management → Special Purpose Mailboxes section

What you need to know
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Chapter 5: Using Directory
Synchronization

In this chapter
Overview on page 73

Defining the Active Directory requirements on page 74

Using Directory Synchronization on page 75

Using the Directory Synchronization Extension on page 90

Overview

What is Directory Synchronization?
Businesses and corporations track their employees' phone numbers, department numbers and
other necessary contact information. This data can be stored in a Microsoft product called
Active Directory (AD.) Active Directory is Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
compliant.

Typically the AD is synchronized with the corporation's Human Resource database as
employees enter and leave the company or move departments. The CallPilot Directory
Synchronization feature automatically synchronizes the AD with CallPilot mailboxes.

Directory Synchronization applies to companies using a small network and a single Avaya
CallPilot®, as well as large corporations with a WAN and multiple Avaya CallPilot servers.
Directory Synchronization reduces the time required to set up and maintain mailboxes.

The Directory Synchronization feature is configured through CallPilot Manager.
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Example
• Company XYZ Inc. has an AD server that maintains employee information. The company

purchases a new CallPilot server. Using Directory Synchronization, hundreds of
mailboxes are added to the CallPilot server in one synchronization session, saving the
administrator from spending time manually entering the information.

• A large corporation has an AD server containing thousands of users. As well, they have
CallPilot servers located in various places throughout the corporation. With Directory
Synchronization, a single administrator can add, update, and remove CallPilot users in
multiple locations from a central AD.

Directory Synchronization can synchronize with an Active Directory running on Windows 2000
Server (Standard and Advanced Editions), Windows Server 2003, Standard and Enterprise
Editions, or Windows 2008.

Data is always driven from the Active Directory to CallPilot. The Active Directory is also referred
to as the "external directory" in this document.

Defining the Active Directory requirements
Before you configure Directory Synchronization, you must ask the Active Directory
Administrator for an administrator account which includes user name and password. The AD
administrator must delegate control to this user account for the portion of the directory you are
synchronizing, with the following minimum permissions:

• Read permissions to object class "users" (Windows 2000)

• Read permissions to object class "users" and "inetOrgPerson" (Windows 2003 and
Windows 2008)

• Write permissions to the LDAP attribute "otherMailbox", which has the display name "E-
mail Address (Others)"

You require the following information about the Active Directory:

• The FQDN. This is the Fully Qualified Domain Name of the Active Directory server. The
FQDN is usually the computer name plus the Domain Name System (DNS) suffix
separated by dots. The easiest way to find this information is to ping the computer
name.

• The LDAP suffix. This is the base of the directory tree where the users exist. Usually the
same as the Domain the AD is responsible for, with "dc=" in front of each component. For
example, where the FQDN is callpilot.ca.avaya.com, the LDAP suffix is
“dc=callpilot,dc=ca dc=avaya,dc=com.”

Using Directory Synchronization
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• The User Name. This user name is part of the user account given to you by the Active
Directory Administrator. The user name is found in the Name column of the Active
Directory users and computers screen.

The user name must reside within the Active Directory Users folder. To connect to the
Active Directory server the user name must have the proper permissions.

 Note:
The Active Directory Server uses an LDAP scheme for login and authentication. Using
a user's login name does not establish a connection.

• The LDAP Port. The default LDAP port number is 389.

• The SSL Port. The default SSL port is 636.

Using Directory Synchronization

Getting started
Only administrators with the Directory Synchronization privilege or full access rights can
access this feature.

Configuring the Synchronization Agent is accomplished in four major steps. To run or schedule
a synchronization task for the first time, follow these steps in sequence:

1. Changing the Local CallPilot Directory Connection Password

2. Configuring Directory Connections

3. Configuring Synchronization Profiles

4. Creating and Scheduling Synchronization Tasks

To change the local CallPilot Directory Connection
password

The CallPilot Directory Connection uses a new, hidden account (mailbox number 010101) to
log in and perform synchronization. This account has limited security privileges, and is locked
until the password is changed. Once the password is changed, the account is enabled and
you can proceed to configure the rest of the Directory Synchronization feature. To change the
password, follow these steps:

Using Directory Synchronization
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1. Log on to CallPilot Manager. From the main menu, select System → Directory
Synchronization.

Result: A dialog box appears indicating the requirement to set the password for the
Local Server.

2. Click OK on the dialog box.

Result: The Configure Directory Connection screen appears. Only the password
fields are available. The other fields are set automatically and cannot be
changed.

3. Enter your password in the Password and Confirm Password boxes and click Save.
The password is saved, and the Directory Synchronization Screen appears. The
local CallPilot connection now appears under Directory Connections as a link. You
may change the password at any time by clicking the link and repeating step 3. You
are now ready to configure a Directory Connection.

 Note:
The password for the Local CallPilot Directory Connection account is not the
same as the administrator or CallPilot password. The Local CallPilot Directory
Connection is a unique password.

To configure directory connections
The Directory Connection contains the information required by the CallPilot Synchronization
Agent to connect to the External Directory Server. You can configure up to five Directory
connections. To configure a Directory Connection, follow these steps. Click on the Help button
for more detailed information about each field.

1. From the Directory Synchronization screen, select Configure Directory Connections
from the drop-down list.

Result: The screen displays the existing Directory Connections as links.

2. Click on Add Connection.

Result: The Configure Directory Connection page is displayed.

3. Enter the following information:

a. Connection Name: The Connection Name can be any name of your
choice; you cannot leave this field empty.

b. Server FQDN: The FQDN of the external Server. Normally the computer
name plus the Domain Name Server (DNS) extensions. See Defining the
Active Directory requirements on page 74.
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c. Directory Type: Choices are Active Directory 2000 or Active Directory
2003.

 Note:
Active Directory 2003 option should be used for CallPilot Directory
Synchronization with Windows 2008 Server .

d. LDAP Suffix: If the LDAP suffix provided by the Active Directory
administrator is the same as the Server FQDN this field can be left blank.
Otherwise the LDAP suffix is determined by placing "dc=" before each
component in the root of the external directory tree. For example:
"dc=willim-r220100,dc=ca,dc=avaya,dc=com."

e. LDAP Port: Ask the Active Directory Administrator for the port number.
The default is 389.

f. Connect As: If LDAP DN is selected, the User Name field is
unavailable.

g. User Name: Directory Administrator level credentials. This is the user
name given to you by the Active Directory Administrator. See Defining
the Active Directory requirements on page 74 . If the User Account is not
in the Users folder (refer to the following figure), then LDAP DN must be
selected in step h.

h. LDAP DN: The LDAP DN must be used to authenticate using the LDAP
protocol. The LDAP DN is automatically filled in as other fields are
entered, and assumes that your account is in the Users folder. If your
account is not in the Users folder, select the LDAP DN radio button and
type in the LDAP DN information. In the preceding illustration your
account exists in the verification organizational unit. Change the LDAP
DN to:

"cn=wayne anderson,ou=verification,ou=callpilot,dc=willim-
r220110,dc=ca,dc=avaya,dc=com." (Refer to "Configure a connection
profile" figure following Step 5.)

i. Password and Confirm Password: This is the password associated with
the User Name or LDAP DN.

j. Use SSL: Select if communication to this directory is to be encrypted
through SSL. Enabling SSL slows down the synchronization, but secures
the connection.

 Note:
SSL is not enabled by default on AD. Your Active Directory
administrator must set up Certificate Services and publish a valid
certificate before Directory Synchronization or any other application
can use SSL with AD.

To configure directory connections
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k. SSL Port: Ask the Active Directory Administrator for the port number. The
default is 636.

4. Click on the Test button.

Result: A pop-up dialog box informs the administrator whether the defined server
can be contacted.

 Note:
If the test is unsuccessful, carefully check the information in each field.

5. Click Save.

Result: The Directory Connection is saved. The Directory Synchronization screen
appears. The newly configured Directory Connection is displayed as a link on the
screen.

To configure Synchronization Profiles
The Synchronization Profile contains the attribute mapping between CallPilot mailbox users
and the external directory entries. You can define up to 50 Synchronization Profiles. You must
define at least one profile before you can configure a Synchronization Task. To configure a
Synchronization Profile, follow these steps:

1. From the Directory Synchronization screen, select Create and Edit Synchronization
Profiles from the drop-down list.

Result: The configured profiles are displayed under Synchronization Profiles.

2. Click on the Add Profile button.

Result: The Configure Synchronization Profiles screen appears.

3. Enter or select the following information:

a. Profile Name: This can be any name of your choice; you cannot leave
this field empty.

b. Directory Connection: There is at least one available connection.

• If no Directory Connection is defined, click on the Add button. The
Directory Connection screen appears. See To configure directory
connections on page 76. Information on the Configure
Synchronization Profiles screen is retained.

• To change any information in the selected Directory Connection,
click on the Modify button. The Directory Connection screen
appears. Edit the Directory Connection. Information on the
Configure Synchronization Profiles screen is retained.
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• Select the Organizational Unit from the drop-down list: This is the
portion of the external directory that can be synchronized.

4. View the information under Mapping. There are default values for some of the
attributes. Check with the Active Directory Administrator to ensure these attributes
contain valid data. For example, ensure that the user's phone numbers are stored
under the telephonenumber attribute, if it is not then select the correct attribute.

 Note:
If the default values meet your requirements, proceed to step 7.

 Caution:
Caution must be observed when mapping attributes. Improper mapping can
result in invalid mailbox information. For example, if the department number is
inadvertently mapped to the given name, all given names could be overwritten
by their department numbers.

5. Select the link for the CallPilot attribute you want to map or un-map.

Result: The Attribute Mapping screen appears.

a. From the drop-down list, select the External Directory attribute that you
want to map from. If you want to remove the attribute mapping, select
not mapped.

b. Select the appropriate Transformation Rule. This is only enabled for
telephone numbers.

Example: Users' telephone numbers appear as 7 digit numbers, for
example 343-8858. If you want the CallPilot mailbox number to be 8858,
select "last 4 digits."

c. Click Save.

Result: The Configure Synchronization Profile screen appears. In the Mapping
section, in the External Server Attribute column, the recently mapped attribute is
displayed. The transformation rule will appear in the transformation rule column.

6. Repeat step 5 until all desired attributes are mapped.

7. Click on the Test Mapping button.

Result: The Test Mapping screen appears. This screen displays the first five
External Directory users and shows which data is mapped to which CallPilot
attribute during synchronization.

• You can continue to edit the mapping until the test mapping button produces the
desired results.

8. Click Save on the Configure and Edit Synchronization Profiles screen.

To configure Synchronization Profiles
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Result: The information is saved. The Directory Synchronization screen appears.
The new Synchronization Profile is displayed as a link on the screen.

Configuring Synchronization Tasks
You can use the synchronization task to configure a new CallPilot system, or to update an
existing system. If a user exists in the external directory, and not in CallPilot, the user is added
as a new mailbox (provided the task filter criteria are satisfied). If there is a match between a
CallPilot user and an external directory user, the CallPilot user is linked to the external directory
entry and is updated accordingly. Scheduling synchronization tasks to run weekly or monthly
keeps the directory in synchronization and reduces your work load.

 Important:
If multiple CallPilot users are synchronized with the same Active Directory user, the resulting
link is invalid.

 Note:
If the Synchronization Task used to provision CallPilot is set to run with any recurrence
(weekly or monthly), then any entries added to the external directory are added as new
CallPilot mailboxes the next time the task runs.
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To configure a synchronization task
1. From the Directory Synchronization screen, select Review and Schedule

Synchronization Tasks from the drop-down list.

Result: The configured Synchronization Tasks appear as a link under
Synchronization Tasks on the screen. If there are no tasks configured, this area is
blank.

2. Click New Task.

Result: The Schedule Synchronization Task screen appears.

3. Enter or select the following information on this screen:

a. The Task Name. Type a name of your choice; you cannot leave this field
empty.

b. The Synchronization Profile. Select a profile from the drop-down list.

• If you want to configure a new Synchronization Profile, click on the
Add button. The Profile screen is displayed. You may now configure
a new Profile without losing any information on the Schedule
Synchronization Task screen.

• If you want to edit the selected Synchronization Profile, click on the
Modify button. The Profile appears. You can edit the
Synchronization Profile without losing any information on the
Schedule Synchronization Task screen.

c. Select the Error Threshold:

• If you choose Ignore Errors, the Synchronization task runs to
completion regardless of the number of errors.

• If you choose Stop Task After, the Synchronization task stops when
the configured number of errors are reached.

d. Select the Log File type. The log file is generated when the task is
running, and is available to the administrator: Directory Synchronization
> View History the task history screen appears.

• Basic is chosen by default and is used during normal operation.
Basic is a summary of performed operations and errors.

• Detailed gives more detail about the Synchronization Task. Detailed
is usually used to diagnose problems or to send to the support
organization.

To configure a synchronization task
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e. Enter a task filter. This is an LDAP search filter to narrow the scope of
the synchronization task. See Defining a Task Filter on page 85.

• Only entries matching this filter are synchronized. Enter the filter
manually or use the Insert Attribute and Insert Operator drop-down
lists to configure the filter.

• If synchronizing to multiple CallPilot servers from one external
directory, you must ask the Directory Administrator to identify which
external directory users should be linked to which server. This is
accomplished by selecting an appropriate task filter. Also, ask the
Directory Administrator if there is a unique attribute or can one be
created.

4. Test the filter by clicking on the Test button.

Result: The Test Filter screen appears. You can set the number of entries to
display.

 Note:
The number of entries displayed is controlled by the external server, and may not
match the number configured on this screen.

5. Check the entries displayed in the Test Filter screen. Do this to ensure the filter is
selecting the users you want to synchronize.

6. Determine how the task handles matching mailboxes:

• If you select the check box only if last name is also identical, and a CallPilot
user is found with the same mailbox number as an external directory entry, but
different last name, this entry is not synchronized during a synchronization task
run.

• If you do not select the check box only if last name is also identical, and a
CallPilot user is found with the same mailbox number, as an external directory
entry, but different last name, this entry is synchronized, and the last name is
changed in the associated CallPilot mailbox.

7. Select the default Template from the drop-down list. All users are assigned to this
template unless Conditional Templates are configured in the next step. Only Local
User Templates are available in this list. Administrators, Remote Users, and
Directory Entry Users cannot be synchronized.

 Note:
You cannot create a new mailbox if the template includes administrative rights.

If you do not require any more than one template, proceed with step 9.

8. Create Conditional Templates. The Conditional Template overrides the default
template if the filters match.
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If the CallPilot system is using NMS, the location where the users are created is
taken from the template. To automatically add users to different satellite locations,
select Conditional User Templates as the appropriate template.

a. Click the Add Template button.

Result: The Conditional User Creation Template appears.

b. Enter a template description: This can be any description of your choice,
for example, Accounting Department.

c. Select the desired template from the drop-down list.

 Note:
You cannot create a new mailbox if the template includes
administrative rights.

d. Enter the desired filter in the Used If dialog box. See Defining a Task
Filter on page 85.

 Note:
This filter is combined with the Task Filter to select a further subset of
users.

e. Enter the number of entries you want to display.

f. Click on the Test button.

Result: The Test Filter screen appears. This screen displays the selected
number of users matching the configured filter.

 Note:
The number of entries displayed is controlled by the external server,
and may not match the number configured on this screen

g. If necessary, modify the test filter and repeat step "f" until you are satisfied
with the results on the Test Filter screen.

h. Click OK.

Result: The Change Synchronization Task screen appears. The
Conditional Template appears as a link on the screen.

9. Schedule a Task.

 Caution:
Avaya recommends that:

• you run Synchronization Tasks during off peak hours.

To configure a synchronization task
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• a Synchronization Task is not scheduled when an archive or backup may
be running. Directory Synchronization potentially changes the data that the
archive backs up.

• run back-ups and synchronizations on different days, or allow the
synchronization to complete prior to starting the backup.

If you do not want this task to run on a schedule, leave the selection as Manually
as Needed The schedule selections are unavailable. Proceed with step 10.

a. Select a frequency from the drop-down list. Choose from Once, Weekly,
or Monthly.

b. Select a date and time from the appropriate drop-down lists.

10. Click Save.

Result: The task is saved. The Directory Synchronization screen appears. The task
now appears as a link on the screen.
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Defining a Task Filter
The task filter must be surrounded by parentheses, and must contain at least one attribute,
operator, and value.

Attributes

Defining a Task Filter
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There are many attributes within Active Directory, including the following three examples:

• sn (Surname)

• givenName (Given Name)

• telephoneNumber (Telephone number)

Operators

Logical Operators:

• & (AND) returns entries matching all specified filter criteria

• |(OR) returns entries matching one or more of the filter criteria

• !(NOT) returns entries for which the filter is not true

Comparison:

• = (is equal to)

• >= (is greater than or equal to)

• <= (is less than or equal to)

• ~= (is like or sounds like)

• =* (exists)

Wildcard:

• * (Match 0 or more characters)

Examples of task filters:
Example 1:

(sn=a*)

In example 1, the task synchronizes all Active Directory users with last names beginning with
"A." This is a simple filter, which can produce problems. If the filter does not specify that a
telephone number must exist, the task may attempt to synchronize an Active Directory entry
without a telephone number. This is an error condition if you are mapping telephoneNumber
to Mailbox Number.

Example 2:

(&(objectClass=user)(sn=*)(givenName=*)(areaCode=613))

In Example 2, the task synchronizes any user with the area code 613. This is more complex
filter that ensures that only entries with names and telephone numbers are synchronized. This
filter might be used in a scenario with one Active Directory and multiple CallPilot servers where
the area code determines the location of the user.
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Example 3:

(&(objectClass=user)(sn=*)(givenName=*)(department >=4000)(telephoneNumber=*))

In Example 3, all users in department numbers 4000 and above are synchronized.

Example 4:

(&(objectclass=User)(|(telephoneNumber=4*)(telephoneNumber=5*))(sn=*)(givenName=*))

In Example 4, the task synchronizes any user with a telephone number beginning with 4 or
5.

To run a Synchronization Task
Before you run your first synchronization:

• Ensure that the data in the external directory is consistent and accurate.

• Synchronize one test user to ensure all settings are correct. You can do this by setting
the task filter, so that only one user is selected.

Example How to define one user:

Example
(telephonenumber=6133435479)

When a Synchronization Task is configured and tested, the task can be run at any time by
following these steps:

1. From the Directory Synchronization screen, select Review and Schedule
Synchronization Tasks from the drop-down list.

Result: All configured tasks appear in the Synchronization Tasks area. If a task is
currently running, the task appears under "Current Tasks"

2. Select the check box beside the task you want to run.

3. Click Run Now.

Result: The task begins to run. The status is presented in real time under Current
Task.

When the task is complete, be sure to check the log file to ensure there were no problems with
the synchronization run. For more about the log file, see Viewing the Log File on page 88.

To run a Synchronization Task
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Viewing the Log File
A log file is generated during each synchronization run. Generally the last 60 log files are
retained, though the oldest may be deleted earlier if the disk is greater than 90% full. The log
file contains the following information:

• start and completion timestamp of the synchronization task

• the external directory that the log file synchronized with

• the number of records synchronized

• number of entries that failed to synchronize along with detailed information identifying
which entries failed and why

• number of entries that were unlinked (due to the entry in the source directory being
deleted)

• details of which records are added, updated, or unlinked (Detailed Log only)
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To view the log file

1. From the Directory Synchronization screen, select Review and Schedule
Synchronization Tasks from the drop-down list.

Result: All configured tasks appear in the Synchronization Tasks area. If a task is
currently running, the task appears under Current Tasks.

2. Click View History.

Result: The Task History screen appears.
3. Click on the hyperlink of the Synchronization Task Log you want to view.

Result: The Task Log is displayed.

 Note:
The log file location is usually D:\nortel\log\DirSync\. The specific log file can only
be identified by date and time the job was started. Example file name -
NMSync_Job2_05-23-05_01-29-57.log, generated on May 23, 2005 at 01:29
AM.

 Note:
For long log files there are links to assist navigation through the file.

Linking and Unlinking users from the User Details screen
A CallPilot administrator can manually associate an existing CallPilot mailbox with an external
directory entry. Once linked, the pair is synchronized the next time any Synchronization Task
is run (if the pair matches the associated profile).

To link a CallPilot user to an external directory

1. In CallPilot Manager, navigate to the details page of an existing user and scroll down
to the Mailbox section.

Result: Under linked to external directory, the status is either linked or not linked.

If the status is linked, the unlink button is active. Unless you want to unlink this user
and link to another external directory, there is no need to proceed. If the status in
unlinked, the link button is active. Proceed to step 2.

2. Click on the Link button.

Result: The Link to external Directory screen appears.
3. From the drop-down list, select the synchronization profile you want to use to link

this user.

Linking and Unlinking users from the User Details screen
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4. In the Quick Search dialog box, enter the mailbox number, first name, or last name
of the external directory entry. You can use the asterisk (*) as a wildcard. Click on
the Search button.

Result: A list of matching entries is displayed in the results section of the screen.
5. Select the entry you want to link by selecting the box beside the given name. Scroll

down if necessary, and click on the Link button.

Result: The user is synchronized and their status now shows linked.

To find and delete unlinked mailboxes
If an external directory entry is deleted, the next time a synchronization task is run, the link
between that entry and the corresponding CallPilot mailbox is broken. In this case, the CallPilot
mailbox must be deleted. To find and delete these unlinked mailboxes, follow these steps:

1. From the CallPilot Manager screen, navigate to User Search, then select Advanced
Search.

Result: The Advanced Search criteria selections are displayed on the screen.

2. In the first Search Criteria drop-down list, select Date unlinked from external
directory.

3. Select an Operator and Value from the drop-down lists.

4. Click on the Search button.

Result: A list of users matching the search criteria appears.

5. Delete the appropriate users.

Using the Directory Synchronization Extension
The Directory Synchronization extension comes with the Applications CD. For installation
instructions, see Software Administration and Maintenance (NN44200-600).

 Note:
The Directory Synchronization Extension can NOT be installed on the CallPilot server.

 Note:
If a mailbox user exists on more than one CallPilot system, do not use the Directory
Synchronization Extension to update the user's mailbox.
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The Directory Synchronization Extension is used by the Active Directory Administrator to:

• Create a new CallPilot user.

• Link with an existing CallPilot user.

• Delete an existing CallPilot user.

• Unlink an existing CallPilot user.

• Define CallPilot servers that are used for the preceding operations.

Before you use the Directory Synchronization extension, the Directory Connection and Profile
must be configured on the CallPilot server.

To create a new CallPilot user from the Directory Extension

1. From the Active directory user and computer screen, right click and select the
properties of the user.

Result: The Active Directory user's property page appears.
2. Click on the CallPilot Tab.

Result: The screen displays the user's status. In this case, the Create and Link
buttons are active.

3. Click on the Create button.

Result: The Create CallPilot User dialog appears.

• If you have previously used the Directory Synchronization extension, the
Server drop-down list displays the server name. Continue to step 4.

• If this is the first use of the Directory Synchronization extension, the system
displays a prompt and the Server drop-down list displays <undefined>. To
define the CallPilot server, follow these steps:

a. Click on the Servers button.

Result: The CallPilot Servers dialog appears.
b. Click on the Edit button. The import and export button are discussed

later.

Result: The CallPilot Server Properties screen appears.
c. Enter the information in the appropriate fields. This information is found

in the Local CallPilot link on the Configure Directory Connections screen
in the CallPilot server.

d. Click on the Validate button.

Result: A dialog box appears indicating success or failure.

• If validation is unsuccessful, check the Directory Synchronization
configuration in the CallPilot server, and correct the problem before
continuing.

e. Click OK.

Using the Directory Synchronization Extension
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Result: The CallPilot Server appears in the CallPilot Servers dialog
box.

f. Click OK.

Result: The Create CallPilot User screen appears.
4. From the drop-down menus on the Create CallPilot User screen, select the desired

Server, Synchronization Profile, and Template.
5. Click on the Create button.

 Note:
You cannot create a new mailbox if the template includes administrative rights.

Result: The user is created and linked. The Delete and Unlink buttons are active.
The user's address appears above the Create button in the following format:

<SMTP\VPIM network shortcut><Mailbox>@<FQDN of the CallPilot Server>

To link to an existing CallPilot user

1. From the Active directory screen, right click and select properties of the user you
want to link.

Result: The active Directory user's property page appears.
2. Click on the CallPilot tab.

Result: The screen displays the user's status. In this case, the Create and Link
buttons are active.

3. Click on the Link button.

Result: The Link CallPilot User dialog box appears. If the CallPilot server is not
defined, click on the Servers button, and follow steps 3 b to e under To create a new
CallPilot user from the Directory Extension on page 91.

4. Select the desired Server and Synchronization Profile from the drop-down lists.
5. Enter enough Information in the CallPilot User fields to locate the user with a search,

click on Search.

Result: All matches to the search appear in the Matching Users box.
6. Highlight the user you want to link, and click on Link.

Result: The user is created and linked. The Delete and Unlink buttons are active.

To unlink an existing CallPilot user

1. From the Active directory screen, right click and select properties for the user you
want to unlink.

Result: The active Directory user's property page appears.
2. Click on the CallPilot tab.
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Result: The screen displays the user's status. In this case, the Delete and Unlink
buttons are active.

3. Click on the Unlink button.

Result: A dialog box appears, requesting that you confirm this action.
4. Click on the Unlink button.

Result: The user is unlinked. No changes are made to this user in any future
Synchronization runs until linking the user again.

To delete a linked CallPilot user

1.
 Caution:

This action deletes the CallPilot user's mailbox, and all messages are lost.

Click on the CallPilot tab.

Result: The screen displays the user's status. In this case, the Delete and Unlink
buttons are active.

2. Click on the Delete button.

Result: A dialog box appears, requesting that you confirm this action.
3. Click on the Delete button.

Result: The user is deleted. No changes are made to this user during any future
synchronization runs until the user is linked again.

To import or export CallPilot server settings
You can use the Import and Export buttons on the CallPilot Servers dialog box to read in or
write out CallPilot server credentials. Server credentials are read from or written to a text file
that can be used to pass information between two different computers running the Directory
Synchronization extension.

1. From the Active directory screen, right click and select properties for any user.

Result: The active Directory user's property page appears.

2. Click on the CallPilot tab.

Result: The screen displays the user's status.

3. Click on the Servers button.

Result: The CallPilot Servers dialog box appears. To export Server Settings: (The
Administrator mailbox and password are encrypted when exporting server settings.)

a. Highlight the server you want to export, and click Export.

To import or export CallPilot server settings
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Result: The Export CallPilot Snap-in Configuration file dialog box
appears.

b. Select the path and name of the file, and click Open.

Result: The file is saved as a .cfg file in the selected location. The file
can now be copied to another Active Directory server.

To import Server Settings:

a. Click Import.

Result: The Import CallPilot Snap-in Configuration file dialog box
appears.

b. Highlight the .cfg file you want to import, and Click Open.

Result: The servers now appear in the CallPilot Servers dialog box.
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Chapter 6: Configuring dial-up access to
the Avaya CallPilot® server

In this chapter
Remote control of the server with pcAnywhere on page 95

Configuring pcAnywhere on a personal computer on page 97

Installing pcAnywhere on the remote personal computer on page 98

Configuring pcAnywhere for dial-up to the CallPilot server on page 98

Restarting the server using pcAnywhere on page 98

Optimizing remote host response during a pcAnywhere session on page 99

Restarting CallPilot server remotely without using pcAnywhere on page 99

Dial-up networking on page 100

Creating the Dial-Up Networking connection profile on page 101

Establishing a connection using Dial-Up Networking on page 101

Remote control of the server with pcAnywhere
You can control the Avaya CallPilot server as though you were sitting at a keyboard connected
directly to it from a personal computer that is connected to the server in either of the following
ways:

• over a dial-up connection

• over a LAN connection
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Remote tasks
After you establish the pcAnywhere session, you can take direct control of the Avaya CallPilot
server to

• query the server event logs

• use Windows System Tools to maintain the CallPilot server

• apply PEPs

Requirements
• The pcAnywhere host must be working on the CallPilot server.

• If the server is powered off, you cannot establish a connection with the server. Someone
at the server location must start the server. The pcAnywhere host is automatically
launched when the server is started.

Task summary
The tasks you perform depend on whether you connect to the CallPilot server over a LAN, or
a dial-up connection.

Task For a LAN
connection?

For a dial-up
connection?

1 Installing the pcAnywhere client on the remote
personal computer

Yes Yes

2 Configuring the pcAnywhere client for dial-up to the
CallPilot server

Yes Yes

3 Creating the Dial-Up Networking connection profile No Yes

4 Establishing a connection using Dial-Up Networking No Yes

5 Taking remote control of the CallPilot server Yes Yes

6 Optimizing remote host response during a
pcAnywhere session

No Yes

7 Ending a dial-up connection No Yes
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Testing a LAN connection
If the personal computer and the CallPilot server are on the same LAN, you do not need to
establish a dial-up connection. A LAN connection may be set up between the personal
computer and the CallPilot server CLAN card.

To test the LAN connection, ping the IP address of the CLAN card on the server. If the server
does not respond, check the cabling and the remote personal computer TCP/IP configuration
information.

Configuring pcAnywhere on a personal computer

About pcAnywhere
One licensed copy of the pcAnywhere 12.0 host is installed on the CallPilot server at the factory.
This allows the CallPilot server operator to accept control of the server by an operator at a
remote personal computer with the pcAnywhere 12.0 client installed on it.

Administrators can use pcAnywhere over a dial-up, direct cable, or network connection to

• query server event logs

• shut down and restart the server

• perform limited file transfers between the personal computer and the CallPilot server

• start CallPilot Manager and use it to monitor the system and perform administration tasks

• use local Windows System Tools to maintain the CallPilot server

Requirement
You must purchase a license from the vendor for installation of pcAnywhere on any personal
computer used for remote administration of a CallPilot server.

Testing a LAN connection
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pcAnywhere security features
• a host assessment tool for analyzing the security of your remote access

• logging of unauthorized access attempts

Installing pcAnywhere on the remote personal computer
Avaya does not provide additional licenses for installing pcAnywhere on remote personal
computers. You must purchase a license from the vendor for installation of pcAnywhere on
any personal computer used for remote administration of a CallPilot server. To install software
on the personal computer, you must be logged on as an administrator.

 Note:
If you need to change the video driver on the remote personal computer, you must first
uninstall pcAnywhere.

Getting there: Windows Start → Programs → Symantec pcAnywhere

For specific instructions on installing the pcAnywhere client, refer to the Symantec pcAnywhere
documentation.

Configuring pcAnywhere for dial-up to the CallPilot server
To connect to the CallPilot server, first create a pcAnywhere remote control connection to the
server. For specific instructions on configuring the pcAnywhere client, refer to the Symantec
pcAnywhere documentation.

If you are using pcAnywhere on a remote personal computer, establish a dial-up connection
to the server. If you are using pcAnywhere on a personal computer that is on the same LAN
as the CallPilot server, take remote control of the CallPilot server.

Restarting the server using pcAnywhere
If pcAnywhere is installed, establish a remote control session and restart the server using the
Windows shutdown operation.

Configuring dial-up access to the Avaya CallPilot® server
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For specific instructions on using the pcAnywhere client to take remote control of a host, refer
to the Symantec pcAnywhere documentation.

Optimizing remote host response during a pcAnywhere
session

Operating a remote host over a pcAnywhere connection can be slow because of public network
traffic. To speed up the response after you establish the connection, you can:

• reduce the number of colors displayed during the session

• disable the host desktop

Restarting CallPilot server remotely without using
pcAnywhere

If pcAnywhere is not installed or not available, use HyperTerminal software to establish a
connection. HyperTerminal is installed on the computer with the Windows operating system.
HyperTerminal enables you to use a modem to connect to a remote computer even if it is not
running Windows. After a HyperTerminal connection is configured, it becomes part of Windows
Accessories.

Task summary
• Configure the HyperTerminal connection to the CallPilot server.

• Configure the modem ports.

• Edit the Host file to establish a connection with the server.

Information you need
• the country or region in which the CallPilot server is located

• the 10-digit telephone number of the CallPilot server

Optimizing remote host response during a pcAnywhere session
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• the dialing rules for the location if using a laptop at a new location

• the port number to which the personal computer modem is attached

Getting there: Windows Start → Programs → Accessories → Communications →
HyperTerminal

Dial-up networking
A dial-up connection enables you to establish a connection between the CallPilot server and
a personal computer over the public switch telephone network (PSTN). Once you establish a
dial-up connection, it appears as if the CallPilot server and the personal computer are on the
same LAN. You can use a dial-up connection to

• perform limited file transfers between the personal computer and the CallPilot server

• point your browser to CallPilot Manager

• use Windows System Tools to maintain the CallPilot server

Required software
To connect to the CallPilot server from a personal computer that is not to the same LAN, you
must use Windows Dial-Up Networking, and Routing and Remote Access Service (RRAS)
software.

 Note:
To administer the CallPilot server from a remote personal computer, you can use
pcAnywhere software.

Dial-Up Networking software is usually installed during the installation of the operating system.
If the Dial-Up Networking folder does not appear in the My Computer window, the software is
not installed. Refer to your Windows documentation for a Dial-Up Networking installation
procedure.

The RRAS and pcAnywhere 12.0 software are installed on the CallPilot server at the factory.
No on-site configuration is required.
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Creating the Dial-Up Networking connection profile
The Windows Dial-Up Networking software enables you to establish a connection between the
server and the remote personal computer over the public switch telephone network (PSTN).
This is not required for personal computers that are on the same LAN as the server.

When a connection profile is created, an icon representing the connection profile appears in
the Dial-Up Networking folder.

You need to know the following information:

• the server telephone number

• the server IP address

Establishing a connection using Dial-Up Networking
To perform remote administration of a CallPilot server from a personal computer that is not
located on the same LAN as the server, you must establish a Dial-Up Networking connection
between the personal computer and the server. If the personal computer and the CallPilot
server are on the same LAN, the Dial-Up Networking connection is not required.

Before you begin
• Ensure that you created a server connection profile.

• A user ID and password are required to log on to the network. Obtain this information
from the Administrator.

• If you are using pcAnywhere, you need the password for a remote access user account
(for example, the Administrator user account) and pcAnywhere caller account on the
server (for example, the Administrator caller account).

After the connection is made, you can do the following tasks:

• Start CallPilot Manager.

• Use pcAnywhere to control the server as you perform administrative tasks.

 Important:
Do not schedule intensive remote tasks during peak traffic hours. This can adversely
affect call processing capabilities of the CallPilot server.

Creating the Dial-Up Networking connection profile
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Chapter 7: Security recommendations

In this chapter
Secure Sockets Layer on page 103

CallPilot security recommendations on page 105

Securing the premises on page 106

Securing equipment on page 107

Disposing of printed information on page 108

Monitoring suspicious activities on page 108

Monitoring mailbox logon and thru-dialing activities on page 109

Monitoring internal and external activity by calling line ID on page 112

Monitoring suspicious SMTP activity on page 114

Monitoring custom application SDNs on page 116

Strong passwords for user accounts on page 119

Ensuring the use of a personal verification on page 121

Restriction permission lists on page 121

Secure Sockets Layer
Secure Sockets Layer, or SSL, is a protocol developed for transmitting private documents over
the Internet. SSL uses a private key to encrypt data that is transferred over the SSL connection.
SSL is supported by both Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox . By convention, Universal
Resource Locators (URLs) that require an SSL connection start with "https" instead of "http".
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Connections to the Avaya CallPilot® server can be encrypted using SSL. There are three
supported protocols; LDAP, SMTP, and IMAP. For each protocol there is a separate SSL check
box to enable SSL on CallPilot server. The check boxes are:

• Enable LDAP with SSL port

• Enable IMAP with SSL port

• Enable SSL for incoming SMTP sessions

These settings affect the desktop client and user interface. If SSL is not enabled at login, the
user receives an error dialog box.

Require SSL feature
The Require SSL feature enables Avaya CallPilot server to force all clients to use SSL
connection when connecting using a specific protocol. There are three separate Require SSL
check boxes for IMAP, SMTP, and LDAP protocols. When selected the IMAP, SMTP, or LDAP
connections to the CallPilot server must be encrypted through SSL and the corresponding
ports set to their equivalent. The check boxes are:

• Require SSL under LDAP section

• Require SSL under IMAP section

• Require SSL for Incoming SMTP sessions

Require SSL setting affects the user interface of the desktop clients (integrated and non-
integrated) and My CallPilot. When the check boxes are selected, the user receives an error
as if the SSL is not enabled for the specific protocol based on the request. IMAP is used to
retrieve CallPilot messages, SMTP is used to send CallPilot messages, and LDAP is used for
login (for My CallPilot), or on a request for Address Book, PDL, or SDL for all clients.

For integrated clients, an error message is received if SSL is forced on the server side but SSL
is not enabled on the client side:

Configuring SSL settings from CallPilot manager

1. To Configure SSL Settings for LDAP protocol CallPilot Manager→ Messaging→
Internet Mail Clients→ LDAP section.

2. To configure SSL settings for IMAP protocol.

Security recommendations
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CallPilot Manager→ Messaging→ Internet Mail Clients→ IMAP section
3. To configure SSL settings for SMTP protocol CallPilot Manager→ Messaging→

Message Delivery Configuration→ Security Modes for SMTP sessions.

CallPilot security recommendations
• Treat CallPilot servers as closed systems.

 Important:
If you install unauthorized software on any CallPilot server, you might

- incur security problems

- conflict with CallPilot services

- prevent the CallPilot server from functioning properly

• Ensure that each CallPilot server is physically secured.

Refer to the Installation and Configuration Task List (NN44200-306).

• Ensure that all CallPilot backup tapes are physically secured.

• Ensure that all Windows account passwords are changed from their default values to
strong values known only by the customer. This includes the gamroot account used for
the AR352 RAID card.

Refer to the Installation and Configuration Task List (NN44200-306).

• Always run the CallPilot server with its console in a logged out state.

• When you configure a remote disk destination on your LAN, you map the remote drive
onto the CallPilot server.

 Important:
Do not map a CallPilot server drive onto another server. This applies to all connections
to the server regardless of location (across the hall by means of the LAN or across the
country on the WAN).

• When you configure a remote disk destination on your LAN, you create Administrator as
a user on the remote file server.

 Important:
Do not add users or shares to a CallPilot server.

• Ensure that the CallPilot server is connected inside the LAN firewall.

• Install and configure one of the Avaya-supported third party antivirus solutions.

CallPilot security recommendations
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 Important:
Do not install third-party antivirus software unless approved by Avaya. For information
about the antivirus software packages that are approved by Avaya for CallPilot, see
Product Bulletin P-2007-0101-Global : CallPilot Support for Anti-Virus Applications .

• When you initiate a dial-up connection to use a third-party program such as pcAnywhere
to perform remote administration on the CallPilot server, you need to enable the remote
access modem on the server.

 Important:
Enable the remote access modem on the CallPilot server only when needed to enable
a dial-up connection for remote maintenance of the server.

Securing the premises
Physical security threats include

• events that can physically damage equipment

• ways in which equipment can be physically accessed to get to information.

When considering physical security, think not only of network media such as cabling and
servers but also of physical resources and access controls.

Guidelines
Here are some guidelines for increasing the security of your workplace:

• Do not let visitors roam freely.

• If tours of the office are conducted, ensure that employees are aware of them. Sensitive
data must not be left on computer screens or desktops.

• When people claim they are contractors or technicians, ask for identification. Verify that
they are supposed to be there.

• Decide on a policy for after-hours access to your facilities, and educate employees. Do
not allow employees to decide who can come in and when.

• Review the "Site Inspection Checklist" in the Installation and Configuration Task List
(NN44200-306).

Security recommendations
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Securing equipment
Set up a security policy to identify the measures put into place to secure equipment.

The equipment room
Try to keep all servers and other critical equipment in a room (or rooms) that can be locked. If
an equipment room is used for several purposes, consider separate rooms. Here are more
guidelines for securing equipment rooms:

• Give access to equipment rooms to authorized personnel only. Security badges and a
badge reader that records the time and identity of each person entering the room are
highly recommended.

• Keep track of keys or badges that are used to gain entry. When employees leave your
company, cancel their access privileges.

• Ensure the room has adequate ventilation and cooling. An overheated room can cause
mechanical parts to break down. You can also purchase temperature sensors that page
you when the temperature fluctuates beyond a certain amount.

Cabling and wiring
Secure cables and wiring by the following:

• Plan wiring runs, and make them secure against unauthorized access.

• Do not leave cabling exposed. Check your premises regularly for loose, exposed, or
insecure cabling. Check for cable drops that are inactive, and disconnect them from your
Ethernet switches or hubs until needed.

• Your building wiring system can be tapped. Shield wiring leading from a computer to the
building wiring.

Securing equipment
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Remote personal computers
Protect remote personal computers by the following:

• Use power-on passwords that require a user to enter a password before the system starts.
This prevents someone from using a DOS boot disk, inserted in a floppy drive, to bypass
the regular boot process.

• Educate users about using passwords and screen savers properly.

• If you give older workstations away or trade in older equipment, be sure to wipe the hard
drives with specialized tools. Hard drives that contain sensitive or classified information
must be destroyed.

Disposing of printed information
Hackers and criminals search through trash to obtain useful or sensitive information. Develop
a policy for disposing of information and educate employees about it.

Guidelines
Keep important information from ending up in your trash by following these guidelines:

• Identify reports that contain sensitive information, access codes, or passwords. Make
sure these reports are shredded.

• Check file folders that you are throwing out for valuable papers.

• Keep network diagrams locked up. Shred any old network diagrams (that can show where
routers are or which ports are blocked) before throwing them out.

Monitoring suspicious activities
If you notice suspicious activity on your system, use CallPilot Security Administration features
to monitor CallPilot for certain events that you suspect are caused by hackers who gain access
to your system. When the event you are monitoring occurs, an alarm is generated. This means
you are notified of suspicious activity in real time so you can investigate immediately.

Security recommendations
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Generally, you enable activity monitoring only when you suspect hacker activity on your
system. You might be alerted to suspicious activities by

• mailbox owners complain of suspicious behavior, such as changed greetings or obscene
messages

• a report generated in Reporter indicates unusual traffic or usage patterns

You can monitor

• internal and external telephone numbers, calling line IDs (CLID) from which you suspect
hackers are calling

• mailboxes to which you suspect hackers gained access

• custom applications that hackers may be using for unauthorized thru-dial activities

• SMTP/VPIM IP addresses, user IDs, and FQDNs

• the number of successful and unsuccessful logons to CallPilot Manager and Application
Builder

Notification of suspicious activity
You can find out about the generated alarms by

• viewing the Alarms Monitor regularly to learn of new alarms

• setting up an alarm mailbox so that whenever an alarm is generated, the system sends
a voice message to the mailbox to alert you

• enabling remote notification for the alarm mailbox so you are notified of new alarm
messages immediately at a specified number, such as a pager or cell phone

Monitoring mailbox logon and thru-dialing activities
If you suspect abuse of mailbox privileges, you can monitor mailbox logon and thru-dialing
activities. After you determine the cause of suspicious activity and resolve the problem, remove
the corresponding mailboxes from the monitoring list.

 Note:
An event code is generated each time someone logs on to a mailbox or the thru-dial process
transfers a call from it.

Notification of suspicious activity
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Alarms that can be generated
The following alarms are generated whenever a logon or thru-dial attempt originates from a
monitored mailbox:

Event number Description
55703 Unknown system error occurred while attempting to transfer a

call for an Application Builder application
OR
Unknown system error occurred in the Call Transfer block of an
Application Builder application.

55717 A thru-dial block uses name or both name and number dialing,
but no name prefix is defined for the name dialing service.

55750 Successful login to a mailbox from a directory number (DN)
monitored by Hacker Monitor.

55751 Failed login attempt to a mailbox from a DN monitored by
Hacker Monitor.

55752 A thru-dial attempt was successful from a mailbox that is
monitored by Hacker Monitor.

55753 A thru-dial attempt was unsuccessful from a mailbox that is
monitored by Hacker Monitor.

55756 A login attempt to a mailbox failed while Hacker Monitor was
actively monitoring all mailboxes. The mailbox number is
unknown.

55757 A login attempt to a mailbox failed while Hacker Monitor was
actively monitoring all mailboxes. The mailbox number and
CLID are unknown.

55758 Successful login to a mailbox that is being monitored by the
Hacker Monitor. The Calling Line ID is known.

55759 Successful login to a mailbox that is being monitored by the
Hacker Monitor. The Calling Line ID is unknown (Calling DN
field is empty).

55760 Successful thru-dial from a mailbox that is being monitored by
the Hacker Monitor.

55761 Successful thru-dial from a mailbox that is being monitored by
the Hacker Monitor. The CLID is unknown.

55762 A thru-dial was attempted but not performed from a mailbox that
is being monitored by the Hacker Monitor.

Security recommendations
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Event number Description
55763 A thru-dial was attempted but not performed from a mailbox that

is being monitored by the Hacker Monitor. Calling Line ID
unknown.

Monitoring options
You can specify individual mailboxes to track suspicious thru-dialing activities, logon attempts,
or both. You can also specify a monitoring period.

To monitor mailboxes

1. On the CallPilot Manager toolbar, navigate to Messaging > Security
Administration.

2. In the Mailboxes section, click either Logins or Thru-dials.
3. Enter the time you would like monitoring to occur.
4. If you would like to monitor all mailboxes, select All.

Result: All mailboxes are monitored.

If you would like to monitor specific mailboxes:

a. Select Selected.

Result: The Add and Delete buttons are enabled.
b. Type in a selected mailbox to be monitored.
c. Click Add.

 Note:
To remove a mailbox entry, highlight the entry and click delete.

5. Click Save to enable the changes.

Viewing the details for a specific event or return code
You can click the Event in the System/Event Browser to open the Event Code Help. If the help
does not automatically display the desired information, click the Index tab in the left pane of
this help file and type the event or return code as the keyword to find. The code is displayed
in the index list, and when you click the code in the index list, the right pane refreshes to display
the details for the specified event or return code.

Monitoring options
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Monitoring internal and external activity by calling line ID
When a call comes in to the system, CallPilot keeps track of the CLID, if available. The CLID
identifies a caller to the system. If you identify certain CLIDs as suspicious (possibly the number
from which a hacker is calling in to your system), you can use CallPilot Security Administration
to monitor them.

How to identify suspicious CLIDs
You might become suspicious of certain CLIDs under the following conditions:

• You receive an Excessive After-Hours Logons alert. This alert reports the mailbox number
and caller DN (the CLID).

• You run the Mailbox Call Session Summary report on mailboxes you suspect are targets
of hackers and notice calls repeatedly originating from certain caller DNs.

Notification of access by monitored CLIDs
When thru-dial attempts are monitored, an alarm is generated whenever a monitored CLID
gains access to the system and places an outgoing call. It does not matter how the call was
transferred. All thru-dial activity that originates from the monitored CLID generates an alarm.

Alarms that can be generated
The following alarms are generated whenever a logon or thru-dial attempt originates from a
monitored CLID:

Event number Description
55750 Successful login to a mailbox from a DN monitored by Hacker

Monitor.

55751 Failed login attempt to a mailbox from a DN monitored by
Hacker Monitor.

55752 A thru-dial attempt was successful from a mailbox that is
monitored by Hacker Monitor.

Security recommendations
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Event number Description
55753 A thru-dial attempt was unsuccessful from a mailbox that is

monitored by Hacker Monitor.

55754 A thru-dial attempt was successful from inside an Application
Builder application.

55755 A thru-dial attempt was unsuccessful from inside an Application
Builder application.

How to respond to alarms
If a specific mailbox is being targeted, determine if the mailbox is in use.

• If the mailbox is being used, inform the user and ask him or her to change the mailbox
password immediately.

• If the mailbox is unused, delete it immediately.

Monitoring options
You can monitor

• all CLIDs for suspicious behavior, or you can specify certain CLIDs to be monitored

• logon or thru-dial attempts

• for the entire day, or for a specified time period

To monitor CLIDs

1. On the CallPilot Manager toolbar, select Messaging > Security Administration.
2. Under the CLIDs section, click the checkbox Monitor CLIDs for All Mailbox Logins

and all Thru-Dials on the System.

Result: The Add and Delete buttons are enabled.
3. Select the times when you would like the Hacker Monitor active.
4. Enter the phone number (DN) you would like to monitor in the Internal or External

box and click Add.
5. Click Save.

Result: The entered DN is now activated and will be monitored.

How to respond to alarms
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Monitoring suspicious SMTP activity
You can use one of the following to monitor suspicious SMTP and VPIM networking activity:

• the event log (automatic monitoring)

If you choose to use the event log as your monitoring method, no action is required from
you to initiate SMTP/VPIM monitoring.

• the Security Administration screen in CallPilot Manager (manual monitoring)

Automatic monitoring
Automatic monitoring alerts you to suspicious SMTP activity, blocks access to the system, and
provides sufficient information for further investigation. No configuration is required for
automatic SMTP/VPIM monitoring. You can use information collected by monitoring suspicious
SMTP and VPIM networking activity to

• Investigate the source of the suspicious activity.

• Enable manual hacker monitoring for the user ID, FQDN, or IP address.

How monitoring works
When CallPilot detects repeated unsuccessful authentication attempts (for example, an
incorrect password is presented), the following occurs:

IF the sender is a THEN
local user After the specified number of unsuccessful attempts, that user's

mailbox is disabled and an event is logged. Refer to the online Help
topic Configuring the authentication options on the local server.

 Note:
If the mailbox is disabled, the user cannot log in from either a
telephone or by using a desktop or web messaging client.
Messages are no longer accepted through the SMTP from that
user, regardless of whether the user is authenticated or not.

remote server After the specified number of unsuccessful attempts, message
reception from the remote server is disabled and an event is logged.
Refer to the online Help topic Configuring the authentication options
on the local server.

Security recommendations
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IF the sender is a THEN

 Note:
If the remote server is disabled, messages from the remote server
are no longer accepted.

 Note:
If the sender is presenting itself as a local mailbox or a remote server that does not actually
exist, the system treatment is the same as when the mailbox or remote server does exist.
This prevents the hacker from learning that the mailbox or server are not defined on the local
system.

When the mailbox or server becomes disabled, an event is logged. The event includes the
following information:

• the user ID (local mailbox number or remote server FQDN) used in the authentication
attempt

• the FQDN and IP address from which the last authentication failure occurred

Monitoring activities manually
You can manually monitor activities based on the following:

• FQDN of the remote messaging server or desktop or web messaging client attempting to
connect

• IP address of the remote messaging server or desktop or web messaging client
attempting to connect

• authenticating user ID

You can define up to 100 activities to monitor. Monitoring provides you with a detailed list of
activities received from the IP address, user ID, or FQDN. Activities that appear in the list
include:

• all connections with successful authentication attempts

• all connections with unsuccessful authentication attempts

• all unauthenticated connections (that is, where authentication was not attempted)

In addition to the activities list, the system deposits an alarm message in the alarm mailbox, if
the alarm mailbox is configured and these events are not throttled.

Monitoring activities manually
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When you accumulate enough data about the hacker attack, you can disable monitoring of the
offending source to avoid excessive logging. You can disable monitoring by using one of the
following methods:

• Click Delete to remove the monitoring activity from the list.

• Click Disable to disable the monitoring activity.

This retains the activity in the list so that you can enable it again, if required.

To monitor SMTP/VPIM

1. On the CallPilot Manager toolbar, navigate to Messaging > Security
Administration.

2. Under the SMTP/VPIM section, click the checkbox Enable Monitoring Activities.
3. Click Add.
4. Select Activity Type (IP Address, FQDN or User ID)
5. Enter a value for your selected activity type, and then click Save.
6. Click OK to confirm that the record is updated.

Result: A window appears with the following message: "Record is updated."
7. Click OK.

Result:The Security Administration screen appears with your added entry under
Activities to Monitor.

 Note:
If you would like to delete or disable any of these activities, check the box next
to the activity and click on Delete or Disable.

Monitoring custom application SDNs
You can monitor specified custom applications to track suspicious thru-dialing activities. After
you determine the cause of suspicious activity and resolve the problem, remove the SDN of
the corresponding application from the monitoring list.

 Note:
An event code is generated each time there is thru-dialing activity from a custom application
SDN.

Security recommendations
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Monitoring options
You can monitor

• all applications for suspicious behavior, or you can specify certain applications to be
monitored

• applications for the entire day, or for a specified time period

Getting there: Messaging → Security Administration → Application Builder section

Configuring mailbox security
When you set up your CallPilot system, address the following issues:

• Define mailbox logon requirements for all system users.

• Enable and configure security options that control external logons and limit the number
of unsuccessful logon attempts.

• Apply dialing restrictions and permissions both globally and selectively to avoid
unauthorized telecom charges.

• Unused mailboxes and inadequate mailbox access controls make it easy for hackers to
use your system.

• Mailboxes provide access to features and services using the thru-dial function. Your
organization is charged for some of these services based on usage.

• Password change service must be enabled to allow users to reset forgotten passwords.

Getting there: Messaging → Security Administration → Passwords section

Monitoring options
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Issues and recommendations
Hackers often use corporate systems to pay for services accessed through a 9xx access
code.

• Apply a global RPL to prevent all calls to pay-per-minute services.

Mailbox owners often delay changing their default passwords, which makes it is easier for
hackers to gain access to a new mailbox.

• Change the password prefix for new mailboxes regularly.

• Change the default password prefix regularly and include the password prefix in data files
used to add groups of mailboxes.

Hackers look for signs that a mailbox is unused. Avaya recommends that you take the following
actions:

• Delete unused mailboxes to keep hackers out of your system.

• Ensure that all mailboxes have recorded spoken names (personal verifications).

• Ensure that all personal verifications specify the mailbox owner's name or title, instead of
a message such as "The person at extension 8522 is not available to take your call."

• Ensure that aged messages are automatically deleted from mailboxes.

• When you create new mailboxes prior to immediate use, defer access to the new
mailboxes.

Mailbox owners often repeat favorite passwords and choose passwords that are easy to hack.
Educate mailbox owners about how to create secure passwords to increase system security.
Avaya recommends that you take the following actions:

• Specify a minimum password length of eight characters.

• Force mailbox owners to change their passwords regularly as a good security practice.

• Default: Mailbox owners must change their passwords every 90 days.

• Play a warning message a few days before mailbox owners' passwords expire so that
they can change the password before it expires.

• Default: Five days. The warning message plays once each day until the password is
changed.

• Ensure that mailbox owners change their passwords to new passwords, rather than
entering the same passwords.

• Default: Mailbox owners must enter five new passwords before they can reuse an old
password.

Security recommendations
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Strong passwords for user accounts
Strong passwords use upper and lower case characters, numbers, and symbols to increase
CallPilot security for the Administrator account. Running the Configuration Wizard for the first
time checks the accounts for the default password and if found, forces you to change the
password.

 Important:
Avaya recommends the use of strong passwords. Strong passwords are enabled by default
in CallPilot to provide increased system security.

Creating a strong password
Example of a strong password: J*p2le04>F

A strong password must:

• be at least 6 characters

• not use a complete dictionary word

• not contain your user name, real name, or company name

• be significantly different from previous passwords (for example, passwords that increment
are weak, such as Password1, Password2, or Password3)

• include characters from at least three of the following categories

Categories Characters
upper case characters A, B, C …

lower case characters a, b, c …

numerals 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

symbols found on keyboard ' ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) _ + - = { } | [ ] \ : " ; ' <
> ? , . /

 Note:
Passwords that contain a space are accepted by CallPilot. Spaces are only place holders
and not classed as numbers, letters or symbols.

Strong passwords for user accounts
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Changing global mailbox password options
If the mailbox password defaults shipped with CallPilot do not adequately address the security
needs of your organization, change them.

Default password
The default password consists of the password prefix plus the mailbox number. It is truncated
at 16 characters whenever the mailbox number exceeds 14 characters. The default password
is in effect whenever

• new mailboxes or administrators are added to the CallPilot database

• after a password is reset

Preventing administrators from being locked out of CallPilot
Manager

Administrators can be locked out of CallPilot Manager if they (or someone else) tries to log on
with the wrong password too many times. You can minimize the risk associated with this type
of denial of service attack. To avoid manually resetting passwords whenever this happens, you
can configure CallPilot Manager to automatically re-enable disabled administrator passwords
after the configured length of time.

Table 5: Mailbox password default values shipped with CallPilot

Setting Shipped default value
Password prefix 12

Minimum length of password 6 characters

Maximum days permitted between changes 90 days

Number of days before password expiry that the
mailbox owner receives a warning

5 days

Number of different passwords that mailbox owners
must create before recycling an old password

5 passwords

Getting there: Messaging → Security Administration → Passwords section
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Controlling access to mailboxes
Define mailbox logon requirements for all system users. Enable and configure security options
that control external logons and limit the number of unsuccessful logon attempts.

Table 6: Mailbox access control default values shipped with CallPilot

Access control Shipped default value
Number of unsuccessful logon attempts that
can be made on a mailbox before it is
disabled.

 Note:
The administrator must use CallPilot
Manager to re-enable the mailbox before
it can be accessed again.

9

Number of unsuccessful logon attempts a
user can make before a mailbox session is
terminated

3

 Note:
For users logging into IMAP client types
(for example, by using desktop
messaging), the invalid logon count is
increased by 2.

Ensuring the use of a personal verification
Hackers look for signs that a mailbox is unused. Avaya recommends that you ensure that all
mailboxes have a recorded personal verification. To reduce the administrative burden of
recording personal verifications, do at least one of the following:

• Ensure that mailbox owners can record their own.

• Permit another mailbox owner to record personal verifications.

Getting there: User → User Search → User Details page → Greetings section

Restriction permission lists
Certain services and custom applications are capable of using the thru-dial process to place
calls outside your system onto the public network. This means they can be used to place long-

Controlling access to mailboxes
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distance calls that incur toll charges. Using restriction permission lists (RPL) ensures that your
organization does not incur unauthorized toll charges.

Each RPL consists of a restriction code list and a permission code list.

An RPL limits the DNs that can be connected to by the thru-dial process. To adequately secure
the CallPilot unified messaging system, RPLs must be applied to each of the following:

• the entire system (the global RPL)

• a mailbox owner group (mailbox class RPLs)

• an individual application or service (application-specific RPLs)

Restriction codes
Restriction codes specify the beginning of a dialed number to which any call is blocked. For
example, if 21 is a restriction code in the local RPL, and a number that begins with 21 (such
as 213-3333) is dialed, the call is blocked.

Permission codes
A permission code is an exception to the corresponding restriction code. For example, if 21 is
a restriction code in the local RPL, and a number that begins with 21 (such as 213-3333) is
dialed, the call is blocked. However, if the Local RPL also includes the permission code 213,
a call to 213-3333 is permitted.

Required RPL maintenance tasks
After a CallPilot system is installed, you must

• Customize the on switch RPL.

• Customize the local RPL.

• Customize the long distance 1 RPL to permit domestic long distance calls.

• Customize the long distance 2 RPL to permit international long distance calls.

• Define the global restrictions and permissions for off-switch dialing.

• Apply RPLs to thru-dial features used by mailbox class members.

• Apply a callback handling RPL to any custom applications.

Security recommendations
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Creating and deleting RPLs
There are four supplied RPLs on newly installed systems. Initially, the restriction codes for
these lists are digits 0–9 so that no off-switch dialing is permitted. For some organizations,
these four lists are sufficient. Organizations that have more complex requirements need
special-purpose RPLs. CallPilot can store up to 200 RPLs. Whenever an RPL that you create
becomes obsolete, delete it.

 Note:
You cannot delete a supplied RPL.

Getting there: Messaging → Restriction Permission Lists

Creating and customizing RPLs that govern external Call
Sender

If a mailbox is compromised, a hacker can listen to messages and use the Call Sender feature
to place a call to the message sender.

To prevent unwanted charges without unnecessary
restriction of legitimate chargeable calls:

• Use CallPilot Manager Advanced Search to list the mailbox classes that allow external
Call Sender.

• Determine which mailbox classes should permit mailbox owners to place international
long distance calls with no special restriction. Ensure that the long distance 2 RPL is
customized appropriately.

• Of the remaining mailbox classes, determine which should permit mailbox owners to thru-
dial to domestic long distance DNs with no special restriction. Ensure that the long
distance 1 RPL is customized appropriately.

Creating and deleting RPLs
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• Of the remaining mailbox classes, determine which should permit mailbox owners to thru-
dial to local off-switch DNs with no special restriction. Ensure that the Local RPL is
customized appropriately.

• If there are any mailbox classes left, determine if there are any which should permit off-
switch dialing of any kind.

- If so, list each special restrictions required and create one or more RPLs that block only
the restricted calls.

Creating and customizing RPLs that govern the revert DN
If a mailbox is compromised, a hacker can define the number of a long distance carrier as the
mailbox owner's revert DN.

To prevent unwanted charges without unnecessary
restriction of legitimate chargeable calls:

• Use CallPilot Manager Advanced Search to list the mailbox classes that allow mailbox
class owners to specify an off-switch revert DN.

• Determine which mailbox classes, if any, should permit mailbox owners to specify an
international long distance number as the revert DN, with no special restriction.

• Ensure that the long distance 2 RPL is customized appropriately.

• Of the remaining mailbox classes, determine which should permit mailbox owners to
specify a domestic long distance number as the revert DN, with no special restriction.

• Ensure that the long distance 1 RPL is customized appropriately.

• Of the remaining mailbox classes, determine which should permit mailbox owners to
specify a local off-switch number as the revert DN, with no special restriction.

• Ensure that the local RPL is customized appropriately.

• If there are any mailbox classes left, determine if there are any which should permit
mailbox class members to specify an off-switch number of any kind as the revert DN.

- If so, list each special restrictions required and create one or more RPLs that block only
the restricted calls.

Security recommendations
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Creating and customizing AMIS Open Networking RPLs
If the CallPilot system has AMIS Open Networking installed, mailbox owners can compose and
send messages to mailboxes on other messaging systems on the open (public) network. This
openness allows hackers established on your messaging systems to charge their costs to your
system.

To prevent unwanted charges without unnecessary
restriction of legitimate chargeable calls:

• Use CallPilot Manager Advanced Search to list the mailbox classes to allow mailbox class
owners to send messages over the public network.

• Determine which mailbox classes, if any, should permit mailbox owners to send messages
to an international long distance number, with no special restriction. Ensure that the long
distance 2 RPL is customized appropriately.

• Of the remaining mailbox classes, determine which should permit mailbox owners to send
messages to a domestic long distance number, with no special restriction. Ensure that
the long distance 1 RPL is customized appropriately.

• Of the remaining mailbox classes, determine which should permit mailbox owners to send
messages to a local off-switch number, with no special restriction. Ensure that the local
RPL is customized appropriately.

• If there are any mailbox classes left, determine if there are any which should permit
mailbox class members to send messages to an off-switch number of any kind.

- If so, list each special restrictions required and create one or more RPLs that block only
the restricted calls.

Customizing RPLs
Customizing RPLs allows you to secure the system while thru-dial features are used. You can
restrict calls by international code, area code, or local exchange code by overlapping restriction
and permission codes in the same RPL.

Creating and customizing AMIS Open Networking RPLs
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 Important:
When you modify an RPL, the modifications automatically apply to all features to which the
RPL is assigned.

Example of overlapping restriction and permission codes in
an RPL

A long distance RPL must

• prevent mailbox owners from dialing out to a 900 area code

• permit use of the dialing prefix 9, as well as local calls to a 9xx exchange and on-switch
calls to extensions beginning with 9

The RPL must include the following:

• restriction code: 91900 (assuming that the caller must dial 1 to access a long-distance
switch)

• permission code: 9

Supplied RPLs
For many organizations, the four supplied RPLs, once they are customized appropriately, can
be applied to give each thru-dial feature the appropriate level of protection for each mailbox
class. CallPilot supplies

• on switch RPL

• local RPL

• long distance 1 RPL

• long distance 2 RPL

Customizing supplied RPLs
There are four supplied RPLs on newly installed systems. Initially, the restriction codes for
these lists are digits 0–9, with no permission codes. This means that each process requiring
the thru-dial function fails.

Security recommendations
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The RPLs page lists, for each RPL, the number of restriction and permission codes defined.
By default, each supplied RPL has 10 restriction codes and no permission codes. You can use
these summations to determine, at a glance, whether RPLs are customized.

Guidelines for customizing the global RPL
The global RPL governs the call answering, express voice messaging, and thru-dial sessions
on the system. To restrict these features from dialing out to the public network

• Customize the on switch RPL to prevent off-switch dialing.

• Ensure that the on switch RPL is specified as the global RPL.

Guidelines for customizing mailbox class RPLs
Plan mailbox classes and user creation templates, and apply each mailbox class RPL to block
calls that would result in unwanted charges. You may need special-purpose RPL features such
as the following:

• external call sender

• automated attendant services

• AMIS Open Networking

Customizing the On switch RPL to enable thru-dialing to
other on-switch DNs

Customize the on switch RPL to permit thru-dialing to other on-switch numbers. Do not permit
any off-switch numbers, including local numbers. Apply this RPL to features when maximum
security is required.

 Note:
For most systems, all restriction codes can be removed.

Guidelines for customizing the global RPL
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Default global RPL
The on switch RPL is the default global RPL.

 Important:
If you do not customize the on switch RPL, mailbox owners cannot successfully thru-dial to
any DN while logged on to their mailboxes, and mailbox callers cannot thru-dial to any DN
during a call answering or express voice messaging session.

Getting there: Messaging → Restriction Permission Lists → On Switch RPL

Customizing the local RPL to enable off-switch dialing
Customize the local RPL so that it allows both on-switch and local numbers to be called, but
blocks domestic and international long distance calls. This RPL provides a degree of security
since the only off-switch numbers allowed are local.

 Important:
The local RPL is the default applied to each Voice Messaging feature in all supplied mailbox
classes. If you do not customize this RPL, thru-dialing fails to the revert DN, callback DN,
and MWI DN.

Getting there: Messaging → Restriction Permission Lists → Local RPL

Customizing the long distance RPLs
Customize the long distance 1 RPL to permit CallPilot to call domestic long distance.

Customize the long distance 2 RPL to enable CallPilot to call international numbers.

Getting there Messaging → Restriction Permission Lists → Long Distance 1 or Long Distance
2 RPL.

 Important:
Be cautious about the dialing codes you permit, and be careful about the features to which
you apply this less secure list.

Security recommendations
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Applying RPLs
RPLs must be applied to each of the following:

• the entire system (the global RPL)

• a mailbox class (a mailbox class RPL)

• an individual application or service (an application-specific RPL)

 Note:
You can also create special-purpose RPLs.

Guidelines for selecting the global RPL
The global RPL governs the call answering, express voice messaging, and mailbox thru-dial
sessions of all mailboxes on the system. Select an RPL (such as the on switch RPL) that allows
mailbox callers to dial out to internal extensions only.

You can apply less restrictive rules for mailbox owners than for mailbox callers by applying a
different mailbox class RPL to the outdialing and thru-dial feature in each mailbox class.

Guidelines for selecting mailbox class RPLs
To give different mailbox class members different outdialing permissions for each outdialing
feature, apply RPLs to features in each mailbox class. Before you apply mailbox class RPLs
to outdialing features in a mailbox class:

• Find the mailbox class members.

• Consider the calling requirements of the members and the restrictions needed for cost
management and system security.

• For each mailbox class, determine which outdialing features are needed by mailbox
owners in that class.

• For features mailbox owners do not need, ensure all dialing codes are restricted (digits
0–9 should be defined as the restriction codes).

• Create an RPL that blocks all outdialing by specifying 0–9 as restriction codes and no
permission codes. Give the RPL a meaningful name, such as Block all Outdialing.

Applying RPLs
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• For features mailbox owners require, decide on the appropriate dialing restrictions and
permissions for each feature. See "Guidelines for creating and customizing RPLs for voice
messaging features".

• Move mailbox owners to other mailbox classes as required.

Guidelines for selecting application-specific RPLs
• Create special RPLs for any thru-dial feature or for any application that has thru-dial

blocks.

• For an application that includes thru-dial or fax callback capability, apply the RPL when
you create the service directory number (SDN).

Defining global restrictions and permissions for off-switch
dialing

The global RPL governs the call answering, express voice messaging, and mailbox thru-dial
sessions of all mailbox owners on the system.

 Important:
By default, the supplied RPLs prevent all services that use the thru-dial process from
connecting to any DN. Customize the supplied RPLs to meet the requirements of your
system.

Getting there: Messaging → Restriction Permission Lists. Select On Switch RPL , as it is the
Global RPL default

Applying RPLs to thru-dialing services used by mailbox
class members

Before you apply RPLs to thru-dialing services for mailbox class members, review the
guidelines for doing so and plan any additional RPLs you might need. By default, the supplied
RPLs prevent all governed thru-dialing services from connecting to any DN. Customize the
supplied RPLs to meet the requirements of your system. Create new RPLs as circumstances
require.

Security recommendations
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Information you need
• each thru-dialing feature that is available to mailbox class members

• the name of the RPL to be applied to each available feature

Getting there: User → Mailbox Classes → Mailbox Class Details page → RPLs section

Applying a callback handling RPL to a custom application
When you apply an RPL to each custom application, consider the calling requirements of the
application users and the restrictions needed for cost management and system security.

 Note:
Before you apply RPLs to applications, review the guidelines for doing so and plan any
additional RPLs you might need.

 Important:
By default, the supplied RPLs prevent all governed thru-dialing features from connecting to
any DN. Customize the supplied RPLs to meet the requirements of your system. Create new
RPLs as circumstances require.

Getting there: System → Service Directory Number → SDN Details page → Callback Handling
section

Information you need
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Chapter 8: Backing up and restoring Avaya
CallPilot® information

In this chapter
Overview on page 133

Considerations and guidelines for backing up and restoring data on page 134

Defining backup devices and network destinations on page 136

Configuring and scheduling backups on page 139

Restoring from backups on page 143

Monitoring the status of a backup or restore operation on page 144

Reviewing backup and restore history, and logs on page 145

Using the Backup Restore Tool on page 146

Overview
An administrator with access to CallPilot Manager Backup and Restore functionality can do
the following:

• Use backups to copy data to tape, disk, RDX drive, or a remote disk drive.

• Schedule backups or perform them immediately.

• Restore archived information and full system backups.

• Monitor the status of a backup or restore operation.

• Review backup and restore history, and logs

Getting there: System → Backup/Restore
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Considerations and guidelines for backing up and restoring
data

What data is critical to the organization and should be
backed up?

• Perform full system backups frequently and at regular intervals (even on servers equipped
with RAID) to prevent data loss.

• Update user archives frequently and at regular intervals.

• Update Application Builder (custom application) archives periodically and whenever
applications are added or updated.

• Update prompt archives whenever voice prompts are added or updated.

• Update voice form archives whenever you make a change to a voice form.

How often does data change?
• Use a weekly or monthly schedule to periodically back up data that changes

infrequently.

• Use a daily schedule to back up data that changes more often, especially if the data is
critical to the organization.

• When new applications are created, they are not automatically added to existing
application archives. You must redefine the application archive in which the new
application belongs.

How can impact on the system be minimized?
• Because backups compete with services for system resources, schedule backups to run

during off-peak hours, even though running a backup at peak hours has a minimal impact

Backing up and restoring Avaya CallPilot® information
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on response time. To determine the peak call processing periods, use Reporter to run a
report.

• Do not attempt to use third-party backup utilities to back up Avaya CallPilot server
information. They might interfere with CallPilot files and stop call processing.

• Do not perform administrative tasks while a backup is in progress. That work might be
lost in the event that the backup is used to restore CallPilot server information.

How can the safety of backups be ensured?

Tape rotation scheme
Tape media that is used frequently eventually wears out and ceases to protect data properly.
It is important to use multiple tapes in a rotation scheme to prevent the possible overwriting of
good data with bad when performing tape backup or archives. Rotating several tapes extends
individual tape life and enhances data resiliency.

Example of 3-tape rotation:

Example
Week 1 use tape 1

Week 2 use tape 2

Week 3 use tape 3

Week 4 repeats cycle with tape 1

You must ensure that the backup was completed with no errors before you can assume that
the backup is usable. Check the log files or the Alarm Monitor for errors.

Ensure you know how to label backup media for easy retrieval. All backup tapes must be
specially formatted for CallPilot server backup data. When you schedule a full system backup,
selecting Backup overwrites any existing data on the tape. The overwrite process formats the
tape for CallPilot server backups.

If you schedule your system backup and your secondary disk backups (TRP three-drive
systems only) at different times, but intend to use the same tape, append the data. Do not
overwrite the existing data.

How can the safety of backups be ensured?
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Cleaning
• Include tape drive head cleaning in your regular backup routine

• Always clean the tape drive head after using a new data cartridge

• Always store the cleaning cartridge in a protective container

Non-tape backup media
On CallPilot platforms that support USB 2.0 ports, instead of tape, backups can also be done
to USB hard drives or to USB devices such as the Tandberg RDX drive that has a removable
disk media cartridge. USB flash devices are not supported. Rotation of non-tape backup media
is recommended.

Storage
Do not store your backup media in the same location as the CallPilot server. Keep full backups
at a separate, safe, secure location. Ensure that only authorized personnel have full access
to the sites and ensure that those responsible for maintaining backups fully understand their
roles.

Store your backup media in an environment that meets the media manufacturer's storage
requirements. Tape is sensitive to high temperatures (> 60 degrees Celsius/140 degrees
Fahrenheit). Do not store the tapes in direct sunlight or near sources of excessive heat.

Defining backup devices and network destinations
These steps are not required if you use the tape drive for backup.

 Important:
You can set up a USB hard drive as a backup device for a 202i, 600r, 1005r, or 1006r server.
For information see the setting up a USB hard drive as a backup device procedure, see the
CallPilot Software Administration and Maintenance guide.

The following steps are required to configure a remote backup disk:

Backing up and restoring Avaya CallPilot® information
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1. Add a local user to the remote file server.

This account does not need to be a member of the administrators group and does
not need to have any special administrative privileges. It can be a member of any
group with read/write access permissions to a remote folder (device path).

2. Create and share a folder.

3. Add a new backup device using the shared folder.

4. Schedule a new backup using that device.

What you need before you can configure a remote backup disk:

• administrator access to the remote file server to configure a share for access by CallPilot

• the password of the local user account on the remote server

Types of backup devices
The Primary Server Tape is automatically listed when the CallPilot server software is installed.
If you want to back up the server to a disk device, that device must be defined as a new backup
device. You cannot define a local disk as a backup device.

Predefined backup device
When the CallPilot server software is installed, only the Primary Server Tape is predefined as
a backup device.

IPE system backups
All IPE systems are shipped with one drive. There are several system backup options for the
server with one drive.

The following table describes your IPE system backup type options:

Backup type Description
Full System Backup Backs up the entire system.

User Archive Backs up all mailbox messages, personal information,
greetings, personal verifications, and PDLs.

Prompt Archive Backs up all custom prompts.

Types of backup devices
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Backup type Description
AppBuilder Archive Backs up all custom applications.

Voice Form Archive Backs up voice form configuration data and prompts

Tower and rackmount system backups
Tower and rackmount systems are shipped in either of the two following configurations:

• a server with only one drive

• a server with three drives

If your TRP system has three drives, you can back up the entire system, or you can back up
a specific drive. This option is useful if a drive is replaced.

The following table outlines your tower and rackmount system backup type options if your TRP
system has only one drive:

Backup type Description
Full System Backup Backs up the entire system.

User Archive Backs up all mailbox messages, personal information,
greetings, personal verifications, and PDLs.

Prompt Archive Backs up all custom prompts.

AppBuilder Archive Backs up all custom applications.

Voice Form Archive Backs up voice form configuration data and prompts

The following table outlines your tower and rackmount system backup type options if your
system has three drives:

Backup type Description
Full System Backup Backs up the entire system.

Backup of D drive Backs up the contents of D drive.

Backup of E drive Backs up the contents of E drive.

Backup of F drive Backs up the contents of F drive.

User Archive Backs up all mailbox messages, personal information,
greetings, personal verifications, and PDLs.

Prompt Archive Backs up all custom prompts.

AppBuilder Archive Backs up all custom applications.

Voice Form Archive Backs up voice form configuration data and prompts

Backing up and restoring Avaya CallPilot® information
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Backups to a remote disk drive
The network must be configured to allow backups to be performed to a remote disk drive on
a Windows NT, Windows 2000, Windows 2003, Windows XP, Windows Vista or Windows 7
remote file server. CallPilot does not support backups to local disks or remote disks on
computers running Windows 95 or Windows 98. For maximum security, restrict all access to
the backup device to CallPilot Manager.

 Note:
Only NTFS file system is supported.

Configuring and scheduling backups
Perform full system backups frequently and at regular intervals to prevent data loss so that you
can

• restore a complete set of system and multimedia data files from your CallPilot server, in
the event of disk drive failure or corrupted or lost configuration and messaging data

• protect against data loss due to software problems (for example, file system corruption,
registry corruption, or failed upgrades), undetected disk errors, double faults, human
error, theft or damage caused by natural disasters

• create backups and archives that are used for migration to a different CallPilot platform.

Avaya recommends that you use the Backup and Restore option to schedule periodic backups
(even on servers equipped with RAID). You can also define one-time server backups. Once
defined, they run automatically at the scheduled time.

Perform or schedule backups at the following times:

• before and after major system operations take place, such as an upgrade or the
installation of performance enhancement packages (PEPs)

• after you make any major modifications, such as the addition of a large number of
mailboxes, customized prompts, or custom applications.

• at regular intervals during normal operation, according to the criticality of your message
data

To avoid backup failure, do not schedule backups during the MMFS audit hours. The speed
with which backups are performed depends on system traffic and whether the backup device
is local.

To ensure the integrity of your full system backups, use a new tape for each backup.

Backups to a remote disk drive
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Archives
Archives are copies of multimedia files from CallPilot. Archives specifically back up personal
user data (such as greeting, messages, and personal distribution list), customized voice
prompts, and Application Builder applications.

• User archives store all CallPilot configuration information about mailboxes, mailbox
owners, and administrators.

You can define a user archive around any of the user search criteria. For example, you
can

- define a separate archive for administrators

- define a different archive for each department or location

- archive mailboxes in numeric segments (for example, mailboxes 7*, 8*, and 9*)

- archive mailbox owners by last name in alphabetic segments (for example, a*,
b*, . . . , z*)

• Prompt archives store all custom prompts recorded in a single language.

Define at least one prompt archive for each language installed on your CallPilot server.
Back up prompt information to these archives each time prompts are updated. You cannot
selectively restore customized prompts from a prompt archive.

- AppBuilder archives store custom applications created using Application
Configuring backups to the system backup tape.

- Voice Form archives store voice form configuration data and prompts.

 Note:
When new applications are created, they are not automatically added to existing application
archives. You must redefine the application archive in which the new application belongs.

When to overwrite data and format the tape
When you schedule backups to the system backup tape, you must specify whether to overwrite
the contents of the tape or append the new data to the contents of the tape.

All backup tapes must be specially formatted for CallPilot server backup data. When you
schedule a full system backup, selecting Backup overwrites any existing data on the tape. The
overwrite process formats the tape for CallPilot server backups.

Backing up and restoring Avaya CallPilot® information
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 Important:
To ensure the integrity of your full system backups, use a new tape for each backup.

When not to overwrite data
If you schedule your system backup and your secondary TRP disk backups at different times,
but intend to use the same tape, selecting Backup appends the new backup data to the existing
contents of the tape.

Total backup elapsed time table
To minimize impact on system performance, schedule backups and large archives during
periods of light traffic.

The following table lists the estimated times required to back up all system and archived data
for the largest possible system on each supported platform.

Platform Tape drive Tape cartridge Maximum storage
(hours)

Estimated time for
full backup (hh:mm)

201i SLR5 SLR5 350 2:55

202i SLR75
Tandberg
RDXa

SLR75 80GG 350 350 0:25 0:12

703t SLR60
SLR75

SLR60 SLR75 1200 0:25

1002rp SLR50
SLR60
SLR75

SLR50 SLR60
SLR75

2400 1:42

600r SLR75 SLR75 1200 0:45

1005r SLR75 SLR75 2400 2:00

1006r SLR32
SLR50
SLR75

SLR32 SLR50
SLR75

2400 2:00

a The Tandberg RDX is a USB hard drive with a removable cartridge.

When not to overwrite data
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Performing an immediate backup to tape or disk
Instead of scheduling a backup to run in the future, you can run an existing backup to save
vital and current data immediately. You must have an existing backup or archive definition in
which to save the data.

When to perform an immediate backup
• Perform immediate server backups

- before and after hardware repairs

- before and after system upgrades

• Perform immediate secondary TRP drive backups before and after disk drive
replacements.

• Perform immediate backups to Application Builder (custom application) archives
whenever applications are added or updated.

• Perform immediate backups to prompt archives whenever voice prompts are added or
updated.

• Perform immediate backups to user archives whenever large numbers of mailboxes are
added, deleted, or updated.

• Perform immediate backups of voice form archives weekly or whenever you make a
change to a voice form. If you create a new voice form, you must add it to an existing
archive or create a new archive. Voice form archives contain the configuration data stored
in the system database the recorded prompts in the MMFS volumes The archive does
not contain voice form responses.

Precautions
• To avoid backup failure, do not schedule backups during the MMFS audit hour (12:00

a.m. to 4:00 a.m., server time) or during peak traffic hours.

• Regularly verify that backups are successful.

Backing up and restoring Avaya CallPilot® information
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Before you can perform an immediate full system backup
Ensure there is a backup listed in the schedule that is defined to meet your requirements for
the immediate system backup. When you add a backup to the schedule, use the Comments
field to indicate whether the definition is suitable for an immediate backup.

CallPilot server does not delete previous backups. Also it does not automatically archive from
the remote disk before starting new backup operation. Check to see if there is enough space
on the backup server. Manually delete the out-of-date backups and archive from the server, if
they are not required.

Restoring from backups

Full system restore
Use the Backup Restore Tool to restore a full system backup from a local tape or from a remote
disk file server. A full system backup backs up all critical data, including messages and
configuration information, on all drives. This includes all data that can be obtained by running
the various archives. The OS or CallPilot software are not backed up.

Use the Backup Restore Tool to perform a full system restore.

Restoring archives
Archives are backups of CallPilot multimedia files such as AppBuilder applications, personal
user data (greetings, messages, personal verification, personal distribution lists), and
customized voice prompts.

You can restore the following archive types:

• User archives store all CallPilot configuration information about mailboxes, mailbox
owners, and administrators. All stored messages are added into mailboxes as unread.

• Prompt archives store all custom prompts recorded in a single language.

• AppBuilder archives store custom applications created using Application Builder.

• Voice form archives store voice form configuration data and prompts.

Before you can perform an immediate full system backup
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You can restore an archive while your system is online.

Limitations
Archives do not save switch-related setup, operational measurement data, event logs, alarms,
system security settings, the networking setup, or queues of undelivered and time-delayed
messages.

If you restore one or more messages, they are added to the messages that are currently in the
destination mailbox. The mailbox owner may complain that deleted messages reappear in the
mailbox.

You cannot selectively restore customized prompts from a prompt archive.

Monitoring the status of a backup or restore operation
When you successfully start a backup or restore operation, CallPilot Manager shows the
current status of the operation. If the backup or restore operation is scheduled for a specific
date and time, select Status from the View list.

CallPilot Manager displays the number of records backed up, number of records to be backed
up, and number of errors.

The icon indicates the current CallPilot server status.

Icon State of the backup or restore operation
Operation is running
OR
Cancel request by the administrator is pending

Operation was canceled because of fatal errors
OR
Operation was canceled by the administrator

Operation was completed successfully

Operation was partially completed
OR
Operation was completed with errors

 Note:
If there is no icon, no backup or restore operation is running.

Whenever there are errors, view the error log that is generated for the operation.

Backing up and restoring Avaya CallPilot® information
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Reviewing backup and restore history, and logs
When you need to view the details of a backup or restore operation, you can click View Backup
History or View Restore History, or refer to the summary or detailed logs that are automatically
created on the CallPilot server during a backup or restore operation.

Histories
You can use CallPilot Manager to view lists of histories for

• all system backups

• AppBuilder applications backups and restores

• custom system prompts backups and restores

• user (mailbox) data backups and restores

• voice form backups and restores

Backup and restore histories provide the following information:

• Archive Name

• Status

• Date

• Elapsed Time

• Type

• Total Size

• Device

• Summary Log

• Detailed Log

Logs
Logs are more detailed than the CallPilot Manager histories.

• The backup log files are located in D:\nortel\data\backup\BackupLogs

• The restore log files are located in D:\nortel\data\backup\RestoreLogs

Reviewing backup and restore history, and logs
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Logs can be viewed in the Backup History or Restore History screens. Click View In the
Summary Log or Detailed Log column.

You can enter a value for the number of days to store history and log files in the History Options
section.

Using the Backup Restore Tool
You must use the Backup Restore Tool to perform a full system restore. You cannot perform
a full system restore from CallPilot Manager. Use CallPilot Manager for all backup and restore
operations other than a full system restore.

Use the Backup Restore Tool to:

• perform a backup

• query or add or delete a device

• perform a restore

• to diagnose a backup/restore

• display backup/restore history

• perform tape operations

Start the Backup Restore Tool on the Windows Desktop.

Getting there: Start → Programs → CallPilot → System Utilities → Backup Restore Tool

For more information about the Backup Restore Took, see the CallPilot Software
Administration and Maintenance Guide (NN44200-600).

Backing up and restoring Avaya CallPilot® information
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Chapter 9: Configuring addressing
conventions and messaging
service defaults

In this chapter
Specifying off-switch dialing prefixes on page 147

Handling mixed area or city codes on page 148

Defining address prefixes for both DTT and DTF on page 150

Enabling off-switch calls on page 153

Changing messaging defaults on page 154

Customizing system prompts on page 160

Configuring delivery to DNs not associated with CallPilot mailboxes on page 162

Specifying off-switch dialing prefixes
For off-switch calls, Avaya CallPilot® requires dialing information to translate a dialed number
into a dialable number. Dialing information consists of

• information required to dial out from the local switch and access a private ESN or public
network

• information required to distinguish certain area or city codes which are used for either
local calls or long distance calls, depending on the destination DN

Dialing information is used primarily to translate an external DN for playback to the mailbox
owner and the Call Sender feature
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How the Call Sender feature uses dialing prefixes
Whenever a mailbox owner presses 9 while playing a message, Avaya CallPilot must generate
the DN to connect to the calling number. Whenever the calling number is off-switch, CallPilot
uses the configured dialing default prefixes to handle normal dialing situations for local,
national, international, and (if they exist) ESN calls.

Example
• When a mailbox owner listens to a message delivered by a local call over the public

network and then invokes Call Sender to return the call, CallPilot adds the prefix required
to place off-switch calls (in North America, this is typically 9).

• When a mailbox owner listens to a message delivered by a call over ESN and then invokes
Call Sender to return the call, CallPilot adds the prefix required to place an ESN call (for
example, 6).

Getting there: Messaging → Dialing Information → Dialing Defaults section

Handling mixed area or city codes
Whether an area code indicates a local or long distance number depends on the calling
location. In low-density population areas, a matching area code indicates a local call and a
different area code indicates a long distance call. In high-density population areas, a call to an
area with a different area code is often treated as a local call because new area codes are
introduced to accommodate all the telephone numbers required for area residents.

When to define dialing translations for a mixed area code
When the area code is not sufficient to identify whether a call is local or long distance, the
combination of the area code and the local exchange is used to make the distinction. If your
CallPilot server is located in a high-density population area use dialing translation definitions
to identify the local area code/local exchange combinations.

Configuring addressing conventions and messaging service defaults
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How dialing translation definitions are used
Dialing translation definitions are used primarily to translate an external DN for playback to the
mailbox owner and the Call Sender feature. For example, if an Area Code/Exchange Code list
is defined as long distance, the message envelope playback includes the prefix 1.

Example
Andrei lives in Uxbridge and works in Markham, just north of Toronto. One of Andrei's major
customers is located in Toronto.

Andrei's location Telephone number
Home in Uxbridge 905-555-3467

Office in Markham 905-479-9876

Customer in Toronto 416-957-7340

Among these locations, some calls are local calls and some are long distance calls, depending
on the origin and destination of the call.

Origin Destination Charges Calling number
playback

Toronto customer
416-957-7340

Markham office
905-479-9876

Local 416-957-7340

Markham office
905-479-9876

Toronto customer
416-957-7340

Local 905-479-9876

Toronto customer
416-957-7340

Uxbridge home
905-555-3467

Long distance 1-416-957-7340

Uxbridge home
905-555-3467

Toronto customer
416-957-7340

Long distance 1-905-555-3467

Markham office
905-479-9876

Uxbridge home
905-555-3467

Long distance 1-905-479-9876

Uxbridge home
905-555-3467

Markham office
905-479-9876

Long distance 1-905-555-3467

How dialing translation definitions are used
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Example
At Andrei's office in Markham, as well as at the customer's office in Toronto, the following is
true for area code 905:

• There are only 5 exchanges for which all DNs are long distance calls: 555, 567, 579, 580,
and 597.

• There are 50 exchanges for which all DNs are local calls.

If the defined prefix is used to indicate long distance calls, the administrator needs to add only
5 exchange codes instead of 50. All calls to an area code combination of 905 and any other
exchange are treated as local calls, as shown in the following table.

Setting Value
Area Code 905

Defined Prefix 1 (Long distance)

Default Prefix 9 (Local)

Exchange Code list 555, 567, 579, 580, 597

Getting there: Messaging → Dialing Information → Dialing Translations section

Defining address prefixes for both DTT and DTF

DTT and DTF addressing conventions
When you configure Delivery to Telephone (DTT) or Delivery to Fax (DTF) addressing
conventions, consider the following requirements and recommendations:

• dialing prefixes and codes

• synchronizing the DTT prefix and the dialing code

• prefixes for internal numbers

• a DTT prefix for each dialing scenario

Configuring addressing conventions and messaging service defaults
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Dialing prefixes and codes
To ensure that the DTT/DTF service is activated, you must define one or more dialing prefixes.
Publish these prefixes so users can specify them during message composition and when
entering addresses in distribution lists.

Cautions
• For each DTT prefix, you must also define an associated dialing code. When a user enters

a DTT prefix, the system actually replaces the prefix the user entered with the associated
dialing code. The dialing code is the public network access code that the system needs
to place the call.

• DTT prefixes cannot conflict with mailbox numbers. If you have a coordinated dialing plan
(CDP), the prefix can be the same as the initial number(s) of a CDP steering code, but
cannot be the same as the entire code. For example, if one of your steering codes is 566,
5 or 56 can be used as a DTT prefix, but 566 cannot be used. For these cases, you need
an arbitrary prefix that does not conflict with other numbers for the system to remove and
replace with a dialing code to create a dialable number.

Synchronizing the DTT prefix and the dialing code
Make the DTT prefix and dialing code the same wherever possible. This simplifies message
addressing for users because the numbers users enter when addressing a DTT message are
exactly the same as the numbers they dial when placing an external call.

Example
If the public network access code is 9, define both the DTT prefix and the dialing code as 9.

When a local caller enters 9-555-1212 as the DTT number, the access code 9 is replaced by
the DTT prefix 9.

Dialing prefixes and codes
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Prefixes for internal numbers
If you want to allow users to send DTT messages to internal extensions, you must set up a
separate DTT prefix. This prefix is different, however, from others because it does not require
an associated dialing code. Dialing codes are for access to the public network, and internal
extensions are on your private network. When sending DTT messages to internal extensions,
the prefix is simply stripped out of the address and the local extension is dialed. The prefix is
needed to inform CallPilot to use the DTT service.

A DTT prefix for each dialing scenario
You need a DTT prefix and associated dialing code for each dialing scenario that you want to
allow. This is because the system requires a different dialing code to place a call in each of the
scenarios. For example, one dialing code (such as 9) is used to place local calls, whereas
another (91) is used for long distance calls.

Dialing scenario Example
prefix

Corresponding
dialing code

Internal: For internal extensions 56* none

ESN: For numbers on your private ESN network, if you
have one

6 6

Local: For local numbers on the public network 9 9

Long distance: For long distance numbers in the same
country code

91 91

International: For long distance numbers with different
country codes

9011 9011

Configuring addressing conventions and messaging service defaults
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DTMF confirmation
You can specify whether DTMF confirmation is required either on a user-by-user basis or on
a system-wide basis.

• If most users who receive DTT messages have rotary telephones, disable DTMF
confirmation for the entire system.

• If most users who receive DTT messages have answering machines, disable DTMF
confirmation for the entire system.

• If users must be able to send messages to a diversity of recipients, such as in different
parts of the world where there might or might not be DTMF support, enable or disable
DTMF confirmation at the user level.

Automatically repeating the message
Some answering machine greetings contain a long pause, which might trigger the playback of
the message before the greeting finishes. This means that the start of the DTT message is not
recorded because the greeting is still playing. Repeating the message makes it more likely that
the entire message is successfully recorded.

People who do not have a lot of experience with automated delivery of machine-generated
messages might not realize what is happening initially. Playing the message twice increases
the chance that they are able to listen to the content of the message.

Getting there: Messaging → Outcalling Administration → Addressing

Enabling off-switch calls
To enable mailbox owners to send messages to DNs that are off the local switch, you must:

• Specify the dialing prefixes that allow mailbox owners to call and send messages off the
local switch.

DTMF confirmation
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 Note:
This defines the dialing defaults that enable CallPilot features and custom applications
to generate DNs for callbacks outside the local switch. These dialing defaults include
the local prefix, the long distance prefix, the international prefix, and the ESN prefix.

• Specify the public network dialing codes of your local switch so that CallPilot can
distinguish between private and public network calls.

 Note:
These dialing codes include the local area code and the local country code.

 Important:
If your location must use multiple area codes for local calls, you must also define the
dialing translations that enable CallPilot to distinguish between local and long distance
calls for each mixed area code.

• Define how CallPilot is to treat a DN whose dialing format is not known.

Connectivity restrictions
The Meridian 1 and Avaya Communication Server 1000 switches can capture an external CLID
with an unknown format and then translate unknown dialing numbers into a default DN.

Getting there: Messaging → Dialing Information → Unknown Format Handling section

Changing messaging defaults
When you initially configure a CallPilot system, you can use the preconfigured messaging
defaults. As you administer the system, you might need to change these defaults to
accommodate

• a very large number of mailbox owners

• increased use of system resources

• changes in default billing or revert DNs, or introduction of a name dialing service

• the need to set up a special-purpose mailbox to store

- faxes addressed to mailboxes that are not fax capable

- messages relating to network diagnostics (if messaging systems are networked)

- messages generated by system alarms

Configuring addressing conventions and messaging service defaults
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Managing initial mailbox messages
You can create, update and delete an initial mailbox message for newly created users.

Creating or updating a new initial mailbox message

1. Open the Messaging, Messaging Management page.
2. In the General section, select to Record or Import.

• Record: opens the CallPilot Manager Player from which you can record and
save your message using an available microphone.

• Import: browse for and select an available audio recording.
3. Click OK when prompted.

Changing default messaging limits and warnings
To prevent messaging data and traffic from exceeding system capacity, configure mailbox limits
for all mailbox owners. Use the Messaging Management screen to configure the maximum
delay for timed delivery, storage limits and warnings, and system time-outs.

Maximum delay for timed delivery
Set the maximum number of days that message delivery can be delayed.

Default: 31 days Valid range: 0–365

Storage limits and warnings

Setting Description
Mailbox full warning
threshold

The percentage of total messages that a mailbox can contain
before the mailbox owner is given the mailbox full warning
prompt at logon.
Default: 85%

Managing initial mailbox messages
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Setting Description
Maximum prompt size Mailbox storage limits apply to all CallPilot voice items. Specify

the number of minutes and seconds allowed for user mailboxes,
and specify the percentage at which CallPilot generates a
warning to delete voice items.
Default: 1 minute, 30 seconds
Valid range: 30 seconds–9 minutes, 59 seconds

Maximum pages per fax
item

Maximum number of pages for any single fax item.
Default: 50 Valid range: 1–99

Minimum length of a Call
Answering Message

The number of milliseconds that must be recorded in order for
a call answering message to be saved as such.
Default: 500 Valid range: 0–10000

System time-outs

Setting Description
Command Entry The Command Entry time-out is used when the system is waiting for a

response from the caller. Set time parameters that, when exceeded,
prompt the system for a response.
Example: To prompt a caller after 2 seconds of non-response, enter
2000.
Default: 3500 milliseconds Valid range: 1000–5000

Short
Disconnect

The Short Disconnect time-out ends a call when the Command Entry
time-out is exceeded. Callers usually have several opportunities to
respond before the short disconnect time-out is used. This time-out value
is used when a caller disconnects from a thru-dial service or voice
menu.
Example: To configure CallPilot to disconnect a caller after 2 seconds of
non-response, type 2000.
Default: 10000 milliseconds Valid range: 1000–30000

Record This time-out value is used when prompts are recorded for menus,
announcements, and thru-dial services. The system disconnects the
session when, during recording, the specified length of silence is
recorded.
Example: If the session is to be disconnected after 1 minute of silence,
enter 60.
Default: 120 seconds Valid range: 6–300

Configuring addressing conventions and messaging service defaults
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Changing the mailbox number length
CallPilot is shipped with a default mailbox number length of four digits. To make it easier for
users to remember their mailbox number, set the mailbox number length the same as the
extension. For example, if your organization uses five-digit extensions, change the mailbox
number length to five digits.

Fixed length data entry
For AUI, length of the mailbox number field defined in CallPilot Manager under the Messaging
Management page determines how many digits entered during a login session are used for
the mailbox number. For example, during login to a system that has a length of four set in the
mailbox number field, input of 123456789 is treated the same as if the user entered 1234 for
a mailbox number, and 56789 for a password.

When to configure delete unread messages
Enabling the automatic deletion of unread messages should be done more cautiously than the
deletion of unread broadcast messages. Unlike broadcast messages, other types of messages
may contain important information for the user regardless of when it is played. In many cases
it is probably not desirable to delete unread messages. Users returning from extended periods
out of the office will probably be upset if they find messages have been deleted.

If any of the following points fit your system, you might want to consider activating this feature: ,
mailboxes for which the owner no longer uses the mailbox, then you might want to consider
using this feature since these mailboxes may contain unread messages which will never be
read.

• If your system contains mailboxes which are rarely accessed

• If your system has limited storage space available

• If users are given a small amount of storage space in their mailbox

If you decide to enable the deletion of unread messages, think carefully about the number of
days after which messages are deleted. To avoid deleting messages on user's who are away
on vacation, you might want to set the retention days to some value greater than 14 (two weeks)
or 21 (three weeks). To maintain mailboxes that have small storage limits, you might want to
set the value lower, maybe 7 days.

Changing the mailbox number length
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Deletion of broadcast messages
Broadcast messages should be removed before unread messages. In many cases, the
deletion of unread broadcast messages may be desired while all other unread messages are
left to the user to delete.

Impacts to restored messages
If a deleted unread message is restored to a mailbox, its received date will be the original date
that it was deposited into the mailbox and not the date that it is restored into the mailbox. In
many cases this will be past the unread retention time, if the feature is enabled. To avoid losing
the message, the users should play or forward this message back to themselves.

Configuring default special-purpose DNs and prefixes
Configure the following special-purpose DNs.

Special-purpose DN Description
Billing DN The DN to accept billing charges if the caller's mailbox

number is somehow lost (if, for example, the call is
dropped).
Number of digits: 1–30

Revert DN The DN to which callers are forwarded when they
press 0 during a messaging or call answering
session.
Number of digits: 1–30

Optional: Prefix for Name Dialing
and Name Addressing

The prefix that must be entered to dial a mailbox owner
by name.
Example: If Joe wants to compose a message to Jane,
but doesn't know her mailbox or extension number, he
can log on to his mailbox and

1. Dial 75 to compose the message.

2. Use the keypad to key the name dialing prefix (for
example 11).

3. Key her last name and then her first name.

Number of digits: Two
Default value: 11

Configuring addressing conventions and messaging service defaults
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Name dialing and name addressing prefix
The name dialing prefix overrides any dialing options that are configured in the thru-dial block
of custom applications and services. To prevent the override, use the Messaging Management
screen to disable the name dialing and name addressing feature.

 Note:
You can also disable the name dialing and name addressing feature to prevent external
callers from identifying users of your system.

 Important:
Disable name dialing and name addressing features in countries where the keypads are not
mapped to an alphabetical sequence that CallPilot recognizes.

Specifying system-wide holiday service times
When you configure CallPilot messaging for your organization, specify the days and times of
day when holiday service takes effect. This is referred to as the holiday service schedule. The
holiday schedule affects custom applications only. You can use Application Builder to configure
an application to check every day of the week against the defined holiday service schedule.

 Important:
This holiday schedule has no effect on delivery times specified on the CallPilot Manager
Message Delivery Configuration screen.

The number of holidays inserted is limited to 60. Attempting to add a 61st holiday results in
the following error message "The limit on number of holidays (60) has been reached."

Whenever you add a custom application in which the day control block checks for holidays,
confirm the holiday service schedule definition.

• If the holiday is not listed, add it.

• If the holiday does exist, ensure that it is properly defined. If not, change the holiday.

• Whenever a holiday becomes obsolete, delete it.

Name dialing and name addressing prefix
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Information you need
To add or change a holiday, you must know

• the start and end dates of the holiday

• whether to define the holiday for a 24-hour day or for the business day

Getting there: Messaging → Holidays → Create Holidays

Configuring annual holidays
Unlike the holiday service schedule where you must enter a start year and an end year, annual
holidays occur ever year. When you select Annual Holiday, the year fields for both the start
and end dates are greyed out and therefore can not be configured.

Information you need
To add or change an annual holiday, you must know:

• the day and month of the holiday

• the name of the holiday

• whether to define the holiday for a 24-hour day or a business day

Getting there: Messaging > Holidays > Holiday Properties

Customizing system prompts
CallPilot supplies a list of basic prompts for each language installed on the CallPilot server. If
you install the CallPilot Player, you can listen to the supplied prompts and customize them to
suit your CallPilot unified messaging system. Once you customize a system prompt, you can:

• select either the supplied or the customized prompt

• edit the customized prompt as often as necessary

Configuring addressing conventions and messaging service defaults
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 Note:
To add new prompts, create a new custom application.

CallPilot Manager displays a list of supplied system prompts for each installed language.
Before you customize a prompt, listen to both the supplied system prompt and any customized
prompt that is used to replace the supplied prompt.

When using your telephone to listen to a system prompt, you must answer the telephone within
two or two-and-one-half ring cycles (for the CS 1000). Before you can listen to a prompt, you
must download the CallPilot Player.

To replace a supplied system prompt with a custom prompt, you must be able to provide the
customized prompt. Before you can provide or edit a prompt, you must know the name and
location of a suitable WAV file, or have CallPilot Player on your computer.

 Note:
A customized prompt is deleted when the user changes back to the system prompt.

Getting there: Messaging → System Prompt Customization → ID

Adding a corporate identity to system greetings
The administrator records a system greeting that precedes the personal greeting of all users
during a call answering session. System greetings are only heard by callers when reaching a
user's mailbox through an external call. You can customize the content of seven system
prompts. The seven prompts are displayed in the System Prompts Customization screen.

Example
"Welcome to RTM Productions, Online Products Division. Hello, this is Joanna Parker. I'm not
at my phone right now. Please leave a message, and I'll return your call as soon as possible."

 Note:
The first sentence is the system greeting. The remainder of the message is the user's
personal greeting.

Getting there: Messaging → Messaging Management → System Greetings section

Adding a corporate identity to system greetings
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Configuring delivery to DNs not associated with CallPilot
mailboxes

An outbound SDN is required for message delivery to DNs that are not associated with
mailboxes. Typically, this outbound SDN is one of the default SDNs on the switch and is
automatically included in the SDN Table. You cannot create an outbound SDN in the SDN
Table.

Outbound SDNs used for message delivery to non-mailbox DNs are DTT and DTF. In CallPilot
Manager, these services are referred to as outcalling services. Enable outcalling services for
mailbox class members that must be able to compose and send voice or fax messages to
telephones, whether or not they have mailboxes associated with them.

DTF versus fax messaging
Fax messaging service and DTF service differ in the following ways:

• Fax Messaging allows transmission of fax messages between CallPilot mailbox users.

• DTF service allows users to send faxes to external faxphones.

Delivery of messages with both voice and fax components
For messages that contain both voice and fax, CallPilot assumes that the address is either a
telephone number or a fax number. Depending on how the call is answered, the system sends
the voice part, the fax part, or both parts of the message.

The DTT service is used to send the voice portion of a multimedia message addressed to an
external recipient. The DTT service has its own defined time periods during which CallPilot is
permitted to send DTT messages. In this case, messages are checked against the intersection
of the DTT and DTF time ranges.

Configuring addressing conventions and messaging service defaults
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Example
Assume that

• The allowed DTT delivery time is 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

• The allowed DTF delivery time is 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.

The allowed delivery time for a message containing both voice and fax components is 9:00
a.m. to 8:00 p.m. (the period of time that overlaps the two allowed delivery time periods).

Multi-delivery to fax service
Configuration of the multi-delivery to fax SDN determines the number of channels that can be
allocated to large-scale external fax distributions. You can configure multi-delivery to fax
service to specify the number of recipients to which an external fax message must be
addressed before the fax is handled by the multi-delivery to fax service instead of the DTF
SDN.

The advantages of making this distinction are

• Each SDN can be allocated to different channels to help manage resources.

• You can temporarily reconfigure your system to increase the CallPilot resources
dedicated to performing a large-scale fax distribution. By default, no channels are
guaranteed for this service.

Table 7: Task summary for setting up outcalling services

1 For DTT: Specify the DTT playback
options.
Playback can be activated when the
recipient provides DTMF input to
confirm playback, or it can be voice-
activated. DTT messages can be set to
play either once or twice.

1 For DTF: Define the number of
recipients required for the delivery to be
considered large-scale.
Large-scale external fax distributions
use the multi-delivery to fax SDN
instead of the DTF SDN. Each SDN can
be allocated to different channels to help
manage resources.

2 Define the number of recipients required for a fax delivery to use the multi-delivery to
fax SDN instead of the DTF SDN. Each SDN can be allocated to different channels to
help manage resources.

3 Specify delivery times for DTT, DTF, and mixed media messages.

Example
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 Important:
Local laws might not permit delivery of machine-generated messages at certain
times of the day. You are responsible for determining these times and ensuring that
the allowed delivery time does not overlap with restricted hours.

4 Define a retry strategy for DTT or DTF.
The conditions that can lead to a delivery failure are listed in the Delivery to telephone
section of the Outcalling Administration screen. Define for each condition how often
and how many times the system tries to resend a message if a delivery attempt is
unsuccessful.

5 Define address prefixes for both DTT and DTF
Define the prefixes that users must enter when addressing messages to non-mailbox
numbers. Define one prefix for each type of call you want to support (such as local and
long distance). For each prefix, specify the dialing code (public network access code)
that the switch requires to place the call. In most cases, make the prefix and the dialing
code identical.

6 Test the DTT or DTF configuration.

7 Assign RPLs to features.

8 Specify the user's RN information.

Reports on deliveries to external DNs
You can view the average and maximum times that each service if forced to wait to acquire a
channel. Run the following reports to determine if services that deliver messages to external
DNs are able to acquire channels when needed:

• DTT Activity report

• Fax Deliveries Activity report

• Fax on Demand Audit Trail Detail report

• Fax Print Audit Trail Detail report

• RN Activity report

• RN Audit Trail Detail report

Configuring addressing conventions and messaging service defaults
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Chapter 10: Configuring Avaya CallPilot®
services

In this chapter
Voice messaging and call answering services on page 166

Chosing WAV messaging encoding type on page 167

Pause characters on page 189

Configuring a session profile for messaging services on page 199

Defining the broadcast message numbers on page 199

Fax (multimedia) messaging on page 201

Configuring callback handling for a fax service on page 204

Configuring a custom cover page for a fax service on page 205

Configuring alternate telephone interfaces on page 205

Configuring Avaya NES Contact Center Voice Services support on page 211

Dynamic channel allocations on page 216

Re-allocating channels on page 218

Email-by-Phone with CallPilot Manager on page 219

Networking solutions on page 220

Application Builder on page 222

Desktop messaging and My CallPilot on page 222

Centralized Control of Desktop Options on page 223

Configuring the Enhanced Names Across the Network feature on page 223
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Voice messaging and call answering services
All Avaya CallPilot mailboxes have voice messaging and call answering capabilities. Whenever
callers dial a mailbox owner who does not answer the call, they reach the CallPilot mailbox
and hear the voice prompt provided by the CallPilot call answering service. Typically, the
mailbox number is the mailbox owner's primary extension DN.

Call answering service
Call answering service provides the opportunity for a caller to leave a message for a mailbox
owner who does not answer a call. Callers are presented with a greeting and then prompted
to leave a message.

Voice messaging service
Voice messaging services provide all mailbox owners with the capability to compose, send,
retrieve, and manipulate voice messages from a mailbox, by using commands entered on the
telephone keypad. Whenever callers dial the voice messaging service DN (SDN), they hear
voice prompts.

In addition to playing messages, a voice messaging service enables mailbox owners and
callers to do the following:

• Record greetings and a spoken name.

• Play message header information.

• Compose and send messages to mailboxes or telephones on or off the local CallPilot
messaging network.

• Configure messages to be sent at a later time.

• Reply to a message (either to the sender or to the sender and all recipients) or forward
it.

• Tag messages as urgent or private.

• Tag messages to request notification when the recipient receives or plays the message.

• Send the caller to a human attendant (the revert DN feature).

• Call the sender of a message (the call sender feature).
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Chosing WAV messaging encoding type
This feature provides the user with the ability to chose the codec type for a forwarded voice
message being converted to WAV format.

For 600r/1005r/1006r CallPilot server platforms PCM, G711, ADPCM and GSM 6.10 WAV
formats are allowed. For other servers PCM and G711 WAV formats are allowed.

Configuration requirements and options
The primary CDN configured on the switch is added to the SDN Table as the primary voice
messaging service when CallPilot is installed. The installer can add other CDNs to the SDN
Table either during installation or by running the Configuration Wizard at a later time.

Administrators with access to CallPilot Manager Service Directory Number functionality can
do the following:

• Add additional voice messaging CDNs to the SDN Table as needed.

• Re-allocate channels to support resource management.

• Assign what service needs to be used to SDN.

Controlling costs with dialing restrictions and permissions
To control telecom costs, you can configure different dialing permissions for different groups
of mailbox class owners. An administrator with access to the CallPilot Manager Mailbox
Classes functionality must apply, for each mailbox class, the appropriate restriction permission
list (RPL) to the following voice messaging features:

• revert DN

• thru-dial

• call sender

Revert DN feature
The DN to which callers are forwarded when they press 0 during a messaging or call answering
session is the revert DN. You might want to permit some mailbox owners to use the revert DN
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feature to place domestic or international long distance calls while restricting others to internal
or local off-switch calls only.

Thru-dial feature
The thru-dial feature enables a mailbox owner, caller, or CallPilot service to transfer to another
DN by dialing 0 followed by the DN. Custom application developers can use the Application
Builder thru-dial block to configure services that require the thru-dial process. You might want
to permit some mailbox owners, callers, or Application Builder services to use the thru-dial
feature to place domestic or international long distance calls and restrict others to internal or
local off-switch calls only.

Call sender feature
The call sender feature of the voice messaging service enables a mailbox owner using the
default voice messaging telephone interface to dial the sender of a voice message. The
mailbox owner can press 9 during message playback to place a call to the sender. The call is
placed if the calling line ID (CLID) is known and if the assigned RPL permits calls to the CLID.
You might want to permit some mailbox owners to use the call sender feature to place domestic
or international long distance calls and restrict others to internal or local off-switch calls only.

 Note:
Call sender is available from both the CallPilot telephone interface and desktop
messaging.

Express voice messaging service
The express voice messaging service enables callers to leave a message directly in a CallPilot
mailbox. The call does not ring the mailbox owner's telephone. Whenever callers dial the
express voice messaging SDN, they are prompted to specify the mailbox number, and then to
leave a voice message. An express voice messaging service can be configured to
automatically send messages to a specific mailbox.
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Express voice messaging service provides the following capabilities:

• It provides a shortcut to callers who want to leave a voice message to one or more mailbox
owners.

• It enables callers who reach a human attendant to leave a message for a mailbox owner.
The attendant conferences in the express voice messaging SDN and enters the desired
mailbox number, and then drops out of the call.

• It enables callers who reach a voice menu to leave a message directly in a mailbox.

• It enables an administrator to set up a guest mailbox without associating it with a
telephone. A visitor to a site can collect messages without having a telephone designated
for his or her personal use.

Configuration requirements
The CDN or phantom DN configured on the switch as the express voice messaging service
can be added to the SDN Table either when CallPilot is installed or at a later time by an
administrator with access to CallPilot Manager Service Directory Number functionality.

Outcalling services
Outcalling services use the connected switch to make calls to telephones or faxphones that
are not associated with CallPilot mailboxes.

Outcalling services include

• delivery to telephone (DTT)

• delivery to fax (DTF)

• remote notification (RN)

 Important:
Outcalling services can enable mailbox owners to send voice or fax messages to external
DNs on the public network. This means that these services can incur toll charges for the
calls they make. You can apply RPLs to control unauthorized charges.

Configuration requirements
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Availability to customers
Outcalling services are provided with all CallPilot systems. Customers can use mailbox classes
to enable outcalling services for specified mailboxes only.

Delivery to telephone
Enable DTT for mailbox owners who must be able to compose and send voice messages to
on-switch or off-switch DNs that are not associated with CallPilot mailboxes. CallPilot calls the
number and then plays the message to the recipient, who has the opportunity to record a reply
to the message.

DTT replaces Meridian Mail delivery to non-user (DNU).

Delivery to fax
Enable DTF for mailbox owners who must be able to print fax messages or send fax items to
on-switch or off-switch DNs that are not associated with CallPilot mailboxes.

 Note:
Before a mailbox owner can send or receive fax messages, fax capability (a keycoded
feature) must be installed and the mailbox owner must belong to a mailbox class with fax
capability enabled.

For example, sales staff may must fax product descriptions to customers.

Remote notification
RNs can be sent to multiple devices, such as phones or pagers, that are not associated with
a CallPilot mailbox.

Enable RN for mailbox owners who must be informed of new or urgent CallPilot messages
immediately, even when they are away from their office telephones.

For example, all technical support staff must be notified immediately whenever a message
arrives at a help desk.
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Addressing groups
For the purpose of sending a single message to a list of recipients, CallPilot supports

• personal distribution lists (PDL)

• static shared distribution lists (SDL)

• "nested" SDLs

• dynamic SDLs

• broadcast messages

Personal distribution lists
When mailbox owners create PDLs from their telephones, those lists are available only to the
creator. Each PDL allows the user to send a recorded message to all the mailboxes contained
in the list. A mailbox owner can create up to 99 PDLs, each containing a maximum of 200
addresses. An address can be, for example, a local or remote mailbox, an SDL.

Comparison of static and dynamic SDLs
A static SDL cannot be converted automatically to a dynamic SDL and vice versa; you must
delete the SDL in the original format and recreate it in the alternate format.

Static SDL Dynamic SDL
Can contain a maximum of 999 entries. Has no restriction on the number of users it

can deliver messages to.

Can contain local users, remote users, and
other (nested) SDLs.

Cannot be used for remote users; local users
only. Other SDLs cannot be nested in a
dynamic SDL.

Requires maintenance as new users join the
company, or move between departments
and job functions.

Requires no maintenance unless the
administrator wants to change the criteria.

Addressing groups
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Shared distribution lists and nested SDLs
SDLs are similar to PDLs, except that they are created by administrators. Maintaining a
comprehensive list of SDLs optimizes your server capacity because it minimizes the need for
mailbox owners to create their own PDLs and facilitates the use of broadcast messages.

You can "nest" or include all members of an existing SDL in a larger SDL. You do not need to
add each member individually; you add the existing SDL to the new one the same way you
would add an individual member. Members who are included on more than one nested SDL
will still receive each message only once. For more information on how to nest one SDL in
another SDL, refer to CallPilot Manager online Help.

 Important:
Each SDL adds one address to a message recipient list, regardless of the number of
addresses in the SDL. Each PDL adds the total number of addresses in the PDL to a
message recipient list. For example, an SDL with ten entries adds one address, while a PDL
with ten entries adds ten addresses.

To be able to use SDLs, a mailbox owner must belong to a mailbox class that provides
permission to use SDLs.

An administrator with access to CallPilot Manager Mailbox Classes functionality must set up
mailbox classes that permit access to SDLs.

Dynamic SDLs
Unlike a static SDL, a dynamic SDL does not contain a list of users; instead, it is a set of criteria
that is used to define users. An administrator creates a dynamic SDL by defining the set of
criteria. When a message is sent to a dynamic SDL, the message is deposited in the mailbox
of all local users with profiles matching the criteria at the time the message is delivered.

Determining and defining criteria for a dynamic SDL
Before creating a dynamic SDL, you must figure out which criteria you will use to define it.
There are two types of criteria you can use:

• Predefined user profile fields
• Custom fields

Predefined user profile fields
These criteria correspond to existing CallPilot Manager fields that have values configured for
each mailbox (user profile). Examples are the Mailbox Class field, the Department field, and
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the User Type field. There is an extensive list to choose from when you are creating your
dynamic SDL.

Certain user profile fields are not mandatory, for example, the Department field. If you want to
use this field as a criterion for your dynamic SDL, you might need to populate it for participating
users, if that is not already the case.

Getting there: User → Shared Distribution Lists, → Add Dynamic → List Contents settings →
Search Criteria

Custom fields
These are criteria you define in a user profile that are specific to your site. You can use custom
fields to customize your dynamic SDL. For example, if you wanted to create a dynamic SDL
for all contract workers and another for employees, you could define a custom field with a value
of either Contractor or Employee. You can define up to four custom fields. The custom fields
are available on the Advanced User Add page, the User Details page, and the User Template
Details page. The fields are empty by default.

Before adding a dynamic SDL that uses custom fields, you must populate the custom fields in
the user profiles of those you want to be part of the list initially (see the procedures below).
Once the dynamic SDL is set up, you can continue to populate the custom fields in additional
user profiles as needed over time.

Because the custom field labels on the CallPilot Manager pages are generic (for example,
Custom 1, Custom 2, Custom 3, and Custom 4), keep track of the purpose of and values for
each and use them consistently.

Example of a dynamic SDL
The administrator could create a dynamic SDL with the criterion Department = Accounting.
Messages sent to this dynamic SDL would be delivered to all users with the Department field
set to Accounting in their profile. Over time, as new users are added with this setting in their
profiles, they would automatically receive any messages sent to this dynamic SDL.

Benefits of maintaining SDLs
When mailbox owners create PDLs from their telephones, those lists are available only to the
creator. Each PDL allows the user to send a recorded message to all the mailboxes contained
in the list. A mailbox owner can create up to 99 PDLs, each containing a maximum of 200
mailboxes.

Each SDL is one address, regardless of the number of entries on the list. However, each entry
on a PDL is one address. For example, an SDL with ten entries is one address, while a PDL
with ten entries is ten addresses.

Benefits of maintaining SDLs
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SDLs and multimedia messages
Many mailbox owners with SDL privileges can use SDLs to send both voice and fax messages.
You cannot assume that external numbers can receive fax messages. Create separate SDLs
for voice and fax messages.

Valid SDL members
You can include any CallPilot entity in an SDL that has either a recognizable, unique name or
a mailbox number. These include:

• local mailbox owners

• directory entries

• permanent remote mailbox owners

• another SDL (Nested SDL)

To include users at remote sites in a CallPilot network, you must define them as remote voice
users in the local database. To include a remote user site in an SDL, you must define the site
and location in your messaging network database.

Constraints
The following types of numbers do not have mailboxes associated with them, so they cannot
be included in an SDL:

• RN targets

• non-users who require DTT

Getting there: User → Shared Distribution Lists → Shared Distribution List Details page → List
Contents section
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Restrictions on SDL addresses
The following restrictions are placed on SDL addresses:

• An SDL cannot be assigned an address between 1 and 99. These are reserved for
mailbox owners' PDLs.

• Each SDL must have a unique address.

• An SDL address must not conflict with any dialing plan prefixes or codes.

• An SDL address cannot be the same as any mailbox number, including the broadcast
mailbox number. The default broadcast mailbox number is 5555.

• An SDL address cannot be the same as a directory entry DN. If an SDL number and a
directory entry user number are the same, the SDL number takes priority when a list is
created.

Getting there: User → Shared Distribution Lists → Shared Distribution List Details page

Adding an SDL
Before you can create an SDL, you must know the SDL address that specifies the list.

Getting there: User → Shared Distribution Lists → Add (Static or Dynamic)

Broadcast addresses
A mailbox owner uses a broadcast address to address a message that is intended for all
recipients at the local server, another location, or in the entire messaging network.

Message notification options
CallPilot provides message notification options to address the following scenarios:

• The mailbox has a dedicated telephone and DN.

• An assistant must sometimes use his or her telephone to answer a manager's
telephone.

Restrictions on SDL addresses
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• The mailbox is associated with one of several DNs associated with a single telephone.
(Several mailbox owners share a telephone.)

• The mailbox has no dedicated telephone. (It might be a guest mailbox or a suggestion
box. It might support a helpdesk staffed by a team of individuals who take calls on their
own telephones.)

• More than one mailbox is associated with a single DN. (For example, there is a single
telephone extension for several workers on a shop floor. Workers can use express voice
messaging to leave each other messages.)

Methods of message notification
CallPilot supports the following types of notification of new messages:

• telephone/desktop message waiting indication (MWI)

• remote voice message notification to a telephone

• remote text notification to an e-mail device

 Note:
MWI By DN is an X11 software feature introduced in Release 24. It allows configuration of
telephone keys to indicate waiting messages for each mailbox associated with a single
telephone. MWI DN is a useful option when mailbox owners have their own extensions but
share a telephone.

telephone and desktop message waiting indication
The MWI is activated whenever the mailbox receives a message that meets the criteria
specified in the message waiting indication options specified for the mailbox.

The MWI depends on the user interface:

• On a digital telephone, the MWI lights up.

• On an analog phone, the dial tone may be stuttered.

• On the desktop, the MWI is an icon in the form of a red phone. (If desktop messaging or
My CallPilot is installed.)

The MWI DN is the extension which indicates that a message is waiting.
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Message Waiting Indicator (MWI) for Broadcast Messages
There is an option for turning off MWI for broadcast messages. By default, MWI is turned off
for broadcast messages.

Getting there: CallPilot Manager → Messaging → Messaging Management. Navigate to the
Broadcast Information section of the Messaging Management page and clear the Enable MWI
for Broadcast Message check box.

Configuration requirements
An MWI is configured for each mailbox. The default is to indicate all new messages.

• Before a group of new mailboxes is added to a CallPilot server, an administrator with
access to CallPilot Manager User Administration functionality can configure the MWI
setting (All New, All Urgent and Unsent, New Urgent, or None) in the user creation
template.

• To change the MWI for an existing mailbox, an administrator with access to CallPilot
Manager User Administration functionality must search CallPilot to display the mailbox
properties and then change the setting.

• In CallPilot, multiple MWI DNs are supported. The system administrator can define up to
eight MWI DNs for a mailbox. Whenever the message status changes, or the mailbox
subscriber logs out, or during the nightly audit, all the MWIs at the DNs are updated.

• You can configure the Multiple MWI feature through CallPilot Manager. In the CallPilot
Manager (Location → User → User Search → User Details), you can input up to eight
DNs for the MWI (MWI DN1 to MWI DN8). Each MWI DN has a check box for enabling
and disabling, so that you can enable or disable an MWI DN individually. An MWI DN
number can be changed only when it is enabled. When you save the page, all the data
input for MWI DNs is written back to database, whether the MWI DN is enabled or not.

• In the Auto Add page of CallPilot Manager, a group of new mailboxes can be added to
the database in a single operation. CallPilot Manager adds eight MWI DNs to the choice
list of the column selection drop-down box.

Message Waiting Indicator (MWI) for Broadcast Messages
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• When searching MWI DN with the Advanced Search in CallPilot Manager, the criteria for
MWI DN covers all eight MWI DNs. As long as one of these eight MWI DNs matches the
search criteria, this user can be returned by CallPilot Manager.

• MWI DNs are assigned by the administrator. Mailbox subscribers are not allowed to
change their numbers. However, a mailbox subscriber can see these MWI DNs in the My
CallPilot Features/Telephone Options page, and can enable or disable them individually.
Only non-empty MWI DNs are displayed.

• Administrator can set time RN for mailbox class members

Remote notification of new or urgent messages
RN is a service that calls mailbox owners at one or more DN whenever new messages arrive
in their mailboxes. This service is intended for people who must be aware of new messages
immediately, such as doctors, salespeople, or support staff.

CallPilot can send notifications to other telephones (a home or cell telephone), or to pagers or
paging services.

• If a mailbox owner is notified at another telephone, he or she can use the same telephone
to log on to his or her mailbox and listen to the messages.

• If a mailbox owner is notified at a pager, he or she must log on to CallPilot to retrieve new
messages.

Configuration requirements
RN is configured for each mailbox. It must be enabled in the mailbox class assigned to the
mailbox.

• An administrator with access to CallPilot Manager Mailbox Classes functionality must

- enable RN capability

- set default RN options for mailbox class members

• Before a group of new mailboxes is added to a CallPilot server, an administrator with
access to CallPilot Manager User Administration functionality can configure RN options
that are common to the group, such as a notification retry strategy.

• After a group of new mailboxes is added to a CallPilot server, an administrator with access
to CallPilot Manager User Administration functionality can override the options set for the
group or configure individual information, such as the RN callback number.
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Remote text notification of new or urgent messages
Remote text notification is a service that sends an e-mail notification message to mailbox
owners when new messages arrive in their mailboxes.

Notification message text for remote text notification can be specified by administrator or
maibox user. This text will be placed in the subject of the notification message. If notification
message text is not specified system default notification message will be sent to e-mail.

This service is intended for people who must be aware of new messages immediately, such
as doctors, salespeople, or support staff.

CallPilot can send notification messages to any e-mail device that supports the SMTP protocol,
including desktop e-mail clients, personal digital assistants (PDA), and paging devices that
support e-mail.

When mailbox owners receive a notification message, they can log on to CallPilot to retrieve
new messages.

Configuration requirements
1. An administrator with access to CallPilot Manager Messaging Management

functionality must configure a notification device class with service provider settings
for any communications service that supports the SMTP protocol.

2. An administrator with access to CallPilot Manager User Administration functionality
must configure the e-mail notification options for mailbox owners.

• Before a group of new mailboxes is added to a CallPilot server, an
administrator with access to CallPilot Manager User Administration
functionality can configure e-mail notification options that are common to the
group.

• After a group of new mailboxes is added to a CallPilot server, an administrator
with access to CallPilot Manager User Administration functionality can override
the options set for the group or configure individual information, such as the e-
mail address of the mailbox owner's e-mail account to be used for CallPilot
message waiting indication.

Message Forwarding Rule
The Message Forwarding Rule feature provides a way to configure CallPilot to automatically
forward some or all CallPilot messages to an external e-mail address. This feature provides
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an easy way for users to access their CallPilot messages from third-party e-mail servers or to
give other users access to their CallPilot messages. Messages received by CallPilot can
automatically be forwarded to an address configured by the user from My CallPilot or by the
system administrator from CallPilot Manager. This feature can also be used for message
forwarding or for system-wide message archiving.

You must use CallPilot Manager to manage the Message Forwarding Rule feature. Procedures
are described in the CallPilot Manager online Help file. You can provide and remove access
to the Message Forwarding Rule feature within a Mailbox Class. You can also create, disable
or alter an individual user's Message Forwarding Rule. Only users themselves can enable their
rule. They do so by using My CallPilot or Desktop Messaging client. If the users do not have
access, they can enable their rule from the telephone.

To reduce unnecessary traffic on the CallPilot system, if the CallPilot sever detects an invalid
e-mail address, the user's rule is disabled. The CallPilot server examines all NDNs received
as a result of a Message Forwarding Rule. The Message Forwarding Rule is disabled if a
message is unable to be delivered for any reason. Possible reasons include:

• incorrect address or address problem

• undiallable external DN

• bad destination mailbox address

• bad destination system address

• mailbox has moved

The user is notified at next login to CallPilot. To permit the administrator to determine why the
user's Message Forwarding Rule was disabled, a log is generated. Once the problem is
resolved, the user can re-enable the rule.

You also have the option to use the Message Forwarding Rule feature for system-wide
message archiving instead of user-level Message Forwarding Rules. By enabling system wide
archiving, you can set up a single e-mail address as the repository for all messages that enter
the system. All messages that enter the system are automatically forwarded to the configured
address. When message archiving is enabled, the Message Forwarding Rule check box in the
Mailbox Class is unavailable. Users no longer see the Message Forwarding Rule link in My
CallPilot or Desktop and all existing rules are disabled. It is the your responsibility to ensure
the mailbox has sufficient storage space available to receive all incoming CallPilot messages
and to back up these messages as needed.

 Note:
The Message Forwarding Rule feature (both archiving and message forwarding) applies to
messages that arrive after the rule is enabled. Existing messages are not processed by the
Message Forwarding Rule or message archiving.
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Preparing a Message to Forward or Archive
When a message arrives into CallPilot, the system first determines if the message is to be
forwarded or archived. Before forwarding or archiving, the message contents are copied to a
newly created message.

The message Body, To, CC, and From fields are reproduced in the new message. The date
field displays the date when the message is deposited into the e-mail system, not the date the
CallPilot server received the message. However, these two dates are virtually the same.

The Message Forwarding Rule feature redirects instead of forwarding the message to the
specified address. The message appears as though it was sent from the originator, not the
owner of the Message Forwarding Rule.

Message Subjects
The Subjects used for the Message Forwarding Rule are treated as follows:

• If the message has a subject, the original subject is used.

• If the message contains more than one fax, the number of pages is the total pages of all
faxes.

• If the Mark original message as read when opened by recipient option is selected, the
Message ID is added to the beginning of the message subject. The message ID is followed
by the originals subject.

 Note:
The subject is created the same way regardless of the order of the media types.

Mark Original Message as Read when Opened by
Recipient

The feature makes use of the Read Receipt capability of the e-mail server the message was
forwarded to. With this option enabled, a Read Receipt is requested to be returned to the
CallPilot system when the forwarded message is Read. CallPilot recognizes the returned Read
Receipt when either:

Preparing a Message to Forward or Archive
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1. A MIME message with "Content-Type: multipart/report; report-type=disposition-notification"
is received, AND, an "In-Reply-To:" or "References:" field is found containing the Message ID
of the original message,

-or-

2. A MIME message with "Content-Type: text/plain" is received, AND, a subject field is found
containing the string:

"[MsgId="the Message ID of the original message, and the string "]".

If CallPilot is able to extract the Message ID from an incoming Read Receipt, CallPilot marks
the message with that Message ID as Read. If this was the only message in the user's mailbox
that was Unread, the MWI light on the user's phone is turned off. If the message is already
marked Read then no action will be taken. You can also configure the system to automatically
delete the local copy of the message on the CallPilot server after the message is read.

Not all e-mail servers support Read Receipts. For example, at the time the document was
written, Yahoo Mail and other popular e-mail servers did not support Read Receipts. It is up to
the user to determine if their e-mail system supports Read Receipts.

To determine if the user's e-mail server supports Read Receipts, follow these steps:

1. Configure a CallPilot mailbox to forward to an account on the desired e-mail server.

2. Send a message to that mailbox. Verify that the MWI goes on at the corresponding phone
(MWI DN).

3. Verify that the message is received at the e-mail account. (If possible, verify that a Read
Receipt is requested.)

4. Read the message. (If possible, verify that a Read Receipt is sent out.)

5. Verify that the MWI light goes out on the phone (you may need to wait a minute or so).

 Note:
If the MWI goes out, this e-mail server currently supports Read Receipts.

Also, some systems give Read Receipts a lower priority than other messages, and Read
Receipts may not be returned to the CallPilot system immediately.

 Note:
This feature is not supported by CallPilot systems, and the option will be disabled if a CallPilot
address is selected.
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Several recommended CallPilot SMTP proxy servers
• Microsoft Exchange 5.5

• Sun OS 5.8 (Solaris 8)

• Sun OS 5.7 (Solaris 7)

• Lotus Notes Domino Server 7.0 (If Inbound Relay Enforcement is not set)

• Novell GroupWise Server 6.5 (If SMTP Service is enabled)

Servers with known problems
Microsoft Exchange 6.5. When this server relays a message, it discards all tags for requesting
read receipts and converts them to a single "Return-Receipt-To." This tag is not supported by
Microsoft Outlook. If an Exchange 6.5 e-mail server is used as the CallPilot SMTP proxy server,
the Message Forwarding Rule "Opened by Recipient" option will not work for the users.

Troubleshooting
The administrator can troubleshoot this feature by asking the user to check their CallPilot
mailbox for Read Receipts from the external e-mail server. If a Message ID is not found, the
message is treated as a normal Read Receipt and deposited into the user's mailbox (without
error). If the feature is working properly, there is no Read Receipts deposited into the user's
mailbox; the Read Receipt is deleted when the associated message is marked as Read.

If the event code 54865 parsing error is present in the Event log, a valid Read Receipt was
received but a corresponding CallPilot message was not found. This is because the message
is deleted.

The Event Log can be accessed in two ways:

1. Click the Windows Start → Programs → Administrative Tools → Event Viewer.

2. Navigate to the CallPilot Manager: System→ Event Browser.

If Read Receipts are not reliably returned or do not contain the required information, then the
Message Forwarding Rule should be configured to either mark the message as being Read
when the message is forwarded or clear the Mark original message as Read check box.

Several recommended CallPilot SMTP proxy servers
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Automatic disabling of the user Message Forwarding Rule
The user's Message Forwarding Rule is disabled if the CallPilot server receives a Regular Non
Delivery Notification (NDN) or Text NDN (English only, Exchange only) for any message
forwarded by the rule. Avaya disables the rule as a way to warn the user that a problem
occurred. The user is informed that the rule is disabled the next time they log in to the mailbox.
After the problem is resolved, the user can re-enable the rule.

An incoming message is considered a Regular NDN, and the user's rule is disabled, if the
message meets both of the following criteria:

• The Regular NDN has a DR (Disaster Recovery) list containing the rule destination, or
the DR list is empty.

• The Regular NDN contains the original message header.

An incoming message from an Exchange server is considered a Text NDN, and the user's rule
is disabled, if the message meets all three of the following criteria:

• The Text NDN contains the original message header, including the MessageID of the
original message.

• The Text NDN contains the field X-MS-Embedded-Report.

• The message subject does not start with "Read" or "Delivered."

Implications
1. Text NDNs received from non-Exchange servers are not interpreted as NDNs and the user's
rule is not disabled.

2. Text NDNs received from non-English Exchange servers is not interpreted as NDNs and the
user's rule is not be disabled.

3. Some e-mail servers do not return NDNs. If no NDN is returned, the user's rule is not
disabled.

Configuration Changes to Allow Outgoing Messages
SMTP Proxy is required for MTA to deliver the message, when auto-forwarding or archiving
messages to the e-mail server.

To set SMTP Proxy Server:
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1. CallPilot Manager → Messaging → Message Delivery Configuration

2. Scroll to SMTP/VPIM section, enter the SMTP server name, FQDN or IP address
in the Outgoing SMTP Mail/Proxy Server field.

3. Click Save.

To set FQDN:

1. CallPilot Manager → Messaging → Messaging Network Configuration

2. Select Server name Local Server Maintenance

3. Click Show Details

4. Scroll to SMTP/VPIM section, input local server FQDN in Server FQDN

5. Click Save

Message Archiving
Archived messages are sent as Economy to reduce the impact on the system, regardless of
the message being flagged Urgent, Normal, or, Economy.

If the CallPilot server detects an invalid address the system archiving is disabled. The user is
notified at next login, requiring you to repair the error. Even if message archiving is disabled,
addition of messages to the archiving queue continues. Message archiving continues when
the problem is resolved and message archiving is re-enabled.

When a message is archived, the audio format is not changed. Voice messages remain in VBK
format.

For the Message Archiving feature, the Subject is treated the same way as stated previously
for Message Forwarding Rules, but is extended to provide a way for the administrator to easily
sort and identify archived messages. The To, From, Sender and CLID are displayed at the
beginning of the Subject.

Message Archiving
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The subject of an archived message appears as follows: To: user-name [Mailbox#] From:
sender-name [sender-CLID]: generated or original-subject (see the following table.)

The following table is used to display the CLID and Sender's name:

CLID Sender's Name Original Sender in the Subject
Unknown Unknown (but with system tag) System

Unknown Unknown External

Known Unknown Unknown [CLID]

Known Known Sender-Name [CLID]

 Note:
The CallPilot subject field supports a maximum of 255 characters. If the original subject is
longer than allowed, the remaining characters at the end of the subject are discarded.

Forwarding Restrictions
Message Forwarding Rule does not adhere to the Mailbox Class "Allow users to send voice
messages to non-CallPilot recipients" option. Should the administrator want to prevent users
from forwarding CallPilot messages off of the system, the Message Forwarding Rule can be
disabled.

CallPilot addresses such as external phones, fax, and distribution lists are not supported by
the Message Forwarding Rule. Only the following CallPilot address types are accepted:

• LOCAL - <local VPIM prefix><mailbox>@<local FQDN>

• NMS - <NMS location's VPIM prefix><mailbox>@<local FQDN>

• Open VPIM - VPIM=<VPIM shortcut><mailbox>/<remote FDQN>@<local FQDN>

• Remote Mailbox - <remote location's VPIM prefix><mailbox>@<local FQDN>

If a recipient address is not resolved by the Address Module, the message is not delivered.
You or the user must check that the recipient address is correct. Event 55091 is sent to the
event log.

CallPilot distribution lists are not supported with this feature. If a message is addressed to a
CallPilot distribution list, event 55092 is sent to the event log and the user interface does not
allow the address to be saved. Note that e-mail distribution lists are supported. An e-mail
distribution list can be entered as an e-mail address in the Message Forwarding Rule.

If a message is not forwarded to the same user mailbox that owns the Message Forwarding
Rule (original sender). Event 55092 is sent to the event log.
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If the Message Forwarding Rule fails due to an LDAP search error, the newly arrived message
cannot be forwarded or archived. Ensure the LDAP server is running. Event 55093 is sent to
the event log. If this persists contact Customer Service Representative (CSR).

A message for forwarding failed to be composed or deposited to MTA, preventing the message
from being archived or forwarded. Event 55094 is sent to the event log. Ensure the MAS
Multimedia is running. If the problem persists, contact your Customer Service Representative
(CSR).

A single message cannot be forwarded more than two times. For example if user A forwards
to user B, user B forwards to C, and user C forwards to user D, the Notification Server does
not forward the message to user D. Event 55095 is sent to event log.

Feature Limitations
The following is a list of feature limitations for the Message Forwarding Rule:

• A rule is limited to one e-mail or CallPilot address.

• There is a maximum one rule per mailbox.

• CallPilot distribution lists are not supported.

• Synchronization between e-mail and CallPilot server is not supported.

• Messages must be deleted from both e-mail and CallPilot accounts, however, CallPilot
can be configured to AutoDelete messages after they are read.

• Partial synchronization is supported. The user must mark CallPilot messages as "read"
when the message is opened from e-mail server (e-mail server must support Read
Receipts).

• Forwarding is not based on importance (Urgent, Normal, Economy), sensitivity (Private
or Normal), time, date, sender, or subject, and so on.

• Voice messages cannot be played over the telephone from a computer once they are
converted to WAV.

• Microsoft Outlook, Lotus Notes, and Novell GroupWise Desktop Messaging users that
activate a rule see two occurrences of the same message, once in CallPilot view and
again in the e-mail inbox.

• The scheduler attempts to resend a message three times an hour for a maximum of 48
hours.

 Note:
You can prevent users from forwarding CallPilot messages outside the system by disabling
the Message Forwarding Rule feature.

Feature Limitations
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• The Message Forwarding Rule configuration page only provides simple address
validation and checks for CallPilot addresses.

• If an invalid address is entered, an NDN is sent to the originator, and the Message
Forwarding Rule is disabled. The user must check and correct the address, and enable
the Message Forwarding Rule.

 Note:
The interface does not prevent the user from configuring a rule to forward fax messages to
a user who has no fax capability, or CallPilot messages to an invalid CallPilot mailbox.

Speech activated messaging
Speech activated messaging is a voice messaging service that is enabled by speech
recognition technology. It can be used as an alternative to DTMF commands. Speech activated
messaging enables mailbox owners to speak commands for mailbox navigation, as well as
playing, recording, composing and sending messages.

It is particularly useful for

• areas with low DTMF penetration

• mailbox owners who are likely to check their e-mail messages with their hands free (for
example, while driving).

Channel requirements
If a mailbox has speech recognition capability, then speech recognition channels are
required.

 Important:
Each call that is received by a speech-capable mailbox is serviced by a speech recognition
channel (the equivalent of four voice channels).
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Addressing capabilities
Callers use telephone numbers to address CallPilot mailboxes. CallPilot requires dialing
information to translate a number into a DN. Dialing information consists of

• information required to dial out from the local switch and access a private ESN or public
network

• information required to distinguish certain area or city codes; which are used for either
local calls or long distance calls, depending on the destination DN

CallPilot uses dialing translation definitions to determine how to treat DNs with mixed area or
city codes. Mixed area or city codes can be either local or long distance for a location,
depending on the exchange code.

Pause characters
Include a pause character in a DN to insert a 2-second pause between digits. Pauses are not
supported for internal DNs.

You may require pauses in a DN

• to access an external line

• to wait for the recipient system to answer a call before entering an access code or mailbox
number

In CallPilot Manager, you can use pause characters in the revert DN, default printing DN, or
RNcallback DN.

 Note:
The telephone interface does not support entering pause characters.

In CallPilot, desktop users can insert authorization and access codes within the fax Directory
Numbers (DNs). CallPilot permits timed pauses and number-sign digits within the DN
addresses.

The following components support the pause architecture:

• CallPilot Manager

• Desktop Client

• My CallPilot

- Support for DN addresses with pause or number-sign digits

Addressing capabilities
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The following two-digit characters are available:

• *(asterisk, 2-second pause)

• , (comma, 2-second pause)

• P (upper- or lowercase letter P, 2-second pause)

• # (number-sign, for supporting authorization codes and access codes that follow a PSTN)

Pause support is available for:

• Telephone addresses

• Fax addresses

• Mailbox Revert DN (asterisk and commas are permitted, but number-sign is not permitted)

• Mailbox Default Printing DN

• Mailbox Remote Notification DN

Asterisk, commas, or number-sign digits are available in the following applications:

• CallPilot Manager

• My CallPilot RN target DN setup

The letter P (upper- or lowercase) or number-sign digits are available in the following
applications:

• Desktop Client

 Note:
The telephone interface does not support entering any pause or number-sign digits.

A comma (instead of a p or P) is required if adding a pause from an IMAP client.

The 2-second timed pause is a system-wide (administrator readable only) default. It is viewable
using:

• CallPilot Manager → Messaging → Message Delivery Configuration Menu → Remote
Contact:AMIS/Enterprise

Outcalling details
• Outcalling includes Delivery to Telephone (DTT), Delivery to Fax (DTF), and Remote

Notification (RN) services.

• Pause or number-sign digits are not supported for internal DNs.

• Digits following the first number-sign are out-pulsed separately. Any asterisk digits are
interpreted as the digit asterisk and not a 2-second pause.
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• Attendant DN can use only commas or asterisks and cannot use number-sign digits.

• For all trunk types (Analog, DTI, or ISDN), the end-to-end speech path from the CallPilot
to the far-end station switch must be established for the pause character to function
correctly.

 Note:
Note: ISDN trunks do not support the pause architecture.

The following figure shows an example of a pause digit within the Mailbox Attendant DN:

The following figure shows an example of a pause digit within the Mailbox Default Printing
(DN):

Outcalling details
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The following figure shows an example of a pause digit within the Mailbox RN Target DN:

Composing using CallPilot Desktop
The following figure shows an example of composing using CallPilot Desktop - Addressing to
a remote Fax service using Authentication Codes.
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Composing using Web Messaging
The following figure shows an example of composing using Web Messaging - Addressing to
remote Fax service using Authentication Codes.

The following figure shows an example of using My CallPilot to configure RN - adding pause
characters within RN using My CallPilot.

Composing using Web Messaging
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Pause Support Troubleshooting
In addition to any event logs, the following notifications are available.

Service Notification Type
Telephone DN NDN

Fax DN NDN

Mailbox Revert DN (number-sign is not
permitted, only asterisk or commas)

N/A

Mailbox Default Printing DN N/A
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Service Notification Type
Mailbox Remote Notification DN Mailbox summary after login (telephone

only)

Troubleshooting
Problem: Your message did not reach some or all of the intended recipients.

Symptom:

• Subject: (no subject)

• Date: Mon, 28 Jan 2002 17:26:21 -0500 (Eastern Standard Time)

• The following recipient(s) could not be reached:

• "Unknown" <VOICE=99,,99999999@cpi0005.ca.avaya.com>

• Reason: The external telephone number used in addressing the message could not be
dialed.

1. Check the NDN reason explanation (if available).

2. Attempt manual dialing of the number with estimated pause timings

3. Verify that DNs without pause or number-sign digits are OK.

4. If the Telset Application service did not start, check the address format on the server-
side.

5. Check whether the Telset Application service was involved. Reproduce the problem
and check whether the appropriate application service started.

6. If the Telset service started then a SLEE trace may be required for further
analysis.

7. Remote Notification, Default Fax DN Attendant Transfer issues require Telset
application investigation (SLEE trace).

8. If you are using ISDN and further analysis is needed the following information is
required:

• M1: D-Channel (Monitor level 2) and ELAN traces

• CallPilot: AML, and SLEE traces

9. If you are using ISDN, ensure the speech path is established before the pause
characters are sent.

10. Using speed dial, verify dialling the number with all the appropriate pause character
and number-sign digits. If the call cannot be completed using speed dial, it will not
work using CallPilot.

Troubleshooting
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Number-sign support
Mailbox owners must include the number-sign (#) in a dialable number to terminate entry of
access codes or authorization codes that follow the PSTN.

CallPilot does not support the use of number-signs in internal DNs.

In CallPilot Manager, you can use the number-sign

• in the default printing DN

• in combination with pause characters

Configuration requirements
An administrator with access to CallPilot Manager Messaging Management functionality must
configure dialing information.

Service directory numbers
To make a service or application available to callers, you must add a unique SDN to the SDN
Table and then publish the number to users of the service. Until you do this, the service or
application exists in the system but callers cannot use it.

 Note:
Services that require an outbound SDN before they can perform their functions are
automatically added to the SDN Table during software installation.

In addition to providing a unique DN for each CallPilot service, the SDN configuration also
determines certain aspects of the service behavior. SDNs correspond to numbers that are
configured on the switch. Each SDN you enter in the SDN Table must correspond to one of
the following numbers on the switch:

• the controlled DN of an ACD queue

• the DN of a phantom DN
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Multiple SDNs for a single service
Create more than one SDN for a service when you must configure different session profiles
for different user groups.

• Example 1

Whenever a block in an application must behave differently from other blocks in the
application, create the block as a separate application instead of as a block within a single
application. Then you can configure the session profile for each use of the application
block. For more information, refer to the CallPilot Application Builder Guide
NN44200-102)

• Example 2

If your CallPilot system supports multiple languages for fax item maintenance, voice item
maintenance, speech activated messaging, or paced speech messaging, create an SDN
for each supported language, for each service.

Inbound SDNs
Inbound SDNs are required for dialable services. The SDN is the number that callers dial to
access the service. You must add these SDNs to the CallPilot Manager SDN Table. After you
add an SDN you can change its default configuration.

Outbound SDNs
Outbound SDNs are added to the SDN Table automatically during installation. Outbound SDNs
are not dialed by callers. They are used by the system to place outbound calls and to determine
the channel resources allocated to the service. You cannot use CallPilot Manager to create or
modify outbound SDNs.

Typically, default outbound SDNs listed in the SDN table include:

• OUTBOUND11 (remote notification)

• OUTBOUND15 (multi-delivery to fax)

• OUTBOUND18 (desktop telephony agent)

• OUTBOUND6 (admin agent)

Multiple SDNs for a single service
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• OUTBOUND7 (delivery to telephone)

• OUTBOUND8 (delivery to fax)

If the networking feature is provided, all networking solutions are installed automatically. These
include

• OUTBOUND9 (enterprise networking)

• AMIS networking

If your system was purchased with the appropriate keycode, there might also be a multimedia
messaging SDN.

Restrictions on editing outbound SDNs
Outbound SDNs are automatically created by the system during installation. You cannot

• create or delete an outbound SDN

• rename an outbound SDN

• change the actual SDN (This number is specific to each service and is automatically
assigned.)

• modify the session profile or callback handling properties

Adding inbound Service Directory Numbers (SDNs)
To make a custom application available to mailbox owners or callers, add the SDN to the
CallPilot SDN Table. When a custom application becomes obsolete, delete the SDN. You must
know the controlled DN or phantom DN configured on the switch for the service you are
adding.

Getting there: System → Service Directory Number

The maximum number of SDNs that you can add for each server is:

• 201i and 202i - 500

• 703t - 2500

• 1002rp - 2500

• 600r - 2500

• 1005r - 2500

• 1006r - 2500
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 Note:
You cannot add or delete an outbound SDN.

Configuring a session profile for messaging services
You must configure a session profile for

• any custom application voice menu or feature

• express voice messaging

• express fax messaging

When you configure a session profile, you can

• Limit the session length and number of consecutive invalid password entries to prevent
malicious callers from using up your system resources.

• Specify an express voice messaging or express fax messaging mailbox number.

• Specify a language for the session if there is more than one language installed on the
system.

Defining the broadcast message numbers

Broadcast capabilities
Use the Messaging Management screen to define the numbers that mailbox owners must
specify when they compose broadcast messages. Depending on the mailbox class, mailbox
owners have one of the following levels of broadcast capability:

• no broadcast capability

• local broadcast capability (includes local location broadcast capability). A local broadcast
is a voice message that is delivered to all of the users on the local system. A location
broadcast is a message that is sent to all users at a specific remote site or switch location
in the messaging network.

• both local broadcast and network broadcast (includes network location broadcast)
capability. A network broadcast is a message that is sent to all mailboxes at both local
and remote sites (including switch locations) in the messaging network.

Configuring a session profile for messaging services
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Configuration requirements

For local broadcasts:
• An administrator with access to CallPilot Manager Messaging Management functionality

must define broadcast message numbers.

• An administrator with access to CallPilot Manager Mailbox Classes functionality must set
up mailbox classes that permit local broadcast capability.

• An administrator with access to CallPilot Manager User Administration functionality must
ensure that mailbox owners are assigned a mailbox class with local broadcast capability
enabled.

 Note:
The Mailbox number field in Messaging Management - Broadcast Information must not be
left blank. The Network Broadcast Number is blank by default.

For location and network broadcasts:

• Networking or Network Message Service (NMS) must be installed on the CallPilot
server.

• Broadcast message capability must be enabled between the local CallPilot server and
remote messaging servers.

• Remote messaging servers must run either Meridian Mail release 12 or later, or CallPilot
2.0 or later.

• An administrator with access to CallPilot Manager Mailbox Classes functionality must set
up mailbox classes that permit network broadcast capability.

• An administrator with access to CallPilot Manager User Administration functionality must
ensure that mailbox owners are assigned a mailbox class with network broadcast
capability enabled.
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Impact on system resources
Extensive use of broadcast messages adds to the messaging traffic over the CallPilot system.
To minimize its use:

• Limit broadcast capability to the level that mailbox owners really need.

• Maintain a comprehensive list of SDLs and enable SDL addressing for mailbox owners.

• Disable the exchange of broadcast messages between the local messaging server and
one or more remote messaging servers.

Getting there: Messaging → Messaging Management → Broadcast Information section

Defining broadcast messages
You can configure CallPilot to consider any message sent to more than one recipient to be
handled like a broadcast message.

You can configure the following:

• Treat messages with large address lists as broadcast messages: enable to activate this
functionality

• Number of recipients required to be treated as a broadcast message: defines how many
recipients must be used in a message for the message to be considered a broadcast
message

Getting there: Messaging → Messaging Management → Broadcast Information section

Fax (multimedia) messaging
A CallPilot mailbox owner can create, send, and receive messages with both voice and fax
items only if the mailbox class that is assigned to the mailbox has fax capability enabled.

Impact on system resources
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Creation of messages with both voice and fax items
Messages that contain both voice and fax items can be created in either of the following ways:

• A mailbox owner records a voice annotation for an existing fax message and then
forwards the new message.

• A mailbox owner appends a fax message to a voice message through desktop messaging
or My CallPilot and sends the new message.

Delivery of messages with both voice and fax items
For messages that contain both voice and fax items, CallPilot assumes that the address is
either a telephone number or a fax number.

The items delivered depend on the device that receives the message

IF a message is
delivered to a

THEN the result is that

Fax machine only the fax item is delivered. The message originator receives
a nondelivery notification for the voice item of the message.

Answering machine if an answering machine receives the call and initiates a fax
carrier tone at any point during the voice item delivery, the DTT
service transfers the message to the DTF service.

Touch-tone telephone depends on whether the DTT service is enabled for the mailbox
owner and is configured to require DTMF confirmation.

• If DTMF confirmation is configured, when the recipient
indicates DTMF capability (by pressing a key at any point
during the DTT session) he or she is prompted to select voice
recording or fax delivery, or both. If the recipient has access
to a fax machine, he or she can receive the fax or transfer the
call to the fax DN.

• If DTMF confirmation is not configured, the recipient hears the
voice item. After the message is delivered and a response is
recorded (if there is one), the DTT service transfers the call to
the DTF service and attempts fax delivery. If the telephone is
a faxphone, the fax item is also delivered. If not, the originator
receives a nondelivery notification for the fax item.

Personal computer if the computer has a voice mail and fax card, both voice and
fax items are delivered. If not, the originator receives a
nondelivery notification for the fax item.
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Channel requirements
If a mailbox has fax messaging capability, then fax channels are required.

 Important:
Each call that is received by a fax-capable mailbox is serviced by a fax channel (the
equivalent of two voice channels), regardless of whether or not the caller intends to leave a
fax.

Configuring a fax service
You must configure fax options for a fax feature (for example, express fax messaging) or
custom application.

 Important:
If you do not specify a billing DN, chargeable calls are billed to the SDN.

 Note:
A custom cover page is recommended for each fax service.

Getting there: System → Service Directory Number → SDN Details page → Fax Settings
section

One Number Voice Fax Call Answering service
You can configure CallPilot to deliver incoming fax messages directly to the user's mailbox
without the user having to manually transfer the fax if they happen to answer the phone. This
is achieved using the One Number Voice Fax Call Answering service.

 Note:
This feature is not available for T1 integrated CallPilot systems.

How you set it up On the switch:

Channel requirements
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• Configure a CDN for the One Number Voice Fax Call Answering
service.

• Configure two DNs for each user of this feature:

- A primary DN for the desktop phone. This would be the published
voice/fax DN of the user, typically the user’s published DID
number.

- A phantom DN that (a) terminates the user's DID calls and (b)
forwards incoming calls to the One Number Voice Fax Call
Answering CDN.

• Configure Incoming DID Digit Conversion (IDC) for each user to
convert the published DID number (primary DN of the desktop
phone) to the phantom DN.

In CallPilot Manager:

• Assign the SDN to the One Number Voice Fax Call Answering
service in the SDN table.

• Configure the DNs for users of the One Number Voice Fax Call
Answering service.

What happens
when a call comes
in

Callers (voice and fax) call the published voice/fax DN of the user. Calls
to this DN are converted using Incoming DID Digit Conversion (IDC)
from the published DID to the phantom DN, which then forwards the
call to the One Number Voice Fax Call Answering CDN. The One
Number Voice Fax Call Answering service, running on fax channels,
then answers the call and plays ring-back to the caller for 6 to 10
seconds while trying to detect CNG tone (fax machine tone).

• If CNG tone is detected, Fax Call Answering is activated and the fax
message is deposited into the user’s mailbox (with the same caller
ID information as regular Call Answering).

• If CNG tone is not detected, the call is transferred to the user's
desktop phone as usual.

For more information on how to configure the One Number Voice Fax Call Answering service,
refer to CallPilot Manager online Help.

Configuring callback handling for a fax service
When planning callback handling options, identify how callback numbers must be treated for
the service you are configuring. Callback numbers must be in a format that the system can use
to generate a DN. This ensures that the requested fax items can be delivered. CallPilot needs
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the correct access code to originate a telephone call from the switch. The treatment you select
determines how callers are prompted to enter fax callback numbers.

• Ensure that callers are prompted to enter the necessary dialing codes, such as country
code or area code.

• Identify the potential calling audience and where the members are calling from.

 Note:
If all boxes are disabled, no further configuration is necessary.

Getting there: System → Service Directory Number → SDN Details page → Callback Handling
section

Configuring a custom cover page for a fax service
A custom cover page is recommended for each fax service.

Getting there: System → Service Directory Number → SDN Details page → Fax Settings →
Cover Sheet section

Configuring date format for fax cover pages
To configure date format for fax cover pages on CallPilot Server follow the procedure:

1. Go to Start → Control Panel → Regional and Language Options → Regional
Options.

2. Select your Country to match the date format you need, or click Customize to
choose your own format.

3. Navigate to the Advanced tab and check "Apply all settings to the current user
account and to the default user profile".

4. Click Apply and then OK buttons.

 Important:
The reboot is required to changes take effect.

Configuring alternate telephone interfaces
CallPilot can be configured to permit use of an alternate telephone interface that is similar to
a widely-used command-based or a widely-used menu-based telephone interface. Use of

Configuring a custom cover page for a fax service
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either of these alternate interfaces means that you do not need to force mailbox owners who
are accustomed to a different interface to learn unfamiliar telephone commands.

 Important:
Since an alternative user interface supports only core messaging functions, the mailbox
owner must use the CallPilot voice messaging interface, desktop messaging, or My CallPilot
to access advanced fax (multimedia) messaging and mailbox administration functions.

The mailbox number
All alternate interface users must have mailbox numbers with the configured number of digits
to allow logon by entering the mailbox and password as a single string of digits without the
usual mailbox terminator (#) required for standard CallPilot. Although CallPilot mailbox
numbers with fewer digits are accepted if mailbox owners supply the terminator, this is not
recommended.

 Important:
Logon by means of an alternate telephone interface to mailboxes with more than the defined
number of digits fail because CallPilot assumes that all input received after the defined
number of mailbox digits is part of the password.

Access control
A Session Profile setting in the SDN definition controls whether or not the SDN interface style
overrides the mailbox owner's preferred style. If this setting is disabled, callers to the standard
voice messaging SDN are presented with the mailbox owner's preferred telephone interface
(CallPilot menu interface or CallPilot alternate command interface) following initial access to
the mailbox.

Configuration requirements and options
No special installation or switch configuration is required.

The following list describes CallPilot server configuration requirements and options:

1. An administrator with access to CallPilot Manager Service Directory Number
functionality must configure CallPilot to present these new mailbox owners
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(following initial logon) with telephone commands that are similar to those to which
they are accustomed.

2. An administrator with access to CallPilot Manager Messaging Management
functionality must configure the number of digits required for each mailbox
configured to use an alternate telephone interface.

3. An administrator with access to CallPilot Manager Mailbox Classes functionality
must configure mailbox classes to enable mailbox owners to use either the CallPilot
voice messaging interface or an alternate telephone interface.

4. An administrator with access to CallPilot Manager User Administration functionality
must ensure that the appropriate mailbox class is assigned to new and existing
mailboxes.

Configure alternate telephone interfaces to support new CallPilot mailbox owners who are
accustomed to using another messaging system. CallPilot supports the use of two alternate
telephone interfaces:

• one similar to a widely-used command-based interface

• one similar to a widely used menu-based interface

Once all required configuration tasks are performed, mailbox owners can access a mailbox by
using either the CallPilot voice messaging SDN, or the SDN configured for the alternate
interface.

 Important:
As you add new mailbox owners that prefer an alternate telephone interface, use an input
data file that specifies the appropriate new mailbox class.

Educating mailbox owners
Refer mailbox owners to My CallPilot Useful Information for quick reference cards and
command comparison cards for the alternate interfaces.

Automating the choice of telephone interface for mailbox
owners and callers

A Session Profile setting in the SDN definition controls whether or not the SDN interface style
overrides the mailbox owner's preferred telephone interface style. If this setting is disabled,
callers to the standard voice messaging SDN are presented with the mailbox owner's preferred
telephone interface style (following initial access to the mailbox).

Educating mailbox owners
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Availability of CallPilot functions to users of alternate
interfaces

Because an alternative telephone interface supports only core messaging functions, the
mailbox owner must use the CallPilot interface or a web interface to access advanced
multimedia messaging and mailbox administration functions.

Service access
CallPilot Messaging uses the called SDN to determine which application or service is to be
offered. Individual services may then use the call record information to offer different options.
For example, the logon service uses the call record information to determine whether to prompt
for mailbox number or password.

Each alternative logon and call answering application incorporates a service menu. The service
menu lets the caller leave a message in a mailbox, dial an extension, or log on to a mailbox.
The user interface style for Call Answering is controlled by a mailbox class setting (telephone
interface for mailbox callers).

Limitations of alternate telephone interfaces
• no extended message header

• provide the short message header option only.

• no on the phone notification prompt

• no administrative prompts such as those for recording the system greeting or another
mailbox owner's personal verification.

• no commands to create or print fax messages

• no RN or remote text notification administration prompts and commands

• mailbox owners must use the CallPilot UI to configure notification settings

• no prompts or commands for maintenance of PDLs

• invalid PDL entries are not auto-deleted

• DTMF Confirmation Required for DTT prompt

• no CallPilot economy delivery option
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• speech activated messaging provides only CallPilot prompts and commands

• provide prompts and commands for auto printing fax messages and for printing a fax
separator page, but not for administering those functions

• callers who access a mailbox by name dialing do not receive prompts provided by
alternate telephone interfaces

• prompt terminology differences among the telephone interfaces

• revert DN works only if the caller presses zero before the end of the mailbox owner's
recorded greeting

Configuration tasks
The following configuration tasks allow mailbox owners to be transitioned to the CallPilot
telephone interface without requiring new logon DNs.

• Ensure that the mailbox class setting determines the telephone interface for all mailbox
callers.

• Create a CallPilot voice messaging SDN that ensures that the use of the selected
alternate interface overrides the telephone interface specified in the mailbox class.

• Create mailbox classes for the alternative interface users and configure them with the
mailbox owner's preferred telephone interface. To ensure you have all required mailbox
classes, you can duplicate each existing mailbox class and then configure the call
answering options to use the preferred telephone interface.

• Apply the appropriate new mailbox class to each existing mailbox owner who prefers the
alternate telephone interface.

Ensuring access to features exclusive to CallPilot
Because an alternative user interface supports only core messaging functions, the mailbox
owner must use the CallPilot voice messaging interface, desktop messaging, or My CallPilot
to access advanced multimedia messaging and mailbox administration functions.

 Important:
To ensure that all mailbox owners can access CallPilot features not supported by alternate
telephone interfaces, configure a second voice messaging SDN with the SDN override
enabled.

Configuration tasks
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Storage management
The alternate telephone interfaces use the automatic deletion strategy configured for CallPilot.
Expiry periods for saved messages are configured in the mailbox class resource usage
controls.

Ensuring use of the preferred telephone interface
By default, the mailbox class determines the set of telephone commands presented to the
mailbox owner following logon to the mailbox.

If many CallPilot mailbox owners are accustomed to using another voice messaging system,
you might want to configure an alternate telephone interface and corresponding mailbox
classes.

SDN override
Leave the SDN override disabled if you want to configure some mailboxes to present an
alternate telephone interface, or to allow mailbox owners to determine which telephone
interface is presented.

Getting there: System → Service Directory Number → SDN Details page → Session Profile

Making the alternate telephone interface available to users
To make an alternate telephone interface available to mailbox owners or callers, you must add
a voice messaging SDN to the CallPilot SDN table.

 Important:
To ensure the mailbox owner is presented with the alternate telephone commands following
logon to the mailbox, configure the SDN so that the telephone interface associated with the
SDN overrides the telephone interface specified in the mailbox class.
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Information you need
You need the controlled DN or phantom DN configured on the switch for this service.

Getting there: System → Service Directory Number → SDN Details page → General

Configuring Avaya NES Contact Center Voice Services
support

NES Contact Center Voice Services support

• provides unified messaging to NES Contact Center personnel

• allows the use of a single server to provide both messaging and voice services

• allows customers who install multiple keycoded unified messaging components (for
example, fax messaging, desktop messaging and My CallPilot, or Email-By-Phone) to
purchase a CallPilot system with integrated NES Contact Center Voice Services features

A maximum of 96 CallPilot voice channels can be allocated for NES Contact Center Voice
Services support.

Voice Services call flow
• The switch informs the NES Contact Center server that a call arrived at the ACD

queue.

• The NES Contact Center server routes the call to the ACD queue.

• The switch sends the call to a CallPilot ACCESS channel. The Meridian Link TSP alerts
CallPilot and CallPilot informs the NES Contact Center server of the call coming in over
the ACCESS link.

• The NES Contact Center server controls playing of voice segments and collection of digits
over the ACCESS link.

Information you need
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Feature architecture
• On the CallPilot server, channels are allocated to either messaging services or NES

Contact Center Voice Services.

• The NES Contact Center server acquires voice port DNs from the switch by means of the
Application Module Link (AML) and voice port channels from CallPilot by means of the
ACCESS link.

• Custom applications (created and maintained in Application Builder) are used to
administer voice prompts. Voice prompts can be edited using third-party applications.

• The CallPilot database stores the following information:

- the NES Contact Center server IP address on the customer LAN

- the DNs of all ACCESS and IVR ports

- the key 0 and key 1 DNs of all ACCESS and IVR channels

- the channels that are reserved for ACCESS or IVR

• The CallPilot server registry stores the ACCESS link port number.

• Resources acquired by the NES Contact Center server are associated with its AML
connection.

 Important:
AML allows resources to be associated with one AML connection only. This means that
the CallPilot AML connection with the switch cannot be used to control voice channels
already acquired by NES Contact Center.

• The switch communicates with CallPilot through the NES Contact Center server and the
Meridian link services module (MLSM).

• ACCESS and IVR channels support voice media only and each channel uses one DSP.
CallPilot ACCESS class IDs identify ACCESS channels. If you are migrating from
Meridian Mail to CallPilot 2.02 or later, note the following architecture changes:

- The TCP/IP (ELAN) ACCESS link between the CallPilot server and the NES Contact
Center server replaces the serial ACCESS link between Meridian Mail and the NES
Contact Center server.

- CallPilot does not support the communication link (CSL) used between Meridian Mail
and the switch.
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System requirements
• Avaya NES Contact Center release 4.2 on a PVI platform with the NS040206CPSU07S

performance enhancement

• CallPilot 2.0 or later

• Depending on the switch, either of the following:

- Meridian 1 X11 software release 24.24 or later

- Avaya Communication Server 1000 release 1.1 or later

Voice port requirements
Voice port configuration must be consistent across the switch, the NES Contact Center server,
and the CallPilot server. This means that:

• Each voice port DN configured on the switch and the NES Contact Center server are also
be configured on the CallPilot server.

• The ACD queue configured on the switch for ACCESS channels is configured as the NES
Contact Center Voice Services ACD queue in the CallPilot SDN table.

• The ACD queue for IVR channels is configured as an Application Builder voice menu or
announcement in the CallPilot SDN table.

• The Class ID matches those configured on the NES Contact Center server and the
switch.

 Important:
CallPilot requires at least one port to be configured as multimedia or voice messaging. If all
ports are configured as IVR in the Configuration Wizard, the ELAN subnet is not established
successfully when the system is rebooted. CallPilot requires at least one multimedia channel
for its own use.

System requirements
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Configuration tasks
• On the switch:

- Configure separate embedded LAN (ELAN) and value added server (VAS) IDs for
NES Contact Center and CallPilot.

- Configure an ACD queue for the ACCESS agent and an ACD queue for the IVR
agent.

- Configure each ACCESS and IVR port.

• On the CallPilot server:

- Use the Configuration Wizard to enter the NES Contact Center server IP address
on the customer LAN, the terminal numbers for the IVR and ACCESS channels, and
the IVR and ACCESS channel allocations.

 Important:
The channel number assigned to the ACCESS port on the NES Contact Center
server must match the Class ID that is configured in the CallPilot channel
allocation.

- Use CallPilot Manager to add service DNs for Contact Center Voice Services (the
ACCESS CDN) and the Application Builder announcement or voice menu (the IVR
agent CDN).

Troubleshooting NES Contact Center Voice Services
support

If the following events occur, you need to troubleshoot the NES Contact Center Voice Services
support:

• The Event Browser displays a Meridian link TSP or ACCESS link event.

• Mailbox owners notice that calls are not answered.

Meridian Link TSP events
System event codes in between 43000 and 43299 identify Meridian link TSP events.
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These include

• 43000 (Meridian link is not operating)

• 43002 (Meridian link is operating)

• 43004 (the TSP started)

ACCESS link events
Application event codes between 60900 and 60999 identify ACCESS link events.

These include:

• 60920 (ACCESS link is not operating)

• 60921 (ACCESS link is operating)

Problem diagnosis configuration checklist
• Is voice port configuration consistent across all subsystems?

• On the CallPilot server:

- Is the NES Contact Center server IP address properly configured?

- Is the ACD queue for ACCESS channels configured as the Contact Center Voice
Services SDN?

- Is the ACD queue for IVR channels configured as the NES Contact Center Voice
Services support announcement or voice menu SDN?

- Does the Class ID configured through Configuration Wizard equal the ACCESS port
channel configured on the NES Contact Center server?

• On the NES Contact Center server:

- Is the CallPilot ELAN IP address properly configured?

- Does the ACCESS voice port channel equal the Class ID on the CallPilot server?

- Is the port number configured as 10008?

• On the switch:

- Is the ACD queue for ACCESS channels configured so that IVR=YES and
ALOG=YES?

- Is the ACD queue for IVR channels configured so that IVR=YES and ALOG=YES?

ACCESS link events
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- Are the ACCESS and IVR channels configured so that AST=0, 1 and CLS=MMA,
FLXA?

- Are all CallPilot server ELAN VAS IDs configured so that SECU=YES?

Dynamic channel allocations
By default, CallPilot allocates channels to services dynamically, based on available channel
resources. For most systems, this default configuration works very efficiently.

 Important:
The total number of channels available for any CallPilot system is keycode-controlled. If you
need more channels, upgrade your CallPilot server.

 Important:
The minimum and maximum channel criteria pertain to the channel media type only (Voice,
Fax or ASR) being used to process this type of service, and has nothing to do with DS30
channels (Multimedia, Access or IVR).

The default minimum
The minimum number of channels allocated to each service is zero. This means that services
are not guaranteed access to any channels. Other services are allowed to use all of the
channels of a particular type (such as fax), leaving no available channels.

How the default minimum channel allocation for a service works

• When a Fax on Demand service is configured with the default minimum channel allocation
of zero (0), no channels are dedicated to this service.

• Whenever all fax channels on the system become busy due to traffic generated by other
fax services, a call in to the Fax on Demand service is queued until a fax channel becomes
idle.

The default maximum
By default, the maximum number of channels that a service can use at any one time is all
channels of the required type.
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How the default maximum channel allocation for a service works

• Four fax channels are on your system. A Fax on Demand service is configured with the
default maximum channel allocation. This means that no fax channels are reserved for
other fax services.

• Whenever a burst of traffic is directed at the Fax on Demand service, this service is
allowed to use all available fax channels simultaneously, leaving no channels available
to other fax services.

Allocations for applications with fax callback
If the session profile for an application allows fax callback delivery, the channel allocations
assigned to the service SDN are not used. Instead, the channel allocations assigned to the
DTF SDN are used, because the DTF service delivers faxes on a callback.

Allocations for speech recognition services
Speech recognition channels use four times the processing power of multimedia channels.

Monitoring service demand
Run the Reporter System Traffic Summary report to identify how much particular services are
used. For example, you can identify the percentage of total traffic generated by a service. This
gives you an idea of whether the current channel allocations for that service are adequate.

Estimating service requirements
Use the guidelines in the CallPilot Planning and Engineering Guide (NN44200-200) to estimate
the number of channels a service needs. Then use Reporter to monitor actual service usage
to see if you must adjust the channel allocations.

Allocations for applications with fax callback
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Re-allocating channels
You can change the minimum number of channels guaranteed for a service. This is useful
whenever traffic generated by the service is greater than originally anticipated or for temporary
high demand on a service.

The way you allocate channels during times of normal operation depends on factors such as

• how much traffic you expect the service to generate

• the importance of the service.

 Important:
Avaya strongly recommends that you do not re-allocate channels to services unless you
experience problems making an essential service available to users. Verifying a new
allocation scheme for all services can be time-consuming.

This section provides several examples of how channels might be re-allocated temporarily to
accommodate a typical demand on a service.

Example 1: A new voice menu application is put into
service

This menu informs company employees of the new benefits plan, and is expected to generate
heavy traffic during the first month it is used. Your system has 18 voice channels. For the first
month of service, you allocate a minimum of two channels and a maximum of four channels
to the voice menu. After one month, when the amount of traffic generated by the service
decreases, you reduce the minimum number of channels to zero and the maximum to two.

• A minimum setting of zero means that the service is not guaranteed any channels. If all
voice channels are busy, the service cannot obtain a channel until there is an idle
channel.

• A maximum setting of two means that the service cannot use more than two of the 18
voice channels simultaneously. Sixteen channels are reserved for use by other voice
services.
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Example 2: Allocations for large-scale external distributions
of fax messages

You can temporarily reconfigure your system to increase the CallPilot resources dedicated to
performing a large-scale fax distribution. By default, no channels are guaranteed for this
service.

• Requirements and recommendations

Before you can allocate additional resources to a large-scale external fax distribution, you must
configure the threshold that determines the meaning of large-scale.

Avaya strongly recommends that you use the altered channel allocation on a temporary basis
only, and during off-peak hours.

 Important:
Mailbox owners who are responsible for large-scale external fax distributions must time
delivery of the fax messages to coincide with the temporary channel re-allocation.

• Configuring the threshold

The number of channels that can be simultaneously allocated to deliver fax broadcast
messages is determined by the configuration of the multi-delivery to fax SDN. The DTF SDN
handles external deliveries of fax messages that are addressed to a lower number of recipients
than is configured for the multi-delivery to fax service.

Getting there: System → Service Directory Number → SDN Details

Email-by-Phone with CallPilot Manager
The Email-by-Phone feature enables mailbox owners to listen to e-mail messages over a
telephone in much the same way as they listen to voice messages.

The steps for configuring the Email-by-Phone feature are as follows:

• Configure the external e-mail server

CallPilot Manager → Messaging → External Email Servers.

• Configure the user's class of service

CallPilot Manager → User → Mailbox Class section.

• Configure the user's e-mail account

Example 2: Allocations for large-scale external distributions of fax messages
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The administrator can enter the account information in CallPilot Manager, except the
password. The users can enter their account information in My CallPilot using a valid
password.

CallPilot Manager → User → User Search section.

To be able to execute the configuration procedures, you must be logged in to CallPilot
Manager.

Email-by-Phone with My CallPilot
When the administrator provisions the e-mail server using CallPilot Manager, the mailbox
owner can configure the Email-by-Phone feature using My CallPilot. The My CallPilot server
establishes its own connection with the configured e-mail servers when sending and receiving
e-mail messages. The CallPilot server provides the Email-by-Phone functionality. The mailbox
owner uses My CallPilot to choose an e-mail account to set up as an Email-by-Phone
account.

The Email-by-Phone feature can be used only if the external e-mail server supports the IMAP
r4 protocol.

Networking solutions
CallPilot supports the following types of networking solutions:

• VPIM networking

• Enterprise networking

• AMIS networking

After you purchase the networking keycodes, the networking solutions are available for your
site. During installation of CallPilot, you select the networking solutions you want to install.

VPIM networking
VPIM networking provides CallPilot with the capability to exchange multimedia messages over
a standard data communications network. Messages can contain voice, fax, or both. You can
use VPIM networking to network with other CallPilot systems (including CallPilot 150 and
BCM), existing Meridian Mail Net Gateway (MMNG) systems, Norstar, or other third-party
VPIM-compliant systems.
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 Note:
If you are configuring a CallPilot Mini system, BCM, or Norstar, select Other Avaya. If you
are configuring a 3rd party VPIM compliant system, select Other.

Enterprise Networking
Enterprise networking is Avaya proprietary analog networking protocol for voice messages.
You can use Enterprise networking to network with other CallPilot systems or existing Meridian
Mail systems that support Enterprise networking.

AMIS-Analog networking
AMIS-Analog networking allows users to exchange messages with users of any voice
messaging systems that support the AMIS protocol. This protocol is an industry-standard
protocol for exchanging voice messages over the telephone line. Its feature set is more limited
than those of other networking solutions. You can use AMIS-Analog networking to network with
other CallPilot systems, existing Meridian Mail systems, Norstar, or other third-party AMIS-
compliant systems.

Channel requirements
All AMIS and Enterprise networking solutions require voice channels.

Networking solutions can also use multimedia and speech recognition channels if the
resources are available.

VPIM networking does not require voice channels. Messages are transmitted over the data
network.

Limits within networking
Certain limits exist within networking to restrict the number of sites. The following table details
these limits:

Enterprise Networking
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Item Limit
Number of private network sites 500

Number of ESN codes 30

Number of CDP steering codes per switch location 500

Number of open VPIM network sites 500

Number of NMS satellite locations 999

Refer to the Network Planning Guide (NN44200-200) for detailed information on selecting the
type of networking appropriate for your site.

Application Builder
Application Builder is a graphical software program that allows the you to create custom
applications with both voice and fax functionality that callers can access by dialing telephone
numbers. You can run Application Builder while connected to a CallPilot server, or on its own.
Refer to the Application Builder Guide (NN44200-102)

Channel requirements
Application Builder requires voice channels for voice-supported applications, such as voice
menus and announcements. If Application Builder with fax option is purchased, fax channels
must be provisioned.

Desktop messaging and My CallPilot
Desktop messaging and My CallPilot give mailbox owners access to their CallPilot messages
from their PC. Mailbox owners can play back or record voice messages on the PC if it is
equipped with a sound card and microphone, or they can choose to use the telephone. Mailbox
owners can view fax messages on any PC with a supported Web browser or print them to a
fax machine.
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Centralized Control of Desktop Options
The Centralized Control of Desktop Options feature permits you to control the features of the
CallPilot Desktop Messaging client. You can change the Class of Service settings on the
CallPilot server.

Getting there: CallPilot Manager → User→ Mailbox Classes→ Mailbox Class Details page .

You can access the CallPilot Class of Service settings in the Desktop and Web Messaging
Configuration section of the Mailbox Class Details page. For example, you can:

• provide users access to multiple address books on networked CallPilot servers

• allow user to hide entry in address book, to provide more privacy

 Note:
You can configure the desktop clients to store the address book locally. The client
prompts a download of new copy of the address book periodically. If the User Privacy
Option is altered between downloads, the address book is not updated until the next
download. This can result in incorrect or outdated addresses.

• prevent mailbox class members from sending and receiving text messages

• prevent the desktop client from issuing a PING command to the server on startup

• control the inbox to which Outlook users can deliver CallPilot messages

• set Message Forwarding Rule

• include cover page when forwarding fax

For more information, refer to CallPilot Manager online Help.

Changes made to Centralized Control of the Desktop options are not detected while the
desktop clients are running. End-users must close the desktop client and log on again to enable
the latest changes. You can toggle the settings in CallPilot Desktop Messaging Class of
Service.

Configuring the Enhanced Names Across the Network
feature

For sites using name dialing and name addressing on networked servers, the feature offers
an automated means of propagating user information throughout the network.

When you enable on a server, it automatically sends user information to each supported remote
server. As a result, each local user becomes a temporary remote user (TRU) in the database

Centralized Control of Desktop Options
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of the remote server. This makes user information available on the remote servers for the name
dialing and name addressing features. When there are changes to a local user's name, mailbox
number, or personal verification, or if the user is deleted, these changes are automatically
updated on remote servers.

Enhanced NAN overcomes the following limitations of the basic NAN feature:

• a user is only added as a TRU on a remote server if he or she composes a network
message to that site, something that many users may not do

• a user deleted locally is not automatically deleted from the remote server

For full descriptions of NAN and Enhanced NAN, refer to the Network Planning Guide
(NN44200-201).

Capacity for temporary remote users
To support the Enhanced NAN feature, the capacity of temporary remote users for servers is
expanded as follows:

Server model Maximum number of temporary remote
users

201i or 202i 35,000

600r, 703t, 1002rp, 1005r, 1006r 70,000

To adjust the number of temporary remote users allowed on the server, go to Messaging →
Message Delivery Configuration, and then scroll to the Temporary Remote User settings.

Requirements for the Enhanced NAN feature
• It is supported only for VPIM networking on CallPilot 5.0 or later servers.

• The remote server must have the sending server defined as a remote server in its network
database.

• For a user to become a TRU on a remote server, they must have a personal verification
recorded, and they cannot have the user privacy setting enabled.

You can force users to record a personal verification when they log onto their mailbox (if they
do not already have one recorded) using the Mailbox access requires Personal Verification
setting in the Mailbox Class Details page.
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Getting there: User → Mailbox Classes, and then click the mailbox class you want to update.
This setting also prevents a user from deleting their personal verification; however, they can
record a new one.

Synchronizing user information across networked servers
If you have the Enhanced Names Across the Network (NAN) feature enabled for networked
servers, you can manually synchronize information about temporary remote users (TRUs)
between the local server and remote servers.

Keep in mind that this user information is automatically synchronized whenever the following
happens:

• the Enhanced NAN feature is enabled for the first time

• the server is restarted

• a new remote server is added, or is changed to VPIM networking

• you select the Send User Info to this server check box for a remote server in your network
tree

• during the nightly audit (one server is synchronized per night in a rotating cycle)

Because manual synchronization may require a lot of data to be transferred, it is recommended
only for situations where the data has been corrupted or needs to be rebuilt. Note that since
Enhanced NAN synchronization is given a lower priority than VPIM traffic, there is no impact
to users.

Configuring password change service
The password change service allows users to change their password without administrator
assistance.This service is available by the following link https://<Server host name or IP
address>/cppwdchange/default.asp.

Prerequisites
The following must be configured prior to setting up password change service:

• Server FQDN must be defined

• Incoming and outgoing SMTP/VPIM must be enabled

Synchronizing user information across networked servers
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• Outgoing SMTP Mail/Proxy server must be defined

• The VPIM prefix must be on the local prime location

• At least one CallPilot server must be defined in the Preferences page

 Note:
Password change service is a part of CallPilot Manager, rather than part of the CallPilot
server. If you have configured multiple servers, such as a CallPilot server and a standalone
Web server, you must set the password change service preferences for on each installation
of CallPilot Manager.

Configuration options
The following options are configured on the Security Administration page.

Option Description
Enable Change by E-mail Allows users to change forgotten passwords using a link

provided in a CallPilot generated E-mail.
Disabled by default.

Enable Change by Secret
Question

Allows users to change forgotten passwords using two user-
defined questions.
Disabled by default.

Question/Answer
Minimum Length

Define the minimum number of characters required for secret
questions and answers.
Default is 20, with a range of 6-99.

E-mail Token Expiry Time Defines the number of hours a Change by E-mail request is
valid. When this time expires, the user cannot change their
password using the link provided in the E-mail.
Default is 1 hour, with a range of 1-96 hours.

Configuring E-mail addresses for password change
service

The password change service must be associated with user E-mail addresses for users to use
the Change by E-mail feature.
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Use Where change is made
For an individual user CallPilot Manager, User Details page, Security section:

Password Service E-mail field

For a user profile which
can be applied to multiple
users

CallPilot Manager, Configuring Synchronization Profile page,
Mapping section: UserPwdEmail (Password Change Email)
row.

Flight Recorder
Flight Recorder is a feature used by administrators to continuously capture traces from most
critical CallPilot Server modules that handle call processing (AML, BCR, CCR, SLEE) and
collect relevant operating system performance information (CPU usage, memory usage, disk
usage).

The purpose of this feature is to capture the system state prior to the problematic issue so that
the technical support and product design teams can determine what caused the issue.

For information on how to manage Flight Recorder, refer to either of the following documents:

• NN44200-505 Preventative Maintenance Guide

• NN44200-700 Troubleshooting Reference Guide

Flight Recorder
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Chapter 11: Avaya CallPilot® voice forms:
planning a voice form

In this chapter
Overview on page 229

Seven steps to plan and design a voice form on page 232

Overview
This chapter covers the planning and designing of a new voice form. For step-by-step
instructions to create, configure, modify, and maintain a voice form, refer to CallPilot Manager
online Help.

Introduction
A voice form is the electronic equivalent of a paper form. Voice forms make it easier for
organizations to reach customers or employees by making services available 24 hours a day
from any location.

The most important step in creating a voice form is planning and design. Even simple voice
forms require planning. You can create a more effective information-gathering tool when you
have a clear overall picture of how the voice form works before you begin. Ensure that you
plan the voice form on paper before you configure your voice form on the Voice Form Detail
page. Your plan is the blueprint for implementing your voice form.

There are a number of worksheets in this chapter that contain the same prompts as the voice
form application. If you are interested in getting started right away and configuring your voice
form, you can use the procedural Help topics in CallPilot Manager. To find the starting point,
open CallPilot Manager, click the CallPilot Manager online Help button, click the Search tab,
and then search for “work flow for creating a voice form.” Avaya recommends that you have a
detailed design of your voice form before you create and configure the voice form.
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People involved in implementing a voice form
There are three different groups of people involved in implementing a voice form. The following
table describes who these people are and what they do.

Person What they do
Administrator The administrator plans, designs and configures the voice forms to

collect information from callers over the telephone using a series of
recorded instructions and questions. Some common applications are:
credit card applications, prescription refills, product orders, or help desk
requests.

Caller A caller is a customer, potential client, or employee who calls the voice
form to provide the necessary information. When callers dial into a voice
form, they hear a series of recorded questions and instructions. As they
progress through the voice form, they answer each question using
either their voice or the telephone keypad. The system stores this
collection of answers as a voice form response.

Transcriber The transcriber accesses the caller responses using a telephone or the
My CallPilot Web user interface. The transcriber moves through the
response, playing back one answer after another, recording the data
the caller provided. For example, the transcriber can use the information
to fill in credit application forms, or to input details of an order into a
database. For more information about the transcriber role, refer to
CallPilot 5.0 Voice Forms Transcriber User Guide (NN44200-110).

After you create the voice form, you can test the form by playing the part of a caller, and then
a transcriber. You also keep the voice form up-to-date by modifying or deleting the service as
the needs of your organization change.

Standalone versus integrated voice forms
Voice forms are either standalone or integrated.

Callers access standalone voice forms directly by dialing into a dedicated service DN. The
voice form is not integrated with other voice forms or applications.

Callers access integrated voice forms by dialing into a service DN assigned to an application
created with the Application Builder software. This application transfers or switches the caller
to a particular voice form. For more information about implementing an integrated voice form,
refer to Avaya CallPilot® 5.0 Application Builder Guide (NN44200-102).
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Example of a voice form structure
The following is an example of the structure of a typical voice form.

Figure 1: Flow of a voice form

Example of a voice form structure
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Voice form limits
The following table lists various limits of the CallPilot system that you must consider when you
are planning voice forms.

Variable Limit
Maximum number of Voice Forms allowed per system 100

Maximum length of voice form definition in minutes 10 minutes

Maximum number of fields per voice form 50

Maximum answer length per field 60 seconds

The maximum number of untranscribed responses 1000

Seven steps to plan and design a voice form
There are seven steps to plan and design a voice form:

1. Identify the purpose of the voice form application.

2. Obtain a copy of the paper form or write out the form on paper.

3. Determine the voice form flow and compose the prompts.

4. Identify the overall voice form settings.

5. Identify the individual field settings within the voice form.

6. Identify the caller service DN.

7. Identify the transcriber service DN.
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Step 1. Identify the purpose of the voice form application.
The first step in creating a voice form application is recognizing the need for one. Use the
following guidelines to determine how you can use voice forms for information-gathering
purposes.

• If you know of any voice form applications that exist in your organization, check to see if
any of the existing voice forms can fulfill your need as they are, or with minor
modifications.

• Investigate the information-gathering functions that are currently in place.
• Identify which information-gathering functions fit the model of a voice form.

Step 2. Obtain a copy of the paper form or write out the form
on paper.

If you create a voice form to replace a paper form, get a copy of the form. For example, is there
an existing order form, customer survey, or job application? If there is no existing paper form,
imagine what it would be like and create a copy for yourself. This gives you a good starting
point for the design process.

Step 3. Determine the voice form flow and compose the
prompts.

In this step, complete the following worksheet, "Voice form flow and prompts worksheet." Make
a photocopy of the worksheet, or, depending on the number of prompts in your voice form,
make as many copies as needed. Take the written paper form that you found or created in the
previous step of the planning process, and number the elements that make up your voice
form.

Most voice forms are made of the following types of prompts:

• opening greeting
• instructions
• questions
• end greeting

When you list the sequence of the prompts in your voice form, you can verify whether the order
is sound and logical. You also can spot any gaps in information, for example, a question that

Step 1. Identify the purpose of the voice form application.
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you missed or an instruction that you overlooked that provides critical information to the caller.
At this stage, you may find that a particular form does not fit the model of a voice form; it is
better to find this out early in the process.

When you are ready to begin, review the Guidelines for writing voice form prompts immediately
following the worksheet. These guidelines help you compose the best prompts for your voice
form.

Table 8: Voice form flow and prompts worksheet

Prompt (field)
name

Type of prompt: -
Voice answer - DTMF
answer - No answer

Prompt text

Guidelines for composing voice form prompts

About voice form fields and caller answer types

Voice form prompts, also called voice form fields, include greetings (opening and end),
instructions, and questions.
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Callers hear these prompts when they access a voice form. There are three types of answer
fields, which are defined by the type of answer required from the caller:

• Voice Answer: These fields require a verbal answer from the caller. Example: "Please say
your first name."

• DTMF (keypad input): These fields require the caller to answer using the telephone
keypad. Example: "Please enter your order tracking number using the telephone keypad,
and then press number sign."

• No Answer: These fields are informational and do not require the caller to answer.
Example: "Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey."

After you plan your voice form, you configure these fields using CallPilot Manager. You can
use a mixture of these three answer field types in your voice form. Every voice form
automatically includes two No Answer fields; one is at the beginning of the voice form to greet
the caller (Greeting field) and the other is at the end of the voice form to bid the caller goodbye
(End of Form field). For Voice Answer and DTMF or keypad input fields, it is important that
your recorded instructions make it clear whether you want the caller to answer verbally, or
using the telephone keypad.

The following diagram shows the typical flow of a voice form with the various field types used
as building blocks.

Guidelines for composing voice form prompts
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Figure 2: Voice form fields and flow example

Answer length limit
There is a maximum answer length limit for caller answers. The default maximum length for a
voice answer is 60 seconds. Keep this in mind as you compose your prompts. Make sure that
no one prompt demands so much information that it takes a caller longer than the maximum
time allowed to respond. For questions demanding longer responses, try to break them down
into several steps, or ask for more specific information. Make any necessary changes to your
sequence now if you anticipate this problem.

Answer confirmation
Confirmation is the process of asking a caller to confirm the answer to a question. When you
configure the system so that an answer field requires confirmation, the system plays the answer
back to the caller. In the case of a voice answer confirmation, the system gives the caller a
chance to rerecord an answer; in the case of a DTMF or keypad answer confirmation, the caller
can reenter the answer if the caller makes a mistake. When you create your list of prompts,
ask yourself whether you want to confirm answers in your voice form and incorporate this into
your structure.
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 Note:
If your voice form contains prompts that require DTMF or keypad input, rotary phone users
cannot input or confirm these answers. Rotary phone users can only confirm voice answer
fields. Avaya recommends including a prompt in the opening greeting: “If you have a
touchtone phone, please press any key now.” You can configure how you want the system
to handle callers with a rotary phone. For more information about how to compose prompts
for rotary phone users, refer to "Prompts to address rotary phone users" in the following
section.

Composing greetings, instructions, and questions

When using a voice form, callers cannot see the instructions or blank spaces as they can with
a paper form. Therefore, the voice form must provide these elements verbally. Ask yourself
what the caller needs to know to fill in the form. For example, all voice forms begin with an
introductory greeting to welcome the caller. In addition, you need a thank you and farewell
greeting at the end of the form, as well as instructional prompts to help callers use the form
effectively.

• The introductory greeting (or welcome) is the first prompt that callers hear. The opening
greeting usually includes the name of your organization as a means of identification.
Some examples are “Welcome to the Bank of Moosejaw FastCredit application system.”
“Thank you for calling the Corona Confection Company. We appreciate you taking some
time out to participate in our customer survey to help us assess your satisfaction with our
products.”

• Instructional prompts are necessary for callers to use the form easily and effectively. Some
instructions inform callers of the keys to press while using the voice form; others outline
how the form is structured or what information is expected from the caller. The following
are examples of the types of instructional prompts you may need to include.

- Prompts to address rotary phone users - rotary phone users cannot answer DTMF
prompts. You can create a voice form that contains only questions that require voice
answers, but if your voice form does contain questions that require DTMF or keypad
input, ensure that you address the rotary phone user. Avaya recommends that you
include a prompt in the opening greeting to inform the rotary-phone user to call
another number where there is a voice form that contains only questions that require
voice answers, or where there is someone who can help the caller move to the next
step. Alternatively, you can simply add a note to your opening greeting: " If you have
a rotary phone, you cannot complete this voice form."

- Information required - what if you ask for information that the caller may not have on
hand? For example, if you require a bank account number, the caller may have to
look it up. Include a prompt at the beginning of the voice form that describes the
information the caller requires to complete the voice form.

- Organization of form - because callers cannot glance over a voice form to get an
idea of what information is required, a brief summary at the beginning of the form is
useful. For example, if you create a credit card application, you can organize your
questions into several categories. This summary can provide a breakdown of the
categories in the order that they are presented. You can say, for example: “This
application is broken down into four parts. The first part asks personal questions
such as your name and current address. The second part asks questions regarding

Guidelines for composing voice form prompts
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your employer. The third part asks about your resources. The fourth part asks about
your financial obligations.”

- Number sign to stop recording - in the case of a voice answer, if a caller finishes
responding to a question or does not want to respond to a particular question, he or
she can press number sign (#) to stop recording. After recording stops, the system
either plays the next question, or confirms the caller's answer. Callers do not have
to wait until the time specified in the Answer Length Limit field expires. You can
compose a prompt for example, “After answering a question, press number sign to
stop recording. The system either presents you with the next question, or asks you
to confirm your answer.” In the case of keypad input answers, when a caller presses
the number sign (#) key, the system plays the next question, or confirms the caller's
answer.

• Questions must be specific. Ask yourself what the caller needs to know to answer the
question correctly. For voice answer and DTMF or keypad input fields, ensure that your
recorded instructions specify whether you want the caller to answer verbally, or using the
telephone keypad. Also, you must instruct the caller in what form you require the answer
to the question. For example, when you ask for the caller's phone number, compose a
prompt as follows: "What is your telephone number? Please enter your number with no
spaces, including your area code, using your telephone keypad."

• The farewell greeting tells callers that they have completed the form. Although there is a
system good-bye prompt, Avaya recommends that you turn the system prompt off and
record your own good-bye prompt as part of your farewell greeting so that the voice is the
same for the greeting and the goodbye. For example: “Thank you for calling the Corona
Confection Company. We appreciate your business. Your order will be processed within
24 hours. Good-bye.”

Testing your sequence
When you finish creating your voice form, the best way to test your form is to read each
individual script aloud to someone. As you do so, write down the responses. Do not let the
person responding to the form see the scripts or your copy of the written form. Ask the person
for feedback on the flow of the form and the instructions/prompts. Testing your sequence is
particularly important for longer voice forms.

Following is an example of a completed "Voice form flow and prompts worksheet."

Table 9: Sample voice form flow and prompts worksheet

Prompt (field)
name

Type of prompt: -
Voice answer - DTMF
answer - No answer

Prompt text

1. Greeting No answer (greeting) You have reached the TechBiz automated help
desk. You will be asked a series of questions
regarding the technical problem you are
having. Answer each question using either
your voice or the telephone keypad.

2. Employee
name

Voice answer Please say your first and last name, and then
press number sign.
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Prompt (field)
name

Type of prompt: -
Voice answer - DTMF
answer - No answer

Prompt text

3. Employee
phone extension

DTMF answer Using the telephone keypad, please enter your
four-digit phone extension, and then press
number sign.

4. Problem
summary

Voice answer Please briefly describe the problem you are
having. After 60 seconds, recording will stop.
Press number sign when you are finished.

5. Urgency DTMF answer If you are unable to work because of this
technical problem, please press 1 followed by
number sign. Otherwise, press 2 followed by
number sign.

6. Goodbye No answer (End of
Form)

Your request will be sent to the help desk and
a technical support person will contact you as
soon as possible. Thank you and goodbye.

Step 4. Identify the overall voice form settings.
In this step, you identify the overall voice form settings. To do this, complete the following series
of worksheets titled "Voice form settings worksheet." The fields in this worksheet are the same
as the fields that you fill out when you configure the voice form through the CallPilot Manager
page "Voice Form Detail." This worksheet has five sections: General settings, Transcription
settings, Caller settings, Notification settings, and Storage Limit settings. After you read the
description, fill the right column in for each field in each section.

Table 10: Voice form settings worksheet: General settings

Field in CallPilot
Manager's Voice

Form Detail
Page

Description Use this column to
record settings for

this voice form

Voice Form ID Choose a unique number to identify the voice
form. Use up to five digits.

Voice Form Title Choose a title for the voice form, for example,
Application Form A. Use up to 40 characters.

Voice Form
Description

Summarize the voice form's purpose in a short
paragraph (up to 127 characters) to use as
reference when making changes to this voice
form. Optionally, include notes to
administrators about this voice form. You can
edit this description over time.

Step 4. Identify the overall voice form settings.
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Field in CallPilot
Manager's Voice

Form Detail
Page

Description Use this column to
record settings for

this voice form

Voice Form
Spoken Name

Choose a name for this voice form that will be
played to transcribers when working with the
voice form through the telephone. Since the
transcriber might also use the Voice Form Title,
Avaya recommends that these two names be
similar.

Table 11: Voice form settings worksheet: Transcription settings

Field in CallPilot
Manager's Voice

Form Detail
Page

Description Use this column to
record settings for

this voice form

Allow My
CallPilot Access

Do you want transcribers to be able to access
responses from the My CallPilot application in
addition to the telephone?

__ Yes
__ No

Play Envelope for
Header

What information do you want transcribers to
hear about each response before the response
plays back (for telephone transcription)? Your
choices are:

• Standard Envelope: The transcriber hears
the status (new, special, or deleted) and the
response number.
Example: "New. Response 32."

• Full Envelope: The transcriber hears the
standard envelope information, plus the for
ID or form name, and the date and time the
response was recorded.
Example: "New form: Customer Survey.
Response: 32. Received: today at 12:01
p.m."

Circle one of the
following:

• Standard Envelope

• Full Envelope

Delay after
Header

How many seconds do you want to delay
playing back the response after its envelope
information plays? This delay is useful for a
transcriber who needs to transcribe the
envelope information.
Default: 2 seconds
Range: 0 to 30 seconds

__ seconds

Before Each
Answer Play

Choose the appropriate Before Each Answer
Play option. This determines what the
transcriber hears immediately before the
answer plays back. Your choices are:

Circle one of the
following:
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Field in CallPilot
Manager's Voice

Form Detail
Page

Description Use this column to
record settings for

this voice form

• Field name: The transcriber hears the field's
spoken name.

• Beep: The transcriber hears a short beep.

• Nothing: The transcriber hears nothing for 2
seconds.

• Field name

• Beep

• Nothing

After Each
Answer

Choose the appropriate After Each Answer
option. Your choices are:

• Stop: The playback stops. To continue to the
next answer, the transcriber must use the
Play or Skip Forward command.

• Delay: The playback pauses for the number
of seconds you specify, and then plays the
next answer.

Circle one of the
following:

• Stop

• Delay

Password
Protection

Do you want transcribers to enter a password
before they transcribe responses?

__ Yes
__ No

Password Never
Expires

Do you want the password to expire, or to never
expire?

Circle one of the
following:

• Expire

• Never expire

Table 12: Voice form settings worksheet: Caller settings

Field in CallPilot
Manager's Voice

Form Detail
Page

Description Use this column to
record settings for

this voice form

Transfer to
Attendant
Allowed

Do you want callers to be able to press 0 to
transfer to an attendant at any time? If so you
must specify a Revert DN number.
The Revert DN you specify here is also used
when (a) the caller has a problem accessing the
voice form, and (b) the caller does not answer
a question within your specified time limit. Note
that (b) is true only if you choose to Transfer to
revert DN as the invalid answer handling option
for a specific voice form field.

Transfer to attendant
allowed:
__ Yes
__ No
Revert DN: ____

System Prompt
Language

If more than one language is installed, choose
the language in which you want system
prompts to be played to callers and

__ English
__ French

Step 4. Identify the overall voice form settings.
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Field in CallPilot
Manager's Voice

Form Detail
Page

Description Use this column to
record settings for

this voice form

transcribers. The language that you choose
does not affect the prompts you record for the
voice form (that is, field prompts and spoken
name recordings).

Table 13: Voice form settings worksheet: Notification settings - New/Special responses

Field in CallPilot Manager's
Voice Form Detail Page

Description Use this column to record
settings for this voice form

Choose how to notify the transcriber of incoming responses using the options in the following
rows. You can make two copies of this worksheet: one for New responses and another for
Special responses. If you do not want any notification given to transcribers, do not fill out
this worksheet.

MWI DN If you want to turn on the
message waiting indicator on
the telephone, identify the
transcribers' mailbox
numbers.

Transcriber mailbox
numbers:

Send Notification Message
to Mailbox

This option applies only to
transcribers using CallPilot:
If you want transcribers to
receive a notification
message containing the
voice form ID and response,
identify their inbox mailbox
number.

Transcriber mailbox
numbers:

Tag Notification Message as
Urgent

This option applies only to
transcribers using CallPilot:
Do you want transcribers to
hear a message saying that
there are urgent messages
waiting when they log into
CallPilot?

__ Yes
__ No

Table 14: Voice form settings worksheet: Storage Limit settings

Field in CallPilot
Manager's Voice

Form Detail
Page

Description Use this column to
record settings for

this voice form

MMFS Volume
threshold

If you want to specify how full the Multimedia
File System (MMFS) can become before the

What percentage?
Default: 90%
Range: 10-90%
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Field in CallPilot
Manager's Voice

Form Detail
Page

Description Use this column to
record settings for

this voice form

voice form stops taking caller responses,
specify this percentage. ____%

Responses'
folder size/Total
volume size ratio

If you want to specify how large a responses
folder can become relative to the MMFS
volume before the voice form stops taking
responses, specify the percentage. For
example, if your MMFS volume is 2 GB, and
you enter a percentage of 50 in this box, the
responses folder will continue to fill up until it
reaches 1 GB.

What percentage?
Default: 90%
Range: 10-90%
____%

Step 5. Identify the individual field settings within the voice
form.

This section describes the settings that you must configure for the three types of fields: voice
answer fields, DTMF or keypad answer fields, and no answer fields. Following are three
worksheets corresponding to each type of answer field. Complete the worksheet for each field
in your voice form. For example, if you have three voice answer fields and four DTMF fields,
make the appropriate number of copies of each worksheet.

Table 15: Voice form field worksheet: Voice Answer field

Field in CallPilot
Manager's Voice
Form Field Detail

Page

Description Use this column to
record settings for

this field

Play Beep before
recording starts

Do you want callers to hear a beep just before
the voice form records their answer?

__ Yes
__ No

Answer Length
Limit

How many seconds do you want to give the
caller to complete their answer? Once the limit
is reached, recording will stop and the caller will
hear "Recording stopped. You've reached the
maximum length of the answer."
Default: 10 seconds
Range: 5 to 60 seconds

Number of seconds:
____

Stop recording
after silence

Do you want the voice form to stop recording
the caller's answer if the caller stops talking but
does not press number sign? If no, recording

__ Yes
__ No

Step 5. Identify the individual field settings within the voice form.
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Field in CallPilot
Manager's Voice
Form Field Detail

Page

Description Use this column to
record settings for

this field

continues until the answer length limit is
reached.

Invalid Answer
Handling

What do you want to happen if the caller does
not answer within 3.5 seconds? Specifically:

1. How many times do you want the voice
prompt repeated?

2. What do you want the voice form to do if
the retry count is reached? Choose one of
the following:

• Go to the Next Field: The caller will hear
the next field prompt. (Transcribers will
hear "No answer was received.")

• Transfer to Revert DN: The caller will be
transferred to the revert DN you
specified on the voice form's caller
settings.

• Disconnect: The caller will hear "Your
session will be disconnected in 10
seconds. To continue, please press any
key." After 10 seconds with no input, the
caller will hear "Goodbye," and the line
will disconnect.

Number of times to
repeat the voice
prompt:
___
Circle one of the
following:

• Go to the Next Field

• Transfer to Revert
DN

• Disconnect

Confirm Field Do you want to require callers to confirm their
answer to this field?

__ Yes
__ No

Save Response if
disconnected

Do you want callers' responses saved if they
are disconnected?

__ Yes
__ No

Table 16: Voice form field worksheet: DTMF (keypad input) Answer field

Field in CallPilot
Manager's Voice
Form Field Detail

Page

Description Use this column to
record settings for

this field

Play Beep before
recording starts

Do you want callers to hear a beep just before
the voice form records their answer?

__ Yes
__ No

Invalid Answer
Handling

What do you want to happen if the caller does
not answer within 3.5 seconds? Specifically:

Number of times to
repeat the voice
prompt:
___
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Field in CallPilot
Manager's Voice
Form Field Detail

Page

Description Use this column to
record settings for

this field

1. How many times do you want the voice
prompt repeated?

2. What do you want the voice form to do if
the retry count is reached? Choose one of
the following:

• Go to the Next Field: The caller will hear
the next field prompt. (Transcribers will
hear "No answer was received.")

• Transfer to Revert DN: The caller will be
transferred to the revert DN you
specified on the voice form's caller
settings.

• Disconnect: The caller will hear "Your
session will be disconnected in 10
seconds. To continue, please press any
key." After 10 seconds with no input, the
caller will hear "Goodbye," and the line
will disconnect.

Circle one of the
following:

• Go to the Next Field

• Transfer to Revert
DN

• Disconnect

Confirm Field Do you want to require callers to confirm their
answer to this field?

__ Yes
__ No

Save Response if
disconnected

Do you want callers' responses saved if they
are disconnected?

__ Yes
__ No

Table 17: Voice form field worksheet: No Answer field

Field in CallPilot
Manager's Voice
Form Field Detail

Page

Description Use this column to
record settings for

this field

Save Response if
disconnected

Do you want callers' responses saved if they
are disconnected?

__ Yes
__ No

Step 5. Identify the individual field settings within the voice form.
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Step 6. Identify the caller service DN.
In this step, you must decide how the caller accesses the voice form. A caller can access a
voice form in one of two ways:

• Directly. The caller dials a DN that is dedicated to the voice form and is immediately
connected to the voice form application.

• Indirectly. The caller accesses the voice form through a voice menu application created
in Application Builder. The published number connects the caller to a voice menu.

Step 7. Identify the transcriber service DN.
When you complete your first voice form, you must define a DN for the transcription service.
To transcribe a form, you must first access the transcription service, much like you access
voice messaging to retrieve voice messages. You can either configure one generic
transcription service, or you can configure a number of transcription services.

When you configure one generic transcription service, any transcriber can log on to any form
for transcription. When the transcriber dials the DN, the system prompts the transcriber for the
voice form ID (as entered in the Voice Form Definition Worksheet). If you specify a transcription
password, the transcriber must provide a password to access the form.

What is next?
After you finish planning, you can configure your voice form by logging in to CallPilot
Manager.

Getting there: System → Voice Forms

For step-by-step instructions to create, configure, modify, and maintain a voice form, refer to
CallPilot Manager online Help.

For step-by-step instructions to transcribe responses, refer to CallPilot Voice Forms
Transcriber User Guide (NN44200-110).
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Chapter 12: Monitoring the Avaya
CallPilot® server and resources

In this chapter
Viewing the performance of Avaya CallPilot server on page 247

Finding information about the CallPilot server on page 248

Running system reports on page 249

Monitoring call channels on page 251

Monitoring multimedia channels on page 252

Monitoring disk space on page 254

Monitoring Multimedia File System volumes on page 255

Monitoring the database on page 258

Events on page 259

Viewing events in the Event Browser on page 263

Viewing alarms in the Alarm Monitor on page 265

Viewing the performance of Avaya CallPilot server
To view the performance of CallPilot server, log on to CallPilot Manager and click Performance
Monitor on the System menu. Performance Monitor updates the following information about
the CallPilot server every 10 seconds:

Column Description
Time and date The time and date on the server when server performance

was sampled.
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Column Description
% Processor usage The percentage of processor capacity being used. This

figure fluctuates according to the number and type of
events that are running on the server.

Free RAM (bytes) The amount of memory that is available on the server, in
bytes.

% Free disk space The percentage of free disk space on each of the CallPilot
server fixed disks.

Finding information about the CallPilot server
You may need Server Settings information when you communicate with product support
personnel. To view CallPilot server settings, click Server Settings on the System menu. Use
the Server Settings screen to find information such as

• the server version, switch type, and platform type

• channel allocations

• maximum number of mailboxes, and the maximum number that can be allocated to voice,
fax or speech recognition functionality

• system prompt, Email-by-Phone, and speech recognition languages

• maximum number of mailbox storage hours the system can support

• maximum number of NMS locations, networking sites, and DSPs the system can support

Listing the applications and services installed on the
CallPilot server

If you are not sure whether a particular application or service is installed on a CallPilot server,
use the Server Settings screen to display a list.
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Finding information about the connected switch
Use the Server Settings screen to display switch information such as:

• the switch type (for example Meridian 1 or Avaya Communication Server 1000)

• the switch sub-type (for example, Option 11C)

• the IP address

Determining the CallPilot server serial port settings
Use the Server Settings screen to display serial port configuration information such as:

• port type

• baud rate

• data bits

• parity

• stop bits

• flow control

Running system reports
The CallPilot Reporter feature provides the tools you need to run system status reports. Use
CallPilot Manager to configure the report data to collect. The administrator shortcuts on the
CallPilot Manager home page provide a link to the Reporter program.

Collecting report data
Operational measurements (OM) data is used for reporting system activity and usage. Many
activities within a CallPilot system generate OMs that you can review, monitor, and evaluate
with CallPilot Reporter. CallPilot collects OM data on the OM server in 1–hour intervals.
Reporter then retrieves the data and stores it in the Reporter database.

To generate reports, OM data collection must be enabled. You can turn OM data collection on
or off in CallPilot Manager and store collected data on the OM server for up to 10 days. The

Finding information about the connected switch
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storage period for the Reporter database is configured in Reporter. Refer to the Reporter online
Help for more information.

System status reports
These reports include data such as the number of callers who waited for a channel and the
number of callers who abandoned their calls. Run the following reports to view statistics for
each channel type:

• Service Quality Summary report

• Service Quality Detail report

• Channel Usage report

Traffic reports
Run the System Traffic Summary report to identify how much particular services are used. For
example, you can identify the percentage of total traffic generated by a service. This gives you
an idea of whether the current channel allocations for that service are adequate.

Reports on deliveries to external DNs
You can view the average and maximum times that each service is forced to wait to acquire a
channel. Run the following reports to determine if services that deliver messages to external
DNs are able to acquire channels when needed.

• DTT Activity report

• Fax Deliveries Activity report

• Fax on Demand Audit Trail Detail report

• Fax Print Audit Trail Detail report

• RN Activity report

• RN Audit Trail Detail report
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Networking reports
If the AMIS or VPIM Networking services are installed, you can run the Open Networking
Activity report. A high number of blocked sessions means that the service cannot acquire
channels to complete calls.

Monitoring call channels
If the CallPilot server has trouble processing incoming calls, use Channel Monitor to view the
state of call channels.

Channel Monitor
From Channel Monitor, you can monitor the current activity of functioning call channels, identify
which call channels are not functioning, and identify the physical location of a channel by its
icon position on the Channel Monitor screen. Channel Monitor also displays a channel directory
number (DN) and position (Label) in a pop-up when you move the mouse cursor over the
channel check box.

Changing the Channel Monitor refresh rate
By default, the Channel Monitor refreshes the display every five seconds with updated channel
status information. Increasing the frequency of updates increases the load on the server.

Starting call channels
Starting an Off Duty call channel puts it into Idle state. Typically, you start call channels after
the system is powered up following major upgrades or installations. If a call channel is off duty
for any other reason, use Channel Monitor to help you isolate the cause of the problem and
take appropriate action to fix it.

Networking reports
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Call channel states

 Important:
After completing call processing, a channel remains in the active state in anticipation of
receiving future calls. If it does not receive another call after 30 seconds, an active channel
changes to an idle state.

The icon that appears for each channel indicates the channel status.

Active Off Duty

Disabled Power Off

Idle Remote (Yellow)
Alarm

In Test Remote Off Duty

Loading Shutting Down

Local (Red) Alarm Uninitialized

No Resources ACCESS channel

Not Configured IVR channel

Monitoring multimedia channels
If the server experiences trouble processing incoming calls, you can view the state of voice,
fax, and speech recognition channels in Multimedia Monitor. From Multimedia Monitor, you can

• monitor the current activity of functioning call channels, and identify which call channels
are not functioning

• identify the physical location of a call channel by its position on the Multimedia Monitor
screen

• identify the media type associated with a channel (voice, fax, or speech recognition) and
review multimedia resources allocation

An understanding of channel allocation can help you determine if you must reconfigure the
channels or add MPC-8 cards to increase the multimedia processing capacity of the server.
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Multimedia Monitor also displays a channel (DN) and position (Label) in a pop-up when you
move the mouse cursor over the channel's check box.

Changing the Multimedia Monitor refresh rate
By default, the Multimedia Monitor refreshes the display every five seconds with updated
channel status information. Increasing the frequency of updates increases the load on the
server.

Stopping multimedia channels
You can courtesy stop or stop channels to put them into off-duty status. In off-duty state,
multimedia channels cannot carry any voice, fax, or speech recognition data.

 Important:
If you take multimedia channels off duty, you must manually start them to put them back on
duty. Channels that are manually taken off duty do not automatically start when you restart
or power up the CallPilot server.

Starting off-duty multimedia channels
Starting an off-duty channel puts it into the idle state. Typically, you start multimedia channels
after the system is powered up following major upgrades or installations. If a multimedia
channel is off-duty for any other reason, you must isolate the cause of the problem and take
appropriate action to fix it. For example, you can run diagnostics on the multimedia channel to
determine if there is a problem with it.

 Note:
The Maintenance screen appears only if it is possible to run diagnostics on the selected
hardware.

Changing the Multimedia Monitor refresh rate
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Multimedia channel states

 Important:
After completing call processing, a channel remains in the active state in anticipation of
receiving future calls. If it does not receive another call after 30 seconds, an active channel
changes to an idle state.

Table 18: The icon that appears for each channel indicates the channel status.

Active Not Configured

Disabled Off Duty

Idle Power Off

In Test Shutting Down

Loading Uninitialized

No Resources

Monitoring disk space
The performance of your CallPilot system depends, to some degree, on the amount of available
disk space. Without enough disk space, the server cannot perform adequately. In some
circumstances, the server can stop functioning.

Avaya systems are engineered to provide adequate space to meet your data storage and
system operation requirements. You must, however, monitor disk space occasionally to ensure
space does not become too limited.
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Disk partitions
The CallPilot server is formatted in the following two disk partitions:

• The Multimedia File System ( MMFS) contains messages and greetings and other
changing CallPilot data.

• The database includes administrative information such as user profiles, which include
user names and DNs, and OMs, which are raw data about the system.

Nightly audit
Each night, the CallPilot server performs an audit that cleans up expired files in the MMFS and
the system database. In particular, the audit removes user messages from the MMFS that are
past the expiry date, and expired OMs from the system database. You can configure how long
OMs are stored.

Monitoring Avaya directory disk space
To monitor the disk space available for the Avaya directory, you must wait for alarms to be
raised. You can, however, determine how much free space exists on this disk using the
SPM.

Alarms are raised if logical disk space becomes limited. Different alarms are raised depending
on how much disk space is left on the logical drives.

Alarm Amount of space left
Major less than 10%

Critical less than 5%

Monitoring Multimedia File System volumes
The MMFS volumes store all voice and fax messages and other related multimedia files, such
as user mailboxes, greetings, voice prompts, and voice menus. The server can have more
than one volume, depending on the overall capacity of the system to process calls. When an

Disk partitions
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MMFS volume is full, no new files can be created on that volume. If an MMFS volume has less
than 10 percent of disk space left, you must free up enough space to clear the alarms.

 Note:
When you lower the retention period for user messages you do not affect the database. You
must be clear about which parts of the hard disk (either the database or the MMFS) are
approaching a point where they are nearly full.

What monitoring MMFS volumes involves
Monitoring MMFS volumes involves waiting for alarms to be raised as available disk space
becomes limited. You can, however, display or print reports on MMFS volume disk usage using
Reporter. These reports indicate disk space usage patterns, which can help you to plan a
strategy to deal with limited disk space. Alarms are raised as MMFS volumes fill up. Different
alarms are raised, depending on how much disk space is left for the MMFS volume.

Alarm Amount of space left
Major less than 10%

Critical less than 5%

When alarms are raised, a warning box appears indicating the volume ID and the percentage
full.

Clearing alarms
Alarms are cleared when less than 88 percent of MMFS volume disk space is being used. To
clear alarms, you must free up space on the MMFS volume for which the alarm was raised.

• If one MMFS volume is full while other volumes are empty, you can move users' mailboxes
from the full volume to another one.

• Disk space usage patterns on voice mail systems fluctuate, because voice messages are
constantly created and deleted. If all volumes are filling up, you can do the following
actions to reduce the size of mailboxes:

- Send a broadcast message asking users to delete unneeded messages.

- Look at user usage reports to determine which users are using a lot of space, and
talk to them about it.

- Delete unneeded mailboxes that might be filling up with broadcast messages.
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- Reduce the maximum space allowed for some or all mailboxes so the system tells
users their mailboxes are full.

- Reduce the read message retention time on some or all mailboxes so that the
automatic message deletion cleans up more messages sooner.

• In an application using automatic read message deletion, disk usage typically increases
from Monday to Friday. Disk usage decreases over the weekend as read messages are
deleted and few new ones are created. When you understand these patterns you can
better plan a strategy to deal with disk space problems.

• If the system is chronically low on space, consider purchasing additional storage from
Avaya, particularly if you must add new users to the system.

General methods to monitor disk space
The Performance Monitor shows the disk space available on your system by showing the
percentage of free disk space.

Reporter
In Reporter, you can view reports about system performance after you perform a download of
OMs from the server to your administrative PC. The Multimedia File System Usage report helps
you determine if the level of user messages is getting too high. The Disk Usage report provides
information on the usage of all disk drives on the server.

For more information, refer to the CallPilot Reporter Guide (NN44200-603).

Administrative actions
• Decrease the amount of time that the system retains messages before they expire if you

discover that the MMFS is getting full.

• Reduce the amount of storage space that is allocated to users. You can change this
requirement only after the fact (for example, in case a user already has many messages
stored in his or her mailbox).

• The system database collects OMs on the hard disk depending on the type of specified
OMs and for a specified amount of time. If the database is getting full, reduce the amount
of time for which those OMs are collected and retained on the hard disk (OM retention).

General methods to monitor disk space
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 Important:
Because the hard disk is partitioned, reducing the message retention time affects only
the MMFS. Reducing the OM retention time affects only the database storage levels.

Monitoring the database
The database stores user information, system configuration information, and various statistics
that are collected by the system. You cannot monitor the database disk space directly.
However, an alarm is raised if the database reaches its expected limit.

Database limits
The database is created during installation. It is designed to be large enough to store the full
amount of anticipated system data. Under normal operation, the database should never fill up.
In some systems, particularly new ones for which usage patterns have yet to be established,
the database can approach its expected limit. If this happens, you must determine the cause
and provide a solution.

 Important:
As a precaution against disk failure, the database expands slightly to accommodate data
beyond the anticipated limit. However, this is a safety feature. The underlying problem must
be addressed as soon as possible.

Causes and solutions
System and user information use only small amounts of database disk space and do not fill up
the database. The following are likely reasons why the database reaches its anticipated limit:

• OMs are too detailed or stored for too long

OMs are statistics collected by the system. Based on the level of detail and the length of
time for which these statistics are stored in the database, more or less disk space is
used.

To reduce the amount of OM data that is collected, you must reduce the retention period
or change the level of detail for which the system collects statistics. When you lower the
retention period for OMs you do not affect the MMFS. Similarly, lowering the retention
period for user messages has no impact on the database. You must be clear about which
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parts of the hard disk (either the database or the MMFS) are approaching a point where
they are nearly full.

• The system is under-engineered

Systems are shipped with a database large enough to accommodate the initial
requirements of customers. If your estimated usage patterns change or if your number of
users grow, you might need to purchase additional disk space. Contact your distributor
for details.

Events
Events are occurrences on the CallPilot server, such as applications opening or closing, or
errors being reported. These events appear in

• Windows Event Viewer on the server
• CallPilot Manager Event Browser and Alarm Monitor

 Note:
The Alarm Monitor does not report information-level events.

Event severity
• Critical

These events indicate that a service-affecting condition occurred and an immediate
corrective action is required. Critical events are reported when a component is completely
out of service and you must take immediate action to restore it. For example, an event
can indicate that the file system crashed.

• Major

These events indicate that a service-affecting condition developed and an urgent
corrective action is required. The event condition can cause severe degradation in server
performance, and you must restore full capacity. For example, the event can indicate that
the file system is 100 percent full.

• Minor

These events indicate that a non-service-affecting fault condition exists, and that you must
take corrective action to prevent a more serious fault. For example, an event can indicate
that the file system is 90 percent full.

• Information

These events indicate that something noteworthy happened on the system, but do not
mean that there is a problem. For example, an information-level event can indicate that

Events
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a service started or stopped. These events are displayed in the Event Browser but not in
the Alarm Monitor.

System events
System events, such as Windows driver events, appear as event code 40592 in the Event
Browser and in the system log in the Windows Event Viewer.

Security events
Security auditing is enabled on the server. Suspicious actions by a user are logged as event
code 40593 in the Event Browser and in the security log in the Windows Event Viewer. This is
an information event, so it does not appear in the Alarm Monitor.

Using the Event Browser versus the Alarm Monitor
The Event Browser and Alarm Monitor both show events that occur on the server. These
programs provide many common features for viewing events. The following table lists each
feature and the program that offers the feature.

Table 19: Event Browser versus Alarm Monitor feature matrix

Feature Event Browser Alarm Monitor
view events Yes Yes

view online Help for an event Yes Yes

save a list of events Yes No

print a list of events Yes No

view minor, major, critical events Yes Yes

view information events Yes No

filter events by code, type, severity, latest events Yes No

customize event properties (severity and throttling
parameters)

Yes Noa

clear an event No Yes

define SNMP filtering criteria No Yes
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Feature Event Browser Alarm Monitor
Events can be customized in the Event Browser. However, these changes also affect the
generated alarms.

The Event Browser performs detailed filtering by several categories, including severity and
event code range. You can also specify a number of latest events to view, so that you see only
recent events.

The Alarm Monitor shows (and therefore focuses on) Minor, Major, and Critical events, and
ignores Information events. This enables you to focus on problems that require correction. In
addition, when an event occurs repeatedly, it is reported only one time in the Alarm Monitor to
avoid cluttering the Alarm Monitor display. You can also define SNMP parameters through the
Alarm Monitor.

Changing the event log size
The event log resides on the server and stores a record of all events that occur on the server.
You must log on to the server to change the event log size.

 Caution:
Risk of affecting server performance

Only qualified Avaya technicians should make changes to the log settings. If you change
the size settings, the results affect the performance of the server and the number of events
that can be stored.

Event log wraparound
The event log file size is fixed. The file does not increase in size as new events are added to
the log. When the log is full and a new event is generated, Windows performs auto-backup of
the full log and starts a new log from the scratch.

Archived logs are saved into the same directory which contains evt-files of the current logs.
This directory is C:\WINDOWS\system32\config by default. Archive file names follow ‘Archive-
<Log>-<DateTime> .evt' template. <Log> can be Application, Security or System. <DateTime>
is a timestamp generated when the log was archived. By default, only one archived file is stored
for each log (Application, Security and System).

 Caution:
Risk of affecting server performance

Changing the event log size
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Do not change the event log retention mechanism and size.

Impact of log size changes
If you reduce the size of the event log, then the server can store fewer events. If you increase
the event log size, you reduce the amount of available disk space on the server and might slow
the response times for retrieving events from the Event Browser.

Application events such as CallPilot events are stored in the Application log. If you change the
Application log size, you also change the number of CallPilot events that are stored.

Default event log size
If you change the log size for the CallPilot server, do not use the Default button. The settings
for this button correspond to the Windows default settings. During a CallPilot installation, the
log settings are set to the following defaults:

Log name Size Event log wrapping
Application log 16 MB Overwrite events as needed.

System log 16 MB Overwrite events as needed.

Security log 16 MB Overwrite events as needed.

Windows Event Viewer
The Windows Event Viewer on the CallPilot server provides event and log information. Most
information provided by the Event Viewer on the server can also be viewed through the Event
Browser in CallPilot Manager.

Use the Windows Event Viewer on the server to view information that you cannot view through
the Event Browser in CallPilot Manager. This information includes

• database events (from the application log)

• server debug events (from the application log)
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Viewing events in the Event Browser
The Event Browser shows events that occur on the server.

Default filtering
By default, only the latest 100 critical events are displayed in the Event Browser. You can
change the filter to view all events.

Getting there: System → Event Browser

Filtering events in the Event Browser
To reduce the number of events shown in the Event Browser at one time, you can define filter
settings to display only those events that match your criteria. The default filter setting shows
the latest 100 critical events.

Filter options
The filter combines the filter settings from each category. You can set the filter to display

• a specific number of latest events or all events that are retrieved from the server

• events of a certain severity (critical, major, minor, information)

• a specific event code range, or all event codes

• a specific type of alarm (alarm set, alarm cleared, or message)

• events that occurred during a specific date and time interval

Viewing events in the Event Browser
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Saving and printing a list of events from the Event
Browser

You can save or print the events listed in the Event Browser. All events listed in the Event
Browser are saved or printed. If you have a problem with your system the log can help technical
support representatives conduct a thorough analysis of your system.

Throttling events (reducing the frequency of events)
Event throttling lets you control the frequency with which the same event is recorded by the
event log and appears in the Event Browser, Alarm Monitor, and Windows Event Viewer. This
prevents these windows and the event log from becoming overcrowded. If too many instances
of each event are recorded, there might not be enough space in the event log to record more
important events. Also, viewing too many instances of each event can overwhelm users,
causing them to overlook important events.

Filtering by changing event properties
You might want to override the default severity or throttling parameters of any event code for
the following reasons:

• to increase the severity of an event (for example, from information to minor) so that the
event is displayed in the Alarm Monitor when it occurs

• to reduce the severity of a recurring alarm to information so that the event does not appear
in the Alarm Monitor

• to set the throttling parameters to reduce the frequency an event is generated

Previous occurrences of the event are not affected. You can revert to the default event definition
at any time by deleting the customized version of the event.
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Viewing alarms in the Alarm Monitor
The Alarm Monitor displays a list of CallPilot server alarms. Alarms are warnings generated
by events. Alarms communicate the same information as events. However, alarms are reported
in the Alarm Monitor instead of the Event Browser, and are managed differently than events:

• Alarms appear in the Alarm Monitor only for minor, major, and critical events (not
information events). All events can be reported in the Event Browser (depending on
filtering criteria defined in the Event Browser)

• The first time an event occurs, it generates an alarm that appears in the Alarm Monitor.
If the same event continues to occur, a new alarm is not generated. Instead, the time and
date assigned to the original generated alarm is updated.

• If you generate an event several times, with the same Object ID and the same Instance,
then the event appears only once in the Alarm Monitor.

• If you customize events in the Event Browser, those changes do affect the Alarm Monitor.
For example, if an event severity is changed from minor to information, the event does
not generate an alarm. Also, if an event severity is changed from minor to major, the
severity of the generated alarm is major.

• Alarms can be cleared from the Alarm Monitor, but the event that generated the alarm is
not cleared from the event log or the Event Browser.

Getting there: System → Alarm Monitor

Filtering SNMP traps
Access the SNMP Settings screen from the Alarm Monitor to determine which SNMP traps,
based on severity, are sent out from CallPilot.

Clearing active alarms
Clear alarms from the Alarm Monitor in one of two ways:

• The CallPilot server automatically clears alarms when the alarm condition changes.

• You can clear alarms manually.

When you clear an alarm you remove the selected alarm (but not the event that raised it)
from the list shown in the Alarm Monitor. The event that generated the alarm can still be
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viewed in the Event Browser. If the event occurs again, however, the alarm reappears in
the Alarm Monitor.

Configuring SNMP on the CallPilot server
This section describes how to configure the CallPilot server to send Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) traps to a Network Management System (NMS). When this
service is configured you can work with server alarms on an NMS.

Two examples of NMS clients that you can configure to use this service are the OTM Alarm
Notification and the HP Openview tools. The procedure in this section uses the OTM Alarm
Notification tool as one example of how to configure an NMS.

The configuration has two parts:

1. Configuring SNMP on the CallPilot server so that the traps are directed to an
NMS.

2. Configuring the NMS so that it can receive the CallPilot SNMP traps.

Configuring SNMP Agent Information

1. Click Start > Settings > Control Panel > Administrative Tools, and then click
Computer Management.

2. In the console tree, expand Services and Applications, and then click Services.
3. In the right pane, double-click SNMP Service.
4. If the SNMP service status is “started”, stop the service by clicking on Stop.
5. Click the Agent tab.

Monitoring the Avaya CallPilot® server and resources
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6. Type the name of the user or administrator of the computer in the Contact box, and
then type the physical location of the computer or contact in the Location box.

7. Under Service, click to select the check boxes next to the services that are provided
by your computer. Service options are:

• Physical: Specifies whether the computer manages physical devices, such as
a hard disk partition.

• Applications: Specifies whether the computer uses any programs that send
data by using TCP/IP.

• Datalink and subnetwork: Specifies whether this computer manages a TCP/IP
subnetwork or datalink, such as a bridge.

• Internet: Specifies whether this computer acts as an IP gateway (router).
• End-to-end: Specifies whether this computer acts as an IP host.

8. Click OK.

Configuring SNMP communities and traps

1. Click Start > Control Panel > Administrative Tools > Computer Management.
2. In the console tree, expand Services and Applications, and then click Services.
3. In the right pane, double-click SNMP Service.
4. Click the Traps tab.
5. In the Community name box, type the case-sensitive community name to which this

computer will send trap messages, and then click Add to list.
6. Under Trap destinations, click Add.
7. In the Host name, IP or IPX address box, type the name, IP or IPX address of the

Network Management host, and then click Add.

Result: The host name or address appears in the Trap destinations list.
8. Repeat steps 5 through 7 to add the communities and trap destinations that you

want.
9. In the general tab, click start to start the service.

10. Click OK.

Configuring SNMP Service for Incoming Requests

 Important:
Enabling SNMP on a CallPilot system allows for 3rd Party software applications to remotely
query MIB files. The 3rd party Software applications should never be installed on the
CallPilot server or CallPilot web servers.

Configuring SNMP Service for Incoming Requests
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Improperly configured SNMP security may allow anyone on the Avaya server subnet to find
out a customer CallPilot server IP addresses, IP configuration, server up time and allow
control of CallPilot Server.

1. From the CallPilot server desktop, select start > Programs > Administrative Tools >
Services.

2. Right click SNMP Service and select properties.

3. Select security tab.

4. Under accepted community names, click add.

5. Select community rights and enter a community name then select add.

 Important:
Selecting Read only is for monitoring, and Read Write is for control operations.
Read Write can lead to security issues if SNMP is not configured properly. Use
a community name that is not well known. Do not use "Public" as the
community.

6. Select "accept SNMP packets from these hosts" and click add

7. Enter a host name, IP or IPX that you wish to be an authorized server for collection
SNMP information.

8. Select the general tab.

9. On the startup type, select automatic.

10. Click OK .
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Chapter 13: Voice Messaging-Verbose Help
User Interface

In this chapter
Overview on page 269

Voice Messaging-Verbose Help User Interface on page 269

Overview
Voice Messaging-Verbose Help User Interface is an enhanced standard Avaya CallPilot® User
Interface and provides expanded delay prompting during message retrieval and status
sessions. All commands that are acceptable for Avaya CallPilot User Interface (UI) are
acceptable for Voice Messaging-Verbose Help User Interface.

Voice Messaging-Verbose Help User Interface
Voice Messaging-Verbose Help User Interface is designed to help users navigate more
effectively in the voice messaging environment.

Voice Messaging-Verbose Help User Interface provides users with more detailed explanations
when users want to compose, play, reply, forward, or delete a message. In addition to
describing scenarios in context, Voice Messaging-Verbose Help User Interface also provides
users with more options in the delay prompts than are available with the standard Meridian
Mail User Interface (MMUI). All commands that are acceptable for CallPilot UI are acceptable
for Voice Messaging-Verbose Help User Interface.

Getting there: User → Mailbox Classes (Select Mailbox Class)
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This control item allows creating new types of mailbox classes for users who want expanded
prompts for the various message contexts.

 Note:
When you select CallPilot Verbose Help Interface Messaging, you must ensure that the
Voice Messaging SDN is configured properly. When you select Service Directory Number
➝SDN Details, go to the Session Profile area. In the Session Profile area, you must clear
the SDN Overrides Mailbox Class check box for Verbose Help User Interface to work.

Voice Messaging-Verbose Help User Interface
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